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Abstract 
The "Engineering Automation for Computer Based Systems" Workshop is the 6th in a series of 
Software Engineering workshops for formulating and advancing software engineering models and 
techniques, with the fundamental theme of increasing the practical impact of formal methods. Previous 
workshops have been devoted to "Real-time & Concurrent Systems", "Software Merging and Slicing", 
"Software Evolution", "Software Architecture", and "Requirements Targeting software". A major goal for 
this series of workshops is to help focus the software engineering community on issues that are vital to 
improving the state of software engineering practice. This focus promotes consistency among diverse 
research directions that address different aspects of the same problem to facilitate future integration efforts. 
The workshop represents a bridge between industry and academia. The material in these 
proceedings presents a balanced view of academic and industrial developments. Formalization is 
fundamental to the development of software engineering as an engineering discipline. The critical 
importance of formal models and formal methods is painfully clear when one considers the escalating 
demands for larger, more complex, reliable software systems. 
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Software Engineering to our Planning Horizon' 
Luqi and Manfred Broy 
The Army Research Office, National Science Foundation, Office of Naval Research, and 
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency sponsored the 1998 Monterey Workshop on 
Engineering Automation for Computer Based Systems. 
This workshop is the 6th in a series of international workshops with the general theme of 
increasing the practical impact of formal methods for software and systems engineering. The 
workshop took place in Carmel, California late 1998, hosted by the Naval Postgraduate School. 
Since 1990, the previous workshops in the series focused on real-time and concurrent 
systems, software merging and slicing, software evolution, software architecture, and require- 
ments targeting software. This workshop focused on engineering automation. 
The objectives of the workshops are to encourage interaction between the research and 
engineering communities, exchange recent results, assess their significance and encourage 
transfer of relevant results to practice, communicate current problems in engineering practice to 
researchers, and help focus future research on directions that address pressing practical needs. 
Over the past years, we have witnessed a slow but steady decrease in the gap between 
the theoretical and practical sides of the software engineering community. We hope that this 
trend will continue and will accelerate improvements in the state of software engineering prac- 
tice and theory. Software problems have been quite visible to the public due to spectacular 
disasters in space missions or telephone black outs and are receiving increasing attention with 
the nearing Y2K deadline. It is a good time to demonstrate concrete improvements in our dis- 
cipline. 
The continued doubling of computing speed and memory capacity every 18 months 
implies that the only constancy for large distributed systems, technology, tactics and doctrine 
may well be the idea that change is always inevitable. The dynamic aspect of systems is not 
supported by current practice and is seldom emphasized in current research. Software evolu- 
tion research is extremely important for achieving modifiable and dependable systems in the 
future. Improved methods for reengineering are also needed to bring legacy systems to the 
condition where they can benefit from improvements in software evolution technology. 
Thirty years ago, when the term software engineering was coined, there was lack of 
theoretical foundation for many practical concepts in computing. That is no longer true. A solid 
body of foundational work is available now that addresses many challenging issues related to 
software and computing, including specification techniques for systems and data, logical calculi 
for concurrent, distributed, and real-time systems, logical concepts related to interactive sys- 
tems, and formal models of programming language semantics with a variety of inference sys- 
tems. 
The challenge is to put these results to work, to develop theory that better supports 
engineering needs, and to improve practice. This will require cooperation and a concerted effort 
from both theoreticians and practitioners. We will need advances in education and 
' This research was supported by ARO(MIPRSGNPSAR042). NSF(CCR-98 13820). ONR(N0001499WR20019). 
SPAWAR(N~~OO~~SWROW~).  
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improvements in theoretical approaches to meet the demand of practical engineering for com- 
puter software. To be attractive to practitioners, formal methods, mathematical foundations and 
automated engineering tools need to provide return on investment. These approaches must be 
cost effective to successfully compete with other development methods, and the benefits they 
provide in terms of software quality must have sufficient economic value to justify investment 
in them. 
These goals require some uncomfortable changes in the research community. Mathemati- 
cal elegance is not enough for the success of an engineering theory: applicability, tractability, 
and ease of understanding are often more important in practice than logical completeness or 
conceptual elegance of the principles that guarantee the soundness of the methods. We must 
carefully separate the application of mathematics to demonstrate the soundness of a formal 
software model or to construct automated tools for engineers from the formal models that will 
be used by engineers as design representations. 
The formal aspects of computing cannot be studied in isolation if we are to have practical 
impact. The different aspects of technical, educational, and management issues are so closely 
intertwined in software engineering practice that it is risky and ineffective to study and develop 
them in isolation if practical applicability is a prominent goal. This puts interdisciplinary 
requirements on researchers and lends importance to interactions between experts from 
different specialties, such as those promoted by this workshop. 
We have collected some excellent papers for the workshop. These articles are written by 
internationally renowned contributors from both academia and industry that examine current 
best practices and propose strategies for improvement, as well as a summary of the high points 
of the discussions at the workshop. 
The broadest range of expert opinion and views were represented. Members of the 
academic, government, military and commercial world came to share their vision, insight and 
concerns. By synthesizing the expertise of these communities we hope to gain significant 
insight into the problems and solutions. The discussions ranged beyond the narrow confines of 
software and mathematics, to address engineering of systems containing hardware and people 
as well as software, and related issues that include requirements elicitation, management, and 
engineering education. Discussions at the workshop addressed technical advances in mature 
areas, such as a new decision procedure for a queue data type and novel types of model check- 
ing, as well as ideas for new directions, such as lightweight inference and co-algebraic models 
for interactive systems, The workshop helped to reduce the gap between theory and practice, 
and to recharge the research community to address problems of immediate concern. Workshop 
attendees identified and discussed both the technologically dependent and technologically 
independent trends within the engineering automation of computer based systems for the near 
term and out to our planning horizon. 
It is our pleasure to thank the workshop advisory, program and local arrangements com- 
mittees, and the workshop sponsors, NSF, ONR, DARPA, and especially ARO, for their vision 
of a principled engineering solution for software and for their many-year tireless effort in sup- 
porting a series of workshops to bring everyone together. 
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Engineering Automation for Computer Based Systems' 
Luqi 
Computer Science Department, Naval Postgraduate School, USA. 
1. Introduction 
Software development capabilities lag far behind society's demands for better, cheaper, more reli- 
able software. Since the gap is so large, and widening, it is unlikely that "business as usual" will be 
able to meet this need. Engineering automation based on sound and scientific methods appears to be 
our best chance to close the gap. 
This is the sixth in a series of workshops whose common goal is helping to increase the practical 
impact of formal methods in software development. These workshops have succeeded in gradually 
bringing the theoretical and practical sides of the software engineering community closer together, 
focusing them on fulfilling the promise of scientific improvement of software engineering practice. The 
progress made i n  this direction at this workshop was larger and more readily apparent than in previous 
years, giving us hope that the effort will eventually succeed. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 restates the main premises of the 
workshop. Section 3 gives an overview of the papers. Section 4 summarizes some of the discussion at 
the workshop, and Section 5 presents some conclusions. 
2. Premises of the Workshop 
The main premises of the workshop are that mathematics and formal methods can help solve 
practical problems in the engineering of computer-based systems, and that engineering automation is a 
promising way to accomplish this. 
We use a broad definition of "formal method." Webster's Dictionary says that formal means 
definite, orderly, and methodical; that method means a regular, orderly, and definite procedure; and that 
model is a preliminary representation that serves as a plan from which the final, usually larger, object is 
to be constructed. Thus, to be formal does not necessarily require the use of logic, or even of 
mathematics. 
In computer science, the phrase formal method has taken on a narrower meaning, referring to the 
use of a formal notation to represent system models during program development. An even narrower 
sense refers to use of a formal logic to express system specifications, and proofs to check correctness of 
implementation code - i.e., that it satisfies the specification. 
The broader definition of formal method is appropriate to this workshop because it fits the theme 
of engineering automation. Processes need to be definite, orderly, and methodical to be successfully 
and reliably automated. Thus, formalization of engineering processes in this broad sense is a prere- 
quisite for engineering automation. 
The narrower sense of formal method - checking whether or not the code satisfies a particular 
requirement specification in a formal logic - is inappropriate for this purpose, because of the well 
known fact that the majority of software defects are requirements errors (see the paper by Berry in this 
Proceedings). If the specification is wrong, we do not want code that satisfies the specification. 
The broader interpretation of formal method opens the door to other approaches, such as require- 
ments elicitation via prototyping and the automatic synthesis of correct code from requirements models 
' This research was supported by ARO(MIPR8GNPSAR042), NSF(CCR-9813820). ONR(NWO~499wR20019). 
SPAWAR(N6600 198WR00438). 
formulated via domain-specific notations. Note that a formal model is required to generate an execut- 
able version of a prototype, and practical prototyping requires extensive automation of the prototype 
design, analysis and implementation process. Such tools depend on extensive formalization of the 
processes involved. Similarly, the design of a domain-specific program generator depends on extensive 
domain analysis, culminating in the formalization of problem domain concepts, corresponding problem 
specification notations, and a library of solution methods for each domain. All of these activities are 
formal methods in the broad sense. 
The reader is cautioned that not all of the authors use the phrase formal method in the broader 
sense recommended here. For example, Beny states that formal methods do not help in identifying 
requirements. This is true under the narrower interpretation of the phrase, but not necessarily the 
broader one. 
3. Overview of the Papers 
Several concept papers assess the applicability of formal methods to engineering practice. Berry 
notes that formal methods must be cost effective to be of practical use, that requirements are the central 
practical issue, and that most formal methods do not help to identify requirements. He also conjectures 
that formal methods help when they do because they provide a second iteration on conceptual formali- 
zation. Robertson analyzes observed failures of formal methods and their causes. 
Another group of papers addresses automated reasoning and analysis. Bjorner presents a decision 
procedure for queues. Manna, Sipma and Uribe describe a method for combining deductive inference 
and model checking that can provide proofs about infinite state systems using algorithmic finite state 
methods. Cleaveland and Sims present methods to improve the efficiency of generic, automatically 
generated model checkers. Narasimba, Cleaveland and Iyer present a model, logic, semantics, and 
model-checking procedure for probabilistic systems. Kwak, Lee, and Sokolsky give a method for sym- 
bolic schedulability analysis that links to efficient equation solvers, which could be used to synthesize 
designs by solving for values of design parameters that would make the design achieve schedulability 
guarantees. Berzins analyzes the inference requirements for engineering automation and identifies the 
need for lightweight inference methods: sound, very efficient, typically restricted or incomplete. 
A third group of papers report on engineering aspects and practical experiences in the application 
of formal methods. Polak reports a successful application of automatic program synthesis in a special- 
ized domain (satellite control systems), and analyzes the reasons for the project’s success. Kosiuczenko 
and Wirsing formalize a common design notation for communication among distributed systems (mes- 
sage sequence charts) using timed rewrite logic, and use the formalism to test a specification by execut- 
ing it, revealing a fault. Gelfond and Watson describe the application of logic programs with non- 
monotonic semantics to realize automated decision support for a complex domain (space shuttle opera- 
tion in the presence of multiple equipment failures). Volker and Kraemer describe the successful appli- 
cation of the higher order logic HOL to the development of a verified library of function blocks for a 
safety-critical domain (industrial control), Gafni, Feldman and Yehudai present a real-time design 
language for large scale applications and explain the associated design process via an example (cruise 
control). Cooke describes a formalism for expressing implicit concurrency in data parallel computation, 
with applications to data mining. Zhang, Lee, Friedel, and Keyser describe statistical methods for gen- 
erating facts from raw data to provide decision support for an engineering task (diagnosis and repair ctf 
phased array antennas). 
Peter Wegner presented the idea that interactive systems fundamentally change the nature of com- 
puting, and that this change has far-reaching effects that have not been fully integrated into current 
theories of computing and engineering science, The main ideas are summarized here because there is 
no corresponding paper in the proceedings (for more details, see Mathematical Models of Interactive 
Computing, http://www.cs.brown.edu/people/pw). The difference is that the input to an interactive 
machine is not fixed in advance, and could depend on the partial output produced by the machine up to 
that point. A difference in expressive power due to this effect is claimed. This view of computation 
leads to different kinds of formal models, such as co-algebras; and different modes of reasoning, such 
as co-induction, which are relevant to the analysis of open (extensible) systems of the kind common in 
the current practice of object oriented design. The proposed change in viewpoint stimulated discussion 
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as well 'is some controversy about the details and their philosophical interpretation. 
4. Summary of the Discussions 
The National Science Foundation is considering the' impact of the PTAC report 
(http://www.ccic.gov/ac) and its impact on national 'research priorities, as summarized below. The 
report's major recommendation was to make software research an absolute priority. The four major 
research priorities identified are: 
(1) Software 
(2) Scalable information infrastructure (networking) 
(3) High performance (peta-flops) computing, including software R & D 
(4) Socio-economic and workforce impacts 
The report finds that software demand exceeds the nation's capability to produce it, that we must 
still depend on fragile software, that technologies to build reliable and secure software are inadequate, 
and that the nation is under-investing in fundamental software research. 
The report makes the following recommendations: 
(1) Fund fundamental research in software development methods and component technology; 
(2) Sponsor a national library of software components in subject domains; 
(3) Make software research a substantive component of every major IT research initiative; and 
(4) Fund fundamental research in humatdcomputer interfaces and interactions. 
Relevant research initiatives include ASCI (Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative) and NGI 
(Next Generation Internet). Tke internet is making the next step, with major implications for software 
research. Yesterday's environment is not tomorrow's, and many issues need rethinking within the 
future context. 
We are at a unique point in IT history: agendas are being set and recommendations are being 
made. The field needs a research agenda, a plan for research management, and action to build public 
support. Consequences of not acting include negative economic impact and loss of global leadership 
and competitiveness. One issue is that we are not currently able to meet the demand for software. We 
therefore need to: 
(1) empower end-users with domain-specific tools that create software; 
(2) make component-based development a reality; 
(3) automate software engineering processes; and 
(4) produce more well-trained professionals. 
Another issue is that we cannot produce high-confidence systems, and cannot even produce rou- 
tine systems routinely. We therefore need to: 
(1) understand what works and what does not; 
(2) understand the science of software construction; and 
(3) create a discipline of software engineering. 
The problems identified in the PITAC report have many facets, including unresolved practical 
problems, rapid change, immaturity of the science, a gap between theory and practice, fragmentation of 
the research community, and inadequate infrastructure for technology transfer. 
The recurring horror story is that we can not afford to build software systems using current tech- 
nology. This has been true for many years despite improvements in the state of practice. We have not 
made a convincing case that we have done much. Some of the reasons for this are increasing demand 
and rapid change, lack of effective technology transfer, and lack of the right kind of science. 
The practice of software engineering is moving very fast, in  an attempt to keep up with demand 
and stay ahead of the intense competition. Time to market is vital in the commercial world. Many 
developers jump on aggressively marketed software fashions, although they often include ad hoc 
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methods and worst practices along with some improvements. 
Despite these difficulties, the commercial world has made progress. For example, Java is an 
improvement over previous practice. Networking and communication are coming together, and succeed- 
ing in reusing resources. Commercial systems engineering is improving. We can successfully educate 
professionals in about ten years. 
Other commercial steps have been less effective. UML had the benefit of lots of talent with 
inconclusive results. The semantics of C++ remains controversial. Component technology is in fashion 
although it is still difficult to make components work together. 
There is a widespread attitude in the commercial world that academic results are impractical and 
that theoretical results take too much time and cost to incorporate into practice, especially in a highly 
competitive world. Some parts of the theoretical computing community take the attitude that practical 
engineering is irrelevant. The result is ineffective technology transfer and engineering practice with a 
weak scientific basis. 
This is an area where improvement is possible. Instead of a struggle between theory and practice, 
there should be a supply chain, and a coherent vision of problems flowing up the supply chain and solu- 
tions flowing down the supply chain. This should be a continuous, orderly, and effective process. 
Currently, it is not. We can not afford change in random directions. 
There are multiple causes for the current situation, including immaturity of the discipline. The 
problem goes deeper than a lack of communication that could be resolved by the current practices of 
our educational systems. Many issues that arise in engineering practice have not been addressed by the 
scientific community. There is growing awareness of these issues and increasing resolve in the scientific 
community to address them by developing a more robust and principled basis for future software 
engineering technologies. 
P a t  emphasis on formal methods in response to this problem has been a mistake. We should 
instead speak of and insist on effective, rational methods to achieve goals. The Latin for method is "via 
ratio," a rational path. It is not convincing to say, "We are on the right side because math and formulas 
are what matters." A shift of paradigm is now needed. The quality of the result and the cost of produc- 
ing that result are what matter. For progress in engineering, it is essential to automate the process. The 
solution must be a highly interactive, adaptive, automated system. We must admit that, even if we 
build an advanced system, it will be at a cost of not doing it again. 
As science is currently inadequate to support automated engineering, our community needs to 
understand and develop the science needed to bring the engineering to this level. Formalization is use- 
ful to the degree that it  contributes to this goal by enabling automation or systematization of engineer- 
ing processes. 
There are two kinds of science: theoretical science focuses on understanding and prediction, while 
engineering science focuses on empirical validation of theory-based predictions, and learns mostly from 
failures - as, for example, in seismology. A finer interplay between mathematics and empirical science 
is needed to achieve progress. Many good ideas have been proposed, but often without a plan to evalu- 
ate success. The only basis for rational judgement is empirical science. Many ideas that sound good in 
the abstract can not be realized in practice. Good empirical computer science is needed, but no one has 
been able to do it well so far. 
To focus effort where it is needed, it may be useful to distinguish engineering science from 
theoretical science. Recognition of the category engineering science is important because research fund- 
ing agencies typically support science rather than engineering. The aim of engineering science is to 
improve the capabilities of practicing engineers. The aim of theoretical computing science is to improve 
our understanding of computing. Automation is a primary goal for engineering science, but not neces- 
sarily for theoretical' computing science. 
Advances in theoretical computing science can contribute in the long term to software engineer- 
ing by providing better conceptual models and better principles that 'can be used to build tools for 
engineers. However, significant effort is required to identify, reformulate, extend, and package the 
relevant results from theoretical computer science to make them useful for engineering. For example, 
theoretical advances are often made using simplified models that avoid issues and details that are 
. 
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inescapable in practical engineering. These issues are in the realm of engineering science, and are vital 
for progress. 
We need technology transfer from relevant new engineering science to make things work. 
Nobody has the responsibility for this now. There should be an "Expedition Center" to envision what 
the world is going to be like in 100 years, and a "Transfer Center" to transform those visions into real- 
ity. We have to be careful about what kind of technology we transfer: it must be relevant to practical 
problems. There is much irrelevant material from former type theoretical computer science and others: 
e.g., How do you get a theorem to find oil? 
The various parts of the community must interact more closely than they have in  the past to 
achieve practical impact. Software isolation is a problem. Much software is connected to communica- 
tion, hardware, and other components. If we do not include these components, we have not solved the 
problem. Results from other disciplines are relevant also. Software development is a special case of 
product development. Software is hard because it is abstract; it cannot be visualized. We can learn 
much from design theory and product management. 
Rapid change affects the scientific community as well. The nature of computing may change sub- 
stantially in the 21-st century. For example, new models of interactive computing and quantum com- 
puting are on the horizon. Today's computing environments can not and will not be the environments 
of tomorrow. Computing is a relatively new science. There is opportunity, but also a need to educate 
people about what computer science is and what it can be. There is also need for periodic reality checks 
to ensure feasibility of long-term visions. These exercises can help improve the credibility of our field, 
can provide course corrections for research agendas and can evaluate readiness for technology transfer 
as we learn more about what can be done at what cost. DARPA and other agencies have challenge 
problems that could serve these functions. For example, the automatic theorem proving community has 
a standard set of benchmark theorems. 
'There is a tension between long-term goals and short-term goals. Funding agencies require that 
goals be achieved on a yearly basis. This is an issue that must be faced by all branches of science, not 
just in computing. We can ask how the issue is handled in other disciplines, such as particle physics. 
Physics has a history of setting up visionary programs. In Italy, 72 percent of money for basic science 
goes to physics, and only 1.7 percent goes to information science. Why is this - a good part of the 
answer is that the physics community behaves in a political way, i.e., it has a lobby. They say, "We 
have this great vision. We need Congressional funding for astrophysics, etc.", and then set up a lobby 
and get real money. We need to develop a similar vision and agree to work together toward that 
vision. 
In computing science, we have not agreed on the goals. This has been aggravated by the rapid 
rate of change, which has spawned computing schools of thought, and intense competition for scarce 
research support. We need to identify our goals and stick together, instead of "dissecting ourselves to 
death." Computing research does not have to be a zero sum game. The goals identified in PITAC 
report are a good starting point for developing a shared agenda for the entire computing community. 
Computing is the most successful technical discipline, in that it has come to relevance and has 
been applied in a relatively short time. Decidability and computability ideas appeared only at the 
beginning of this century. We had a vision of software engineering in 1968, but people were not aware 
of how much is hidden behind that vision, The digital point of view brought in a whole new view of 
the world, as opposed to physics. There is a basic difference between the root of physics and the root 
of computer science. The foundations of computer science are very simple - i.e., Turing machines 
suffice, with some modifications. NP completeness is not the most central problem. The real problems 
come on the macro'level, in building systems and with human factors. The roots of physics are 
different, more involved. The theory of digital models may become much more than it is today. 
We should be happy to work in a scientific field that has such a high level impact. We should 
also understand that there is a real push in progress, and appreciate that scientific push. What we have 
done wrong is to engage in too much infighting, much of which is due to not understanding the inherant 
positions imposed by the disciplines of our colleagues. What we have gained over the last 20 years 
could not have been done without deeper understanding. What we actually do in practice is not called 
formal methods, yet we have made more progress than we realize. It is important to make the field 
more transparent. We are just at the beginning. 
5. Conclusions 
The technical presentations and the engineering experiences reported at the workshop support the 
premise that engineering automation can lead to significant practical gains. Some of the papers detail 
the circumstances under which such gains can be realized using currently known techniques, thus pro- 
viding a snapshot of the current state of the art in  the area. 
Another outcome of the workshop was a change in  the attitude of the participants. For the first 
time there appeared a broad consensus that we should work together and agree on a larger common 
vision that we can all contribute to from our individual specialties. Most participants accepted the idea 
that theoretical work should contribute to engineering over a medium- to long-term time horizon. A 
working approximation to that vision is the improvement and application of computing science to, in 
turn, improve and automate processes for developing reliable computer-based systems. 
This consensus suggests a direction for action. The common vision needs to be supported by a 
more detailed research and development plan, providing explicit intermediate goals on the way toward 
the ultimate end. We should interleave our specialized scientific efforts with periodic application and 
integration of results from our different disciplines, with assessment steps and identification of unsolved 
problems that lie between the solved fra,ments, and with validation and adjustment of the assumptions 
used as the basis for the next round of basic research. Applications of new and sometimes deep 
theories rarely happen spontaneously. For best success, those researchers who originate new theories 
should spend part of their effort identifying and developing applications of those theories, perhaps in 
cooperation with groups whose primary focus is empirical engineering science. Some of our most valu- 
able lessons have come from the analysis of failed attempts to apply existing theories. 
We must work together to agree on how these threads will fit together into a coherent whole, and 
to form a more detailed vision that addresses society's long-term needs. Technology transfer and public 
relations are part of this puzzle. We need to better communicate to the public how engineering auto- 
mation and the basic research it will take to achieve that goal will alleviate the difficulties associated 
with computer-based systems that currently touch all of our lives. We need to make concrete progress 
in this direction, and to demonstrate the practical impact of that progress in a systematic and coordi- 
nated way. It is important to put past disagreements behind us to work together for the common good 
of both the computing discipline and society at large. 
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Formal ‘Methods: The Very Idea*, 
I 1 INTRODUCTION 
This paper is something that I have been meaning to write for some time now. I have been giving a talk whose title is 
that of this paper to a variety of audiences. In each case, the discussion generated was interesting and supplied more material 
for the ever growing talk. When I received the invitation to attend the Monterey Workshop on Engineering Automation for 
Computer-Based Systems, I saw an opportunity to present the talk to an audience of almost entirely formal methods people, 
including some of the pioneers. The talk was much better received than I thought it might be given its controversial nature. 
Moreover, all speaking participants at the workshop were required to produce a paper for the proceedings. The paper that I 
wanted to write is the result. 
Because the paper represents more my personal opinion rather than some rigorously established scientific conclusion, the 
paper uses first person when referring to the author. 
I have benefited particularly from an electronic discussion in 1995 with Martin Feather. 
Some Thoughts About Why They Work When They Work 
Daniel M. Berry5 
Computer Science Department, University of Waterloo 
200 University Ave. W., Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada 
FAX: +1-519-746-5422, E-mail: dberry @csg.uwaterloo.ca 
I ABSTRACT 
The paper defines formal methods (FMs) and describes economic issues involved in their application. From these con- 
siderations and the concepts implicit in “No Silver Bullet”, it becomes clear that FMs are best applied during requirements 
engineering. A explanation of why F M s  work when they work is offered and it is suggested that F M s  help the most when the 
applier is most ignorant about the problem domain. 
Keywords: Formal Methods, Verification, Refutation, Economics, Requirements Engineering, Second-Time Phenomenon, 
Ignorance Hiding, Evangelists - .  
I . 1.2 Outline of Paper 
This paper starts of with a brief definition of FMs. It then gives some feeling for the economics of applying FMs to the 
development of SWICBSs. Fred Brooks’s observation of “No Silver Bullet” is recalled for what it says about the difficulty Of 
determining SWICBS requirements. The paper offers that the most useful time to apply FMs is in the requirements engineer- 
ing phase of SWICBS development. Not all applications of FMs lead to high quality SWICBSs. However, when they do 
succeed, there appear to be two factors working for that success, the second time phenomenon and qualities of the people 
who push for and engage in FMs. . 
*with apologies to James H. Fetzer [14] 
0 on sabbatical leave from Computer Science Department, Technion, Haifa 32000, ISRAEL, with part of work done at’GMD 
FIRST, Rudower Chaussee 5,12489 Berlin, Germany 
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So as not to lose readers who believe in FMs and who see parts of this paper as arguing against their use, please consider 
that I believe in F M s  and use them when appropriate. I used to work for a company that sells FM technology and applies FM 
to clients’ SWICBS development problems, including for secure operating systems. Moreover, I did some fundamental work 
on the underlying theory of one FM a long time ago [3]. The reader will see that I am generally in favor of FMs, but there 
are serious problems of which we must be aware. The paper offers some unconventional ideas as to why FMs are successful 
when they are. 
2 DEFLNITIONS OF FMs 
Basically, an Fh4 is any attempt to use mathematics in the development of a SWICBS, in order to improve the quality of 
the resulting SWICBS. For the purpose of this paper, I am trying to include in the realm of F M s  anything anyone working in 
FM claims is an FM. If I have neglected to include one, my apologies. Please inform me by e-mail and include a reference to 
literature about it. For fuller discussions, see the papers by Hall, Leveson, and Wing [18,22,26], and papers cited therein. 
There are three main groups of FMs, verification, intensive mathematical study of key problem, and refutation. Each 
group is described; its strengths, weaknesses and costs are considered, 
2.1 Verification 
The first group of FMs are those that attempt to provide a basis by which the software of a SWICBS can be formally 
proved to be a correct realization of a specification embodying its requirements. Strictly speaking, the code is proved con- 
sistent with a formal specification. Rarely, however, is the full proof carried out. Nevertheless, the F M s  in this group all have 
as their goal the production of at least one part of a full proof of correctness. Within this group, there are many levels of for- 
mality and completeness. Here, by “completeness” is meant that of application and not that of a mathematical theory. Some 
of the FMs of this group can be characterized as some collection of levels of Table 1. In this table, the notation “ P ~ C “  
means “partial through complete”, “C” means “complete”, and “P” means “partial”. 
1 P-C formal specification of requirements 
2 PwC 
3 PwC formal specification of design 
4 
5 PHC formal specification of code 
6 PwC 
7 C code 
8 P-C 
verification of consistency and basic correctness of requirements specification 
verification of consistency of requirements and design specifications 
verification of consistency of (requirements), design, and code specifications 
verification of consistency of (requirements, design, and) code specifications and the code 
PHC ’ 
Table 1 
In each verification level, the items in parentheses are included in what is verified to be consistent by virtue of transitivity 
provided by lower level proofs. Only the items outside the parentheses are directly involved in that level’s proof. In Level 2, 
“basic correctness” means verification that the requirements specification satisfies any available independent specification of 
the correctness criterion, e.g., security. 
A typical FM in the group described by Table 1 consists of some collection of levels. Sometimes only Level 1 and Level 
7 are carried out with no verification. Rather, the doing of the formal specification allows much to be learned about the 
SWICBS to be developed before carrying out the actual development. Much more is learned this way than when only an 
informal, natural language specification is written. Sometimes only Level 1 is carried out for the purpose of documenting the 
requirements of the SWICBS, on the grounds that a formal specification is the most precise. 
Applying FMs of this group drives up the cost of SWICBS development as high as 2 fold over applying normal sYS- 
tematic methods of writing just the code if only Levels 1 and 7 are carried out, 10 fold if Levels 1 through 4 and then 7 are 
carried out, and even higher if more verification is carried out. These are the rules of thumb that were applied in the compmY 
mentioned above that sold FM technology. 
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2.2 Intensive Study of Key Problems 
The second group of F M s  are the intensive mathematical study of one or more difficult aspects of the SWICBS. These 
are an attempt to avoid the heavy costs of the verification FMs. Rather than specifying the entire SWICBS, only the difficult 
or problematic parts of the SWICBS are considered. For example, if the job is to build a secure operating system that guaran- 
tees that only authorized users gain access to any specific file, instead of specifying the whole operating system and proving 
its security, one could focus on the security-relevant portion of the system at the specification, design, or code level, or at 
some combination of these. While this focusing is considerably cheaper than dealing with the full system, it is fraught with a 
serious danger of overlooking something that is security relevant. One cannot be certain that the ignored portions of the sys- 
tem are not security relevant, that they do not impact and they are not impacted the parts designated as security relevant and 
therefore under study. To prove that the ignored parts are not security relevant turns the FM into a costly verification. 
Nevertheless, as one gets experience with a class of applications, he or she becomes more certain about what can safely be 
. ignored. 
1 
2 C study of one difficult aspect of design 
3 C study of one difficult aspect of code 
C study of one difficult aspect of requirements e.g., security, safety 
Table 2 
I would classify into this group any development in which theoretical knowledge is used to make the development of a pro- 
gram more systematic. The most common example of this phenomenon is compiler writing, which borrows heavily on the 
theory of phrase-structure grammars and has spawned its own collection of theory. 
The rules of thumb that 1 have heard are that these intensive study FMs drive the development cost up from 2 through 5 
fold, depending on the complexity of the problem and depending on how many levels of the study are carried out. 
2.3 Refutation 
The elements of the third group of FMs take an entirely different approach, that of refutation rather than verification 
[24], that is, instead of trying to prove that the SWICBS meets its requirements, one tries to refute the claim that it does. The 
advantage is that the correctness claim can be refuted by one counter example, while a proof must consider all possible cases. 
There are two kinds of refutation. One kind are those based on computable properties of some specification of the SWICBS. 
The second kind are those based on execution of some specification of the SWICBS on test data. Note that neither of these 
can be verification of correctness; correctness is not a computable property, and testing can be used to show the piesence of 
errors, never their absence [ 1 11. 
Given a specification of the complete SWICBS, as in Level 1 of the verification group of FMs, two examples of comput- 
able properties that can be used to refute the claim of correctness are: 
0 
0 
A type error, undefined identifier, or defined, but unused identifier can be the symptom of a more serious error, which a 
thinking human being should be able to spot given the evidence. 
Given a specification of the complete SWICBS, as in Level 1 of the verification group of FMs, if the language of the 
specification is executable, e.g. OBJ [16] or INATEST [20,12] one should be able to execute the specification either with 
actual data or symbolically. The execution with test data may show errors in the specified SWICBS. Alternatively, one might 
be able to build a finite state model of the SWICBS, either directly or by simplifying the model or abstracting away some of 
the complexity. Execution of the finite state model with test data can show errors. In addition, if the model is finite state, 
there are computable checks, e.g., reachability analysis, that can be used to show the presence of problems. This group of 
activities is called model checking. 
While locating an error by refutation is not guaranteed, in practice, model checking does expose errors, just as does exe- 
cution of the finished SWICBS. However, as is shown in Section 5,  it is highly preferable for an error to be exposed early in 
the life cycle than later after deployment of the finished SWICBS. ' 
The refutation approaches cost that of Levels 1 an3 7 of the verification group plus only 540% for the refutation, That 
is, refutation drives the cost of development up to between 2.05 and 2.50 fold, and this is cheaper than with full verification. 
type checking in the specification 
cross reference checking in the specification 
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2.4 Programming Itself as an F M  
Remember that a program itself is a formal specification. A programming language is a formally defined language with 
precise semantics just like 2, in fact, even more so than 2, which purposely leaves some things undefined. One could not 
prove the consistency of specifications and code if code were not formal. Therefore, programming itself is an Fh4 in the sense 
that writing a formal specification is an FM. Remember that programming is building a theory from the programming 
language and library of abstractions, i.e., the ground, up, just like making new mathematics. 
2.5 General Limitation of FMs 
An uItimate problem with any of these F M s  that &e based on a specification of the SWICBS under design is the accu- 
racy of this specification. If it does not specify what is desired, that is, it is not right, code that is consistent with this 
specification does not do what is desired. The specification could be wrong for an error of commission or an error of omis- 
sion. The specification could deal with a given situation in an inappropriate way, e.g., shutting down an aircraft engine that is 
in an inconsistent state. The specification could fail to deal with an issue entirely or could even fail to detect h e  presence of 
the issue. 
2.6 Economic Realities of FMs 
For most software, it is just not worth the cost to apply F M s ;  one can get more than acceptable quality by inspection [13] 
for up to 15% more and absolutely superb results by just doing the software twice at the cost of about 100% more. However, 
for highly safety- and security-critical systems, for which the cost of failure is death or is considered very high, EMS are 
necessary to achieve the required correctness and are well worth the cost. 
David Notkin [9] observes about model checking that sometimes it is necessary to make simplifying assumptions in the 
model to get a model tractable enough to be checked. This necessity creates a dilemma. Without simplification, the 
specification cannot be analyzed and critical problems might be overlooked. However, simplifications might hide critical 
problems, especially as abstraction is used to collapse a number of states into one. In the end, it is an issue of costs. Which 
problems cost more, the ones overlooked by lack of analysis or the ones overlooked by simplification? 
On the other hand, there is evidence that careful use of FMs during RE of a SWICBS can eliminate enough errors from 
ever showing up later in the development of the SWICBS, when they are very expensive to fix, that the cost of the later 
development is reduced enough that the total cost of an FM-assisted development is no more or even less than than that of an 
unassisted development [18,19]. See Section 5 for more information about the cost to fix errors as afunction of thedevelop- 
ment stage in which they are found. 
3 MOST ERRORS INTRODUCED DURZNG REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION 
One thing that has been learned over the years is that most errors are introduced into SWICBSs during the requirements 
discovery, specification, and documentation stages, to the tune of between 65 and 85%. The coding stage introduces only 
about 25% of the errors ever introduced into a SWICBS 161. Verification of the consistency of code to specification is by far 
the most expensive Fh4. Therefore, it is not clear how useful code verification is if only 25% of the errors are introduced dur- 
ing coding, and these errors are probably the easiest to fix. It seems that it is more cost effective to spend just 15% more for 
inspections than to spend more than 10 fold to fix errors introduced during coding. Therefore, the focus of FiMs must be on 
requirements. 
4 NO SILVER BULLET (NSB) 
Not so long ago, Fred Brooks observed that, with respect to software development, ''There's no silver bullet" [S] that 
will suddenly and miraculously make programming fundamentally easier than it has been. He classifies software difficultis 
into two groups, the essence and the accidents. The essence of building software is devising the conceptual construct itself. 
This is very hard, because that conceptual construct is of arbitrary complexity, it must conform to the given real world, it 
constantly changes, and it is ultimately invisible. On the other hand, most productivity gains have come from fixing 





really awkward assembly language eliminated by high-level languages, 
severe time and space constraints eliminated by the introduction of big and fast computers, 
long batch turnaround time eliminated by time-sharing operating systems and personal computers, 
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0 tedious clerical tasks for which tools are helpful eliminated by those tools, such as make, rcs, xref, spell, grep, fmt, and 
0 the drudgery of programming user interfaces eliminated by tools for building graphic interfaces such as X Windows, 
Java, Visual Basic and other GUI libraries. 
These have been significant advances; and they have made coding significantly easier and less error prone. However, again, 
these advances attack only the minority of errors introduced by coding and do nothing about the essence. 
Unfortunately, the essence has resisted attack. We have the same sense of being overwhelmed by the immensity of the 
problem and the seemingly endless details to take care of, and we produce the same kind of brain-damaged SWICBSs that 
makes the same stupid kind of mistakes, as we did 30 years ago! The source of these errors is that we just did not understand 
the conceptual construct that was to be constructed. We overlooked details or have some details wrong. 
5 FMs AND THE ESSENCE OF SOFTWARE 
Another way to describe the essence is “requirements”, not specifications, which are just a statement of requirements, 
but the requireme‘nts themselves. FMs just do not help identify requirements. They do not help us crack the essence. 
There is a myth going around. Some FM evangelists claim, “If only you had written a formal specification of the system, 
you wouldn’t be having these problems. Mathematical precision in the derivation of software eliminates imprecision.” Yes, 
formal specifications are extremely useful in identifying inconsistencies in requirements specifications, especially if one car- 
ries out some minimal proofs of consistency and constraint or invariant preservation. Interestingly, writing a program imple-. 
menting the specification also helps identify inconsistencies in the specification; programming is another FM. 
Contrary to the claim of these evangelists, FMs do not find all gaps in understanding. As Gordon and Bieman observe, 
omissions of functions are difficult to recognize in formal specifications [17], just as they are in programs. von Neumann and 
Morgenstern [25] say, “There’s no point to using exact methods where there’s no clarity in the concepts and issues to which 
they are to be applied.’’ 
Indeed, Oded Sudarsky, in a private discussion over coffee, pointed out the phenomenon of preservation of dijiculty. 
Specifically, difficulties caused by lack of understanding of the real world situation are not eliminated by use of FMs; instead 
the misunderstanding gets formalized into the specifications. and may even be hdrder to recognize simply because formal 
definitions are harder to read by the clients. Sudarsky adds that formal specification methods just shift the lack of understand- 
ing from the implementation phase to the specification phase. The air-bubble-under-wallpaper metaphor applies here; you 
press on the bubble in one place, and it pops up somewhere else. 
FMs do have one positive effect, and it is a big one. Use of them increases the correctness of the specifications. There- 
fore, you find more errors of commission at specification time than without them, saving considerable money for each bug 
found earlier rather than later. Remember, the cost to repair an error goes up dramatically as the project moves towards com- 
pletion and beyond. Figure 1 shows a graph relating the relative cost to repair an error as a function of the SWICBS develop- 
ment stage in which the error is found. Note that the cost scale on the y-axis is logarithmic, and the graph itself looks 
exponential even on a logarithmic scale. It saves lots of money to find errors earlier, and FMs help find errors earlier. How- 
ever, these errors are of commission rather than of omission 
Another reason FMs do not help identify requirements very well is that requirements always change-it is, inherent in 
the software-and formalization requires freezing the requirements long enough to write the specification and carry out the 
verifications. Meir Lehman identifies concept of E-type system [21]. It is a system that solves a problem or implements an 
application in some real world domain. Once installed, an E-type system becomes inextticably part of the application 
domain, so that it ends up altering its own requirements. As an example, consider a bank that exercises an option to automite. 
its process and then discovers that it can handle more customers. It advertises and gets new customers, ,easily handled by the 
new system but beyond the capacity of the manual way. The bank cannot back out of automation. The requirements Of the 
system have changed from being just optional to being required. Also, daily use of a system causes an irresistible ambition to 
improve it as users begin to suggest improvements. Who is not familiar with this phenomenon, either as a customer or as a 
developer? In fact, data show that most maintenance is not corrective, but for dealing with E-type pressures! See Figure 2. 
Formalization of the requirements does nothing to make the details of these kinds of changes more predictable. 
6 SECOND TIME PHENOMENON 
In 1985, I published a paper with Jeannette Wing that suggests that F M s  work, not because of any inherent property of 
F M S  as opposed to just plain programming, which is really also an FM, but rather, because of the second time phenomenon 
[21. If you do anything a second time around you do better, because you have learned from your mistakes the first time 
around. Indeed, Fred Brooks says: “ P b n  to throw one [the first one] away; you will anyway!” [7] In other words, you cannot 
get it right until the second time. If you write a formal specification and then you write code, you’ve done the problem 
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formally two times. Of course, the code will be better than if you had not done the formal specification. It is the second time! 
Note that writing an informal specification and then writing code does not have the same effect. It is too easy to handwave 
and overlook details and thus fail to find the mistakes from which you learn. It has to be two formal developments, 
specifications or code, for the second-time phenomenon to work. 
Observe how the two-time approach is requirements centered. One is not going to fix implementation errors this way, 
because the second time is not the same implementation as the first time. Even if they were the same, one can introduce new 
errors in the rewrite. The focus of the first specification or coding effort is on understanding the essence and eliminating 
requirements errors. The focus of the second is on implementing the understood essence. As Euripedes says, ”Second 
thoughts are always wiser”. 
7 THE IMPORTANCE OF IGNORANCE 
In a recent article, “Importance of Ignorance in Requirements Engineering” [4], I report on my and Orna Berry’s experi- 
ences in practicing ignorance hiding [l] in requirements engineering. I observed that I seem to do best when I am in fact 
most ignorant of the problem domain. For example, I had been called in as a consultant to help a start-up write requirements 
for a new multi-port Ethernet switching hub. I protested that I knew nothing about networking and Ethernet beyond nearly 
daily use of telnet, ftp, and netfind. At one point, earlier in my life, I had worried that the ether in Ethernet cables might eva- 
porate! Despite my ignorance, I did a superb job, in fact, better than I oormally do in my areas of expertise. By being 
ignorant of the application area, I was able to avoid falling into the tacit assumption tarpit. The experience seems to confirm 
the importance of the ignorance that ignorance hiding is so good at hiding. I t  was clear to me that the main problems 
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preventing the engineers at the start-up from coming together to write a requirements document were that all were using the 
same vocabulary in slightly different ways, none was aware of any other’s tacit assumptions, and each was wallowing deep 
in his own pit. My lack of assumptions forced me to ferret out these assumptions and to regard the ever so slight differences 
in the uses of some terms as inconsistencies. 
My conclusion is that every requirements engineering team requires a person who is ignorant in the application domain, 
the ignoramus of the team, who is not afraid to ask questions that show his or her ignorance, and who will ask questions 
about anything that is not entirely clear. It is not claimed that expertise is not needed. On the contrary, experts are needed to 
provide the material in which to find inconsistencies. Also, there is a difference between ignorance and stupidity; the 
ignoramus cannot be stupid. On the contrary, he or she must be an expert in general software system structures and how 
computer-based systems are built. He or she must be smart enough to catch inconsistencies in statements made by experts in 
fields other than his or her own, inconsistencies in their tacit assumptions, to abstract well, and to get to the bottom of things. 
Most importantly, he or she must be unafraid to ask so-called stupid questions to expose all tacit assumptions. (This is part of 
smartness since usually stupid people are afraid to ask stupid questions for fear of exposing their stupidity.) 
The final recommendation is that each requirements engineering team needs at least one domain expert, usually supplied 
by the customer and at least one smart ignoramus. 
As a consequence of these observations, resumes of future software engineers will have a section proudly listing all 
areas of ignorance. This is the only section of the resume that shrinks over time. The software engineer will charge fees 
according to the degree of ignorance: the more ignorance, the higher the fee! 
Soon after publication of the Importance of Ignorance paper, I received an e-mail letter from Martin Feather. He wrote, 
I have often wondered about the success stories of applications of formal methods. Should these successes be 
attributed to the formal methods themselves, or rather to the intelligence and capabilities of the proponents of 
those methods? Typically, proponents of any not-yet-popularised approach must be skilled practitioners and 
evangelists to [help bring the approach] ... to our attention. Formal methods proponents seem to have the addi- 
tional characteristic of being particularly adept at getting to the heart of any problem, abstracting from extrane- 
ous details, carefully organizing their whole approach to problem solving, etc. Surely, the involvement of such 
people would be beneficial to almost any project, whether or not they applied “formal methods.” 
Daniel Berry’s contribution to the February 1995 Controversy Comer, “The Importance of Ignorance in 
Requirements Engineering,” provides further explanation as to why this might be so. In that column, Berry 
expounded upon the beneficial effects of involving a “smart ignoramus” in the process of requirements 
engineering. Berry argued that the “ignoramus” aspect (ignorance of the problem domain) was advantageous 
because it tended to lead to the elicitation of tacit assumptions. He also recommended that “smart” comprise (at 
least) “information hiding, and strong typing ... attuned to spotting inconsistencies ... a good memory ... a good 
sense of language ...,” so as to be able to effectively conduct the requirements process. 
Formal methods people are usually mathematically inclined. They have, presumably, spent a good deal of 
time studying mathematics, This ensures they meet both of Berry’s criteria. Mastery of a non-trivial amount of 
mathematics ensures their capacity and willingness to deal with abstractions, reason in a rigorous manner, etc., 
in other words to meet many of the characteristics of Berry’s “smartness” criterium. Further, during the time 
they spent studying mathematics, they were avoiding learning about non-mathematics problem domains, hence 
they are likely to also belong in Berry’s “ignoramus” category. Thus a background in formal methods serves as 
a strong filter, letting through only those who would be an asset to requirements engineering. 
. 
8 THE LAST LAUGH OF NATURE 
Don Gause [I51 points out that there are two kinds of people involved in the development of any SWLCBS, developers 
and customers. Each person divides the universe of discourse (UoD), the domain of the SWICBS, into two parts, what he Or 
she knows (K) and what he or she does not know (DK). The effect of these orthogonal partitions of knowledge divides the 
UoD into four parts as is shown in Figure 3. The problem is that we do not know the size of the DKs. We like to thiik that 
after studying the problem a long time and, the DKs have been reduced to a tiny fraction of the Ks. However, the DKs Could 
be bigger than the Ks like the proverbial tip of the iceberg. Even if, in fact, the DKs are small compared to the Ks, the DKs 
can never be eliminated. The parts of the DKs that cannot be eliminated are called “nature’s last laugh” by Don Gause. 
Examples of nature’s last laugh include cold fusion,and all previously accepted but now discredited theories of the universe. 




The importance of the ignoramus comes through loud and clear. Every RE team requires a smart ignoramus relative to 
the real world domain of the system under design, who is not afraid to ask questions to reduce his or her DK in an attempt to 
get his or her K to include the client’s and users’ K. He or she must not be stupid; in fact, he or she must know enough about 
system architecture to be able to formulate enough of a model to prompt the questions. 
Maybe this is the role of FMs, to increase the Ks, but that is all it can be. I t  must be accepted that there will always be 
the DK, nature’s last laugh that no one will find unless someone is lucky enough to ask the right dumb question. 
9 ANOTHER EXPERIENCE 
A complementary paper in these proceedings by David Robertson [23], considers how attempts to use F M s  in the early 
stages of SWICBS design can fail. He describes his experiences trying to teach applied mathematicians to apply temporal 
logic to specifying a reactive system. The experience is more evidence of the importance of ignorance in writing 
specifications. 
Robertson’s group was collaborating for the first time with a group of computer-using applied mathematicians that knew 
temporal logic theory inside and out, but had never applied this theory to specify any system. They were asked to specify in 
temporal logic a domain that practically invited temporal specification. As Robertson described it in e-mail to me, it “was an 
obvious application which could be done in a short time using simple temporal relations and forms of inference which were 
pedestrian by comparison to those with which the temporal logic group is familiar.” After an initial failure to specify, the 
mathematicians asked Robertson, with some embarrassment, to write a prototype for them. He rapidly turned out a Prolog 
program, of less than 100 lines of the kind that a bright second year undergraduate should be able to write. This prototype 
proved to be enough of a trigger, and the mathematicians are now happily turning out specifications of more complex sys- 
tems. 
The mathematicians simply could not take the first step without something concrete to help them. Robertson believes 
that the difficulty was that they lacked training in problem representation. As happens with students who are unable to apply 
the theory they learn to problems, the mathematicians had not developed any intuition about how to abstract away the details 
of a complicated problem in  order to get a useful specification. Robertson believes that “it is often easier to produce the sort 
of idealised system I described above if you are ‘just ignorant enough’ about,logic not to be drawn into too complex model- 
ling at an early stage but gjust smart enough’ not to make logical goofs and to be able to transfer the initial prototype to more 
experienced hands. People in this line of work need to retain a certain amount of wide-eyed ignorance of the domain - oth- 
erwise they would be tempted to model problems too deeply, which is fun but seldom profitable.” 
Developers 
Know Don’ thow 
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10 SOCIAL PROCESSES AND FMs 
It is also my belief that the proper context for FMs in the development of SWICBS is in the highly social process of 
requirements engineering, This recalls the 1979 DeMillo, Lipton, and Perlis paper, “Social Processes and Proofs of 
Theorems and Programs” [lo]. They observed that mathematical proofs work because of the social processes in and around 
them that help to insure that only correct theorems get published (and even then they are not all correct). They argued that the 
proofs required by FMs applied to programming are generally carried out by grunt mathematicians working alone and 
without the benefit of social interaction, because, unlike publishable proofs in mathematics, proofs about programs are quite 
simply and frankly boring. Bored grunt mathematicians make mistakes. Proofs without social processes are not UustWOrthY 
enough for the needs of systems critical enough to justify the cost of FMs. 
11 CONCLUSIONS 
It is my belief that FMs work when they work, not so much because of formality, but rather because of 
1. what is learned when applying FMs, that can be applied in the next round of development and 
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2. 
Despite the weakness of F M s  at discovering new requirements, Fh4s work best when they are being applied to the RE stage 
of SWICBS development to help understand and correct the requirements. 
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Lightweight Inference for Automation Efficiency* 
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Abstract 
We explore the role of lightweight inference techniques in creating highly automated en,$neering 
support environments for the development of computer-based systems. Lightweight inference techniques 
are scalable methods for automated reasoning. We outline the types of automation that would be 
enabled by effective lightweight inference capabilities and survey some promising approaches to realizing 
the needed capabilities. 
1 Introduction 
We need improved capabilities for constructing computer-based systems, particularly regarding reliability, 
cost, development delay, and responsiveness to change. These needs can be addressed by automating some 
of the design and development work currently done by engineers. This includes analysis, synthesis, and 
transformation tasks that require reasoning support [12, 81. This paper explores the types of inference 
needed in this context, and identifies some key issues for progress. 
According to another paper in this proceedings [2], use of formal methods costs 2-10 times more than 
just producing code. That analysis assumes conventional processes where software systems are developed 
one a t  a time by economically separate projects. In that context, the analysis suggests that formal methods 
are economically justified only for products where the cost of software failure is very high. This picture is 
not very promising for cost-effective production of high quality software. 
An alternative path to cost-effective quality software is to amortize formal methods effort over develop- 
ment of many systems. For greatest benefit of this strategy, we need reliable generators that can produce 
reliable software for many related applications. This reuses parts of the formal methods effort spent on 
the critical requirements determination aspect [20] as well as on conceptual modeling, software architecture, 
and verification of the program generation patterns to realize the architecture. The systems created by a 
generator can be different products in the same application domain, or they can be improved releases of the 
same product. The latter pattern is economically significant because the bulk of software cost is attributable 
to  software evolution rather than to development of new systems. 
A key benefit of the reliable generator approach is systematic and non-decreasing improvement in soft- 
ware quality, both in the requirements aspect and in the correctness of code with respect t o  requirements. 
The approach addresses requirements by reusing domain knowledge and corrective feedback from prior appli- 
cations [ll]. It reduces the particularly problematic errors of omission because requirements issues identified 
in previous applications of the domain can be systematically checked. It enables monotonic improvement of 
program reliability, because once a bug in a program generation pattern is fixed, it stays fixed for all future 
applications of the pattern. As a limiting case, if the patterns can be proven correct, then all future applica- 
tions generated by the patterns will also be correct, without need for any further proofs unless new rules are 
added. Automatic generation of the application programs is necessary for success, to  prevent human error 
in the application of the certified program generation rules. Automatic tools at the requirements level are 
needed for the same reason. 
Lightweight inference addresses issues on the critical path to this vision. Automatic inference is needed 
to realize many parts of the automatic tools. For example, inference is needed to check the applicability 
'This research was supported in part by U. S. Army Research Office under contract/grant number 38690 and in part by the 
the Army Research Lab under grant number 7DNAVYRO10. 
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conditions associated with each program generation rule, to  determine which rules are applicable to  a par- 
ticular problem instance, and to  decide which is most beneficial if more than one generation rule applies. 
Inference capabilities are also needed in en,$neering automation for synthesizing, transforming, and checking 
the program generation rules, architectures, and requirements models. 
Inference has been studied for many years in the context of philosophy, logic, and mathematics. This 
work has addressed many theoretical issues such as soundness, completeness, and decidability of various 
inference systems. These results have contributed a great deal to our general understanding of logic and 
inference. 
Some of these general issues, such as soundness, are relevant to our goals. An inference system is soand 
if only valid statements can be proved.' Soundness is essential for engineering inference. Automated design 
processes must give dependable results before engineers will stake their reputations on them. 
However, other issues emphasized in mathematical logic differ from those most relevant to  engineering 
automation. 
1.1 Inference in Mathematics 
Formal systems for inference are part of the foundations of mathematics, and have been studied extensively 
in the context of mathematical logic. Logicians are interested in deductive power, and have established 
widely accepted criteria such as completeness and decidability. 
An inference system is complete if every valid statement has a proof. In logic, completeness of an inference 
system is a commonly accepted indication of optimal deductive power: it says every true statement has a 
proof. In the abstract completeness is an attractive goal. Note that completeness is concerned with existence 
of a proof, rather than whether there is a way to check if a proof exists or how long the proof might be. 
A logic is decidable if there exists a procedure that will determine whether any well formed statement 
of the logic is true or false in a finite number of steps. Any question that can be formulated in a decidable 
logic can in theory be answered by an automated process. This criterion is also an idealization, because it 
accepts any procedure that is guaranteed to terminate for all inputs, regardless of how many steps it may 
take. Decidability would be a practical criterion of deductive power in a world where clients have infinite 
life times. 
1.2 Inference for Engineering Automation 
Inference supporting engineering automation for computer based systems must face practical concerns. 
Most logics useful for software modeling are not decidable. For example, first order predicate calculus 
becomes undecidable if augmented with standard interpretations for data types that commonly appear in 
software, such as integers or lists. It  is therefore difficult to address our subject matter within the confines 
of known decidable systems. 
Since engineering applications demand soundness and inference systems that are both sound and com- 
plete do not exist for undecidable logics,?- incomplete inference systems are highly relevant for engineering 
automation. 
Even for engineering problems that can be expressed in a decidable logic, we must face the issue that 
decision procedures typically have at  least exponential running times, even for the simplest and weakest 
logics. Software analysis and synthesis problems encountered in practice are large, typically millions rather 
than tens of lines of code. Practical efficiency constraints rule out exponential algorithms at this scale, unless 
we can partition large practical problems into independent parts with (small) constant bounds on the size 
of the largest indivisible subproblem. 
Most software analysis problems are not decidable if we insist on perfect solutions for all possible pro- 
grams. Fortunately, we only have to  solve the problems that occur in engineering practice, not all problems 
expressible in common logic or programming languages. There has been little success in inventing languages 
'Valid means true for all possible models, i.e. for all possible interpretations of the symbols in the statement that do not 
have predefined meanings in the logic. 
*A decision procedure for the closed sentences of a twc-valued logic with a sound and complete inference system can be 
obtained by enumerating all theorems until either the closed sentence or its negation appears. 
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that can express the problems arising in software engineering practice but do not have the additional capa- 
bility to express many intractable problems that do not arise in practice. This puts a premium on efficiently 
solvable special cases and safe approximations that cover the situations arising in engineering practice. For 
example, compilers are commonly designed to issue error messages for all cases that cannot be efficiently 
certified to be well-formed, even if this means excluding some inputs that are not in fact errors. 
Thus inference for engineering automation of computer based systems is subject to very different con- 
straints than the kind of inference that has been studied in mathematics and logic, and has different goals 
and priorities. 
We use the term lightweight inference to denote inference systems that can operate within these con- 
straints, which require soundness and extremely high efficiency but tolerate incompleteness and limited 
expressive power. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the requhements for the inference 
facilities needed to support engineering automation. Section 3 presents some past successes in automated 
inference and automated derivation on a large scale, and examines the factors that enabled these successes. 
Section 4 identifies some of the most promising past approaches that may grow into future solutions to the 
lightweight inference problem. Section 5 contains conclusions. 
2 Inference Requirements for Engineering Automation 
This section outlines the requirements that must be met by automated methods for lightweight inference. 
1. T h e  methods must  give reliable conclusions. This is the soundness requirement identified above, which 
is essential for practical impact. 
2. T h e  methods must  be effective o n  a large scale. This is the efficiency requirement, which depends on 
the context. The design aids supported by lightweight inference can be separated into two categories, 
immediate and background. Immediate feedback is intended to alert the designer to relevant design 
issues or faults as they are introduced. Response time is limited to a few seconds for immediate 
feedback, because otherwise the designer's attention will shift to different issues, and slow feedback 
will interrupt thought rather than aiding it. Background analysis tasks must take no longer than an 
overnight run to be practical. In either case, the inference mechanism must be completely automatic, 
without interactive guidance from a human user - otherwise the process would be too slow and too 
expensive to be cost effective. The interaction paradigm in this case is precomputation of anticipated 
queries whose results are displayed only when the programmer requests them. In either case, the 
efficiency requirements are more stringent than commonly assumed in theoretical work on inference. 
3. T h e  methods must be able to solve problems that occur in practice. Complete coverage is not required for 
practical usefulness. Special purpose methods that are limited to particular special cases are acceptable 
and may be desirable if they perform well on cases that arise in practice. 
4. T h e  methods must  be able to perform inferences "ob'vious" to  people. Due to the extreme efficiency 
constraints, we should not expect lightweight inference systems to  solve deep mathematical problems 
that puzzle human experts. We should expect these systems to be able to determine properties that 
are obvious to professional engineers. The importance of automated inference is to be able to  handle 
very large numbers of such problems, at much higher speeds .and with much lower error rates than 
people could accomplish. The inference capabilities should handle the parts of the engineering process 
that appear conceptually routine when considered in isolation. Such issues can be major problems 
in engineering practice because of sheer volume of detail and large numbers of relatively simple but 
interacting constraints. 
5. T h e  methods must be able to f ind "solutions" in addition to  deciding properties. Often engineers 
need examples or counter examples in addition to deciding whether given properties are true or false. 
Sometimes this problem arises in the form of determining particular values for some parameters that 
will make certain logical constraints true, sometimes with the additional goal of optimizing some 
objective function. A related problem is finding the weakest set of additional constraints that will 
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suffice to satisfy a given goal statement. In the context of software engineering, it is desirable to 
integrate inference capabilities with facilities for synthesizing programs or design artifacts expressed in 
other kinds of formal notations. 
6. The methods mus t  be feasible for practicing engineers to  learn and use. This puts a premium on simple 
, conceptual models of engineering processes and user interfaces that match the thinking habits of typical 
engineers. A successful strategy for simplifying the interfaces has been to encapsulate the relevant but 
subtle mathematical concepts inside of tools (16,19,24). It is acceptable to require toolsmiths to have 
levels of mathematical skill that far exceed those of typical software engineers using tools with internal 
lightweight inference capabilities. Interface amenities such as active documentation, explanation, and 
guidance facilities can help, but they are no substitute for conceptual simplification at the interfaces 
and information hiding applied t o  deep theories of computing. 
7. The  methods mus t  have a fai lure interface t o  handle incompleteness. Incomplete methods may fail. 
These cases must be explicitly reported as failures, so that there is no danger of basing delivered 
products on faulty conclusions. In such cases, the inference system should help isolate and diagnose 
the causes of failures, and provide guidance about how to  mitigate or work around them. Such failures 
are often indications of particularly difficult parts of the problem. If the engineers are to  solve the 
problems that the automated systems cannot handle, they will need assistance in isolating, simplifying 
and understanding them to have much chance of success. 
8. The methods should be robust and  predictable. The methods should terminate gracefully when they 
fail.. For best acceptance by engineers, the cases in which the methods are expected to succeed and 
the amount of time they will require should be predictable. It is best if tractable special cases can be 
automatically detected by the system, and solution times estimated in advance, particularly if they are 
long. Since efficient methods tend to involve large numbers of rules, this puts a premium on computer 
aid for analyzing behavioral and performance properties of the rules. 
9. The methods must  be adaptable. Engineering automation is a complex problem domain that is not 
currently completely understood. In particular, an important part of the problem is productive in- 
teractions with skilled people and business organizations. Prototyping will be necessary to test the 
practical viability of research results in realistic engineering contexts, identify new issues implicit in 
those contexts, and improve automation support to address those issues and to provide gradually im- 
proving capabilities. Economic concerns also require some early demonstration of some returns on 
investment before all aspects of the problem are solved. This puts a premium on computer aid for 
changing and extending the rules that drive lightweight inference systems, and on improved models 
and representations for formulating and transforming the rules. 
2.1 Some Automatable Engineering Tasks 
Lightweight inference needs to be able to  address problems that occur in practice but are not “too hard”. 
To make this idea concrete, this section presents some examples of software engineering subtasks that should 
be completely automatable with the help of lightweight inference facilities and proper choice of safe approx- 
imations. 
1. Type inference. Synthesis of type declarations in types programming or specification languages, and 
2. Non-local references. Resolving non-local references, synthesizing Ada WITH statements, and gener- 
3. Uninitialized variables. Detecting references to uninitialized variables, and generating appropriate 
4. Ezception handlers. Determining the set of exceptions that can be raised by each statement, and 
generation of diagnostics in case of type errors. 
ating menu choices when there is more than one type consistent choice. 
warning displays at design entry time. 
synthesizing default exception handlers. 
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. 5. Closing files. Determining the set of open files and synthesizing close statements at the end of the 




7. Freeing storage. Detecting local dynamically allocated objects and synthesizing storage recycling o p  
8. Slicing. This a a form of dependency tracing that involves forming transitive closures. Applications 
include finding all program statements that can affect the truth of an invariant, identifying unreachable 
code, factoring unstructured descriptions into logically cohesive modules, and many others. 
9. Stubs. Synthesizing stubs that enable execution, demonstration, or delivery of partially completed 
systems. 
10. Concrete interfaces. Synthesizing default concrete interfaces, including graphical user interfaces, from 
abstract interfaces (such as those implicit in an object design or an essential model of the system). 
11. Test scaflolding. Synthesizing the additional code needed to test an implementation module according 
to a given testing approach. 
erations when safe. 
While each of these issues is in some sense routine, all of them consume substantial engineering time 
in practice, especially when error correction and proper response to modifications of engineering artifacts 
(requirements, specifications, decompositions, interfaces, programs, ...) are taken into account. Furthermore, 
each of them involves fairly sophisticated design and process considerations and non-trivial design decisions 
if it is to be resolved in a systematic way to  meet stringent quality standards, in a realistic engineering 
environment where complete coverage is needed and common academic simplifying assumptions cannot be 
used. 
2.2 
This section presents some more difficult software engineering tasks that should be partially automatable 
with the help of lightweight inference facilities. 
Some Partially Automatable Engineering Tasks 
1. Timing analysis. For real-time applications, it is often necessary to get accurate,upper bounds on 
how much time it will take to execute a given subprogram. Lightweight inference techniques should 
be able to automatically determine the number of microseconds per control block, and whether or not 
the recurrence relations that lead to  bounds on the number of loop iterations and the depths of the 
recursions in the subprogram match any of the solution patterns in a database of known solutions. 
Interactive help or heavyweight inference support may be needed to solve recurrence relations that do 
not match the patterns in the database. 
2. Space analysis. Embedded systems sometimes need accurate bounds on the amount ,of space needed 
to execute a given program. Lightweight inference techniques should be able to derive the number of 
bits per node or object. Interactive help may be needed to get bounds on the length of a l iked list or 
the number of instances of a type used in the program that do not match the patterns in a solution 
database. 
3. Completing loops and data structures. A mature engineering automation environment could include 
decision support facilities that can synthesize statements to restore invariants after manually designed 
code has changed some loop variables or data structure components. Lightweight inference should be 
able to automatically determine the sets of affected variables and weakest preconditions of sections 
of straight line code. Some interactive help may be needed for synthesizing the statements to restore 
the invariants based on this information for cases that cannot be handled by a database of synthesis 
patterns. 
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Note the common theme of a database of known and verified solutions that serves as an online handbook. 
Reuse of standard design patterns is a common approach in engineering that can benefit from automated 
decision support even if the process cannot be completely automated. The key is to automate the relatively 
routine parts of the process: this speeds up those parts and reduces the incidence of human errors, while 
reducing the intellectual load on the engineers, who can concentrate on the parts of the design that are 
not routine. In most applications the routine parts will account for a major fraction of the decisions in a 
large scale design, so that the proposed automation facilities will have substantial impact. This illustrates 
typical contexts where incomplete but reliable automatic methods are expected to be useful in engineering 
automation. 
2.3 Design Representations and Characteristics 
This section briefly characterizes the types of design representations used in software design to further 
characterize typical applications of lightweight inference. 
Software designs involve many-to-many relations of many kinds. Graphs and hypergraphs are common, 
and appear in many different guises. For example, graphics are used for display, dependencies are used for 
synthesizing build procedures, data flow is used for optimization and slicing (51, and links are used for web 
navigation. These structures are typically combined with annotations in formal notations. Special purpose 
techniques for handling such structures are therefore valuable. 
Software designs involve named objects with scope rules. Examples are variables, design modules, types, 
requirements, and so on. These names can typically be overloaded, so that some inference may be needed 
to resolve them. Names typically have many occurrences, which introduce dependencies of various kinds. 
Inference could be used to materialize dependencies explicitly, check consistency constraints, and derive 
change impact properties. 
Software designs are typically updated concurrently by teams of designers, working is a distributed 
environment with networking. Inference could be used to check or maintain relations between different 
design artifacts or documents and alert team members to impending interactions with decisions made by 
other team members. 
2.4 Common Types of Inferences 
This section abstracts and summarizes the previous characterizations of typical applications of lightweight 
inference in engineering automation. 
In engineering contexts it is often necessary to check or determine non-local properties of design ob- 
jects. Dependency relations must be maintained and processed, and closure calculations of many kinds are 
commonly needed. Examples of dependencies include data flow dependencies, control flow dependencies, 
subprogram call graphs, subtype relations, requirements dependencies, and configuration dependencies be- 
tween versions(lS]. An example of a closure calculation is determining the set of exceptions that can be 
raised by a given subprogram. A typical non-local property is whether or not a subprogram or a variable is 
used by more than one concurrent thread. 
There is often a need for large numbers of inferences that are conceptually simple when considered 
individually. For example, properties such as whether a given identifier denotes a predefined type arise often 
in program synthesis, because the applicability of synthesis rules depends on such properties. One at a time, 
they may appear trivial, but when they come by the millions in a large scale application, they can be a major 
problem. We need systematic and computer-aided methods for handling issues like this in many variations. 
3 Past Successes of Automated Inference/Derivation 
There is a substantial amount of past work relevant to the goals of lightweight inference, although much of 
it is weakly related to proofs and logic. This section briefly identifies and characterizes some of that work. 
3.1 Some Examples 
Here are some of the contexts where simple inferences have been successfully automated on a large scale. 
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1. Optimizing compilers. Compilers routinely determine properties of large programs to drive optimization 
2. Databases. Queries on databases determine properties of large data collections. 
3. Symbolic mathematics. Symbolic mathematics systems solve large math problems, some of which are 
beyond the practical capabilities of unaided humans. 
4. Optimization. Optimization methods such as linear and integer programming find solutions to  large 
problems. Another paper in this proceeding [15] gives an example of this relevant to  software engi- 
neering automat ion. 
processes and check for some kinds of semantic errors. 
5. Model checkers. Model checkers find problems in complex designs and protocols. 
6. Schedulers. Real-time scheduling algorithms establish complex existence properties. 
7. Heuristic search. Heuristic search methods find solutions in complex domains such as games (chess) 
and VLSI design (routing and layout). 
The first four of these contexts are quite mature and many commercial tools are available. Based on this 
past experience, we conclude that lightweight inference should be feasible. However, the kinds of lightweight 
inference needed for engineering of computer based systems have not been intensively studied, and we believe 
that substantial progress in this area is possible. 
3.2 Common Themes 
Several past successes rely on domain-specific inference and derivation procedures. These procedures rely on 
special properties of the application domains to achieve their efficiency and effectiveness. Expressive power is 
commonly limited and tailored to the application domain. The methods produce accurate results when they 
succeed , and produce error messages when they fail. These error messages approximately explain failures, 
and although current facilities leave much to be desired in this area, the error messages often do contain 
enough information to enable skilled users to diagnose and correct the causes of the failures. 
The past successes also have some common difficulties. Foremost among these is that the decision rules 
are complex and quite difficult to create, analyze, certify, and extend. Domain-specific inference often 
requires large numbers of similar rules. These systems are generally not very modular, and consequently 
they are very difficult to extend and refine. In many cases inference rules are implicitly encoded in complex 
algorithms. Even if the rules are explicit, they may not be systematically organized. Generalization is weakly 
supported, or not at all. There is little or no automated decision support for creating, analyzing, organizing, 
and improving the rules. 
Another problem is that failure diagnosis is incomplete and sometimes inaccurate. Most systems do not 
produce advice on what to do to work around failures, and some do not even provide infdrmation that could 
help to localize the cause of the failure. 
3.3 How Efficiency was Achieved 
A principal challenge for lightweight inference is achieving adequate efficiency. This section briefly examines 
how past successes managed to get enough efficiency to scale up. 
A major theme has been to avoid nondeterminism as much as possible. Since the cost of a search is 
typically exponential in the number of undetermined choices, many methods go t o  great lengths t o  reduce 
or eliminate choice points. Special structures of the problem domain are exploited to accomplish this, often 
via dominance properties , equivalences , special representations for entire classes of cases , and heuristics for 
pruning searches. 
Another theme is to keep inference chains short. This leads to large numbers of very specific rules and 
algorithms that are coupled to the structure of the problem space. 
Using memory to avoid recomputation and optimizing the frequently repeated steps are additional strate- 
gies that has been used to improve efficiency in the past successes. 
4 Future Directions 
This section identifies some of the most promising existing technologies and indicates aspects that could be 
improved for application to lightweight inference. These methods have been singled out because they have 
relatively good efficiency properties and they are applicable to  relatively large domains. They also share the 
desirable properties of declarative rule representations and referential transparency. 
4.1 Compiler Technology 
Compilation is the most mature application of large scale inference for engineering of computer based systems. 
The main inference technology used in compilers is attribute grammars [14,9]. This technology is mentioned 
first because it is the most mature and the most efficient. 
The main strengths of this approach are efficient methods for evaluating attributes, efficient methods for 
updating them when a design changes, languagebased structuring for the rules, and conceptual simplicity. 
Efficient evaluation is achieved by making the rules completely deterministic and by using memory to 
store attribute values so that each attribute is evaluated at most once. 
Efficient update is achieved by keeping track of dependencies and updating attribute values only when 
something they depend on has changed. 
The rules are organized according t o  the structure of the source language. This helps in managing, 
debugging, and enhancing large sets of rules. 
The approach has been widely applied to construction of compilers and other kinds of translators, and 
is easy for practicing software engineers to understand and use. 
The main weaknesses of the approach are rule set complexity, weak support for abstraction and modu- 
larity, lack of support for refinement and fusion of decisions, lack of support for objects, generalization and 
collections, lack of precise semantics for scenarios where parts of the source are synthesized using computed 
attributes, unidirectional information propagation, bias towards text-based design representations due to the 
formulations based on syntax trees. 
Large rule sets appear to be inherent in the determinism that produces the efficiency advantages of the 
approach. Our desire for improved modularity and higher conceptual levels of support in modeling the rules 
is motivated by the desire to apply the best known strategies for mitigating the conceptual complexity that 
stems from large rule sets with many interdependencies. This issue is on the critical path because rule 
sets will need to be even more complex than those in current compilers to provide the envisioned levels of 
engineering automation for computer based systems. 
The use of computed attributes to  synthesize routine parts of designs is at the heart of our goals for 
engineering automation. Foundational work is needed to develop formal systems that can provide a sound 
semantic basis for this kind of structure. 
Current attribute grammar approaches support derivations that apply rules only in a single, statically de- 
termined direction. This helps in achieving high efficiency. However, design representations with consistency 
constraints that are automatically enforced via synthesis rules do not always naturally fit into a master/slave 
pattern. In situations where the necessary action is uniquely determined in either case, we would like to be 
able to update either end of a dependency chain and have the other end readjusted automatically to restore 
consistency. 
Attribute grammars have their roots in a traditional text-based view of formal languages and syntax. 
Modern design uses a mixture of diagrams and text, both of which can have a precisely defined formal 
structure. It would be very useful to generalize attribute grammar ideas to  include formal structures whose 
source form includes graphics as well as text [17]. 
4.2 Rewrite Rules 
Another well studied context for automated inference is equational logic and rewrite rules [13, 10, 6, 71. 
The strengths of this approach axe its well developed theory, which can in principle support systematic 
analysis of rules, its type structure, and the associated (checkable) validity constraints on rules. This tech- 
nique also has some efficiency benefits, which are somewhat weaker than the attribute grammar approach 
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for rule sets with the church-rosser property, it is possible to replace search with deterministic choice of 
which rule to apply at each point without affecting the result. 
The weaknesses of the approach are that typical engineers do not understand how to use it, it supports 
only functional (single-valued) attributes, it does not support shared design objects, change propagation and 
rule refinement are not supported, rule analysis may not be computable, links to engineering design repre- 
sentations are missing, and current implementations are not efficient enough to handle very large problems. 
Our experience with trying to teach algebra and rewrite rule.4 to master’s students in computer science 
indicates that most of them fail to understand the principles deeply enough to be able to apply them in 
synthesis and engineering design. We believe that this population represents a reasonable upper bound on 
the skill levels of practicing software engineers. This skill requirement is a barrier to widespread application, 
which suggests that lightweight inference techniques based on this approach must hide the algebra inside a 
tool that provides simpler design representations to its users. 
4.3 Resolution 
Another well known approach to inference is Horn clause logic and resolution [23, 211. 
The strengths of the approach are its well developed theory, which can also in principle support analysis 
of rules, its support for multi-valued relations, and conceptual simplicity. This approach is less efficient, 
since nondeterministic choice and backtracking are involved. However, it is a local optimum point with 
regard to efficiency because most general unifiers handle as large a class of cases in a single step as possible. 
Engineers have used Horn clause logic for many applications, although many of these have been in the guise 
of PROLOG and have relied on non-logical features that enable the use of an imperative rule style familiar 
from programming. 
Some weaknesses of this approach are poor efficiency, lack of support for modules, generalization, and 
change propagation, difficulties in dealing with negative information, and possible masking of inference 
failures by the closed world assumption and non-logical constructs such as cut. 
It is hard integrate resolution with efficient deterministic procedures. Current strategies for achieving 
efficiency rely on imperative features and non-logical constructs , which destroy referential transparency and 
make rules hard to analyze. There do not appear to be good methods for integrating resolution with control 
heuristics. The control heuristics that exist are formulated in terms of implementation level concepts, or 
abstract theoretical concepts, such as orderings on function symbols. These are foreign to the engineers who 
will be using the systems, and are difficult to use due to lack of reliable and systematic guidelines for their 
use. 
Negation as failure complicates the theory and also makes rules harder to analyze. 
5 Conclusions 
Lightweight inference is needed for engineering automation , including the promising reliable generator strat- 
egy for achieving cost-effective high quality software (see Section l), and there is reason to believe that the 
needed capabilities are feasible. Some methods have been successfully applied (see section 3.1). However, 
none of the known methods is completely satisfactory. Application specific methods are needed for scalability, 
and better ways to develop such methods are needed. 
Areas for future research related to lightweight inference include better models of inference rules and 
rule subsystems, better analysis capabilities for rules, better synthesis and transformation capabilities for 
rules, procedure synthesis capabilities for rule compilation, improved methods for maintaining inferences 
as hypotheses change, and parallel and distributed inference engines to support collaborative design and 
engineering decision fusion. 
Cost-effective improvements in software quality are badly needed by society. The software engineering 
community would be well advised to  demonstrate practical realization of such improvements relatively soon. 
We believe that the reliable generator strategy is a good way to  do this. Research areas relevant to realizing 
the reliable generator strategy include improved formal models of requirements issues and dependencies; 
computable connections between requirements issues, software architectures , and program generation rules; 
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formal methods for developing, transforming, and certifying program generation rules; compilation of pro- 
gram generation rules into program generators; and integration of lightweight inference with formal models 
of program generation rules. 
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Reactive Verification with Queues 
Nikolaj S .  Bjorner*t$§ 
Abstract 
Temporal logic is the right specification language to capture requirements of reactive systems. To 
reason about specifications and implementations, that can in general be infinite state, STeP [3] (The 
Stanford Temporal Prover) offers verification rules and diagrams to decompose the verification task, 
generation of invariants to bootstrap verification, and finally integration of decision procedures to dispense 
with basic verification conditions. We here illustrate the scope of decision procedures for the data-type 
of queues in verifying a simple reactive controller. 
Keywords: Decision procedures, temporal logic requirements, reactive systems. 
1 A reactive control problem 
To understand the controller that we develop in this pa- 
per some familiarity with the Californian geography will 
be helpful. In particular we will assume that Santa Cruz 
is north of Monterey Bay. Assume also that the city 
council in Santa Cruz has decided that the boat traffic 
passing through Santa Cruz on its way from Monterey 
should be chunks of equally many submarines and sail- 
boats alternating with a regular period. A frustrated 
council member asks Clint Eastwood in Carmel t o  spon- 
sor a tower in Monterey Bay to control the flow of boats, 
at which Clint asks him, voice rasping, “Are you feeling 
lucky today, punk?’’ But that is not our main point. 
Figure 1 illustrates a possible scenario of the intended 
flow: boats and submarines from the south enter the bay 
in any order, the control tower has the option t o  keep 
the incoming vessels in the bay for a while or send them 
up north, but only in such a way that submarines and 
boats alternate with a regular period of length 3. 
As with many other political forums, the council is 
bitterly divided in Smta Cruz, and is unable to  reach a 
bipartisan agreement of whether the length of the period 
should be 3 or 5. In the present assembly those favoring 
a period of length 3 has the majority. Since the council 
is soon up for re-election it does everything t o  make sure that popular demand is satisfied, also should the 
new council have a majority for a period of length 5.  A design constraint for the controller is therefore that 
it should be easily reconfigurable to whatever period N of alternation that fits any assembly. 
‘This work was supported in part by ARO under grants DAAH04-951-0317, the National Science Foundation under grants 
CCR-95-27927 and CCR-98-04100, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency under NASA grant NAG2-892, a 
from Intel, DAAHO4-96-1-0122 and DAAG55-9&1-0471, ARO under MURI grant DAAHO4-961-0341, and by Army contract 
DABT63-96C-0096 (DAWA) , 
Santa cwz 
Figure 1: A network traflic controller 
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Since Clint cannot always sit in the control tower we are faced with the problem to design a controller 
program that directs and redirects boats and submarines to the bay or up north such that the period of 
alternation is N. 
2 Requirements 
Whiie pictures may give some intuition as to what sort of controller is to be designed they cannot directly 
be used to describe the behavior of the controller over time. For this purpose we use linear time temporal 
logic because it allows to capture requirements from an observer’s point of view, directly appeals t o  state 
changes over time, and is supported by an adequate supply of model checking algorithms for finite state 
systems and verification rules for infinite state systems. In linear time temporal logic a formula is evaluated 
over a computation sequence on the environment’s and system’s influence on observable variables. 
Linear time temporal logic allows for instance to specify that 
1. Ships and submarines do not alternate within distance N. Thus, for every sequence of at most N 
vessels sent up north, if the first and last vessel in the sequence are of the same type, then every vessel 
in the sequence is of the same type. 
2. Ships and submarines do alternate on distance N + 1. Thus, for every sequence of N + 1 vessels sent 
up north, the first and last vessel in the sequence are of different types. 
3. Every vessel sent up north came from south. 
4. The controller reacts on sufficient stimulus. Thus, if infinitely many submarines and ships have been 
sent up from south, then infinitely many submarines and ships are sent up north. 
Linear time temporal logic allows to capture these requirements leaving fewer ambiguities. This formal- 
ization occupation alone is in fact one of the most rewarding components of a system design. For h tance ,  
it may reveal that the above informal requirements leave open whether the controller is allowed to  delay 
vessels of its choice arbitrarily. 
However, the focus in this paper is on verification support for checking selected specifications against 
proposed implementations. We will therefore limit ourselves to the formalization of the two first properties 
which are invariants. Invariants can be specified with the form 0 cp, where cp is a first-order formula, and 0 
is the always temporal operator. The judgment S I= 0 cp asserts that the formula p holds on every reachable 
state of system S. 
3 Queues 
A closer study of the proposed controller’s environment reveal that the queue data-type can be used with 
advantage to model the flow and temporary storage of vessels. 
3.1 Monterey Bay. 
TO properly preserve the wild-lie and not disturb the singing (and occasionally doped) amateur pilots in 
Monterey Bay incoming vessels are stored in the bay in a last-in first-out order. A suitable abstraction of 
the bay is therefore a stack, or equivalently a list. Lists have standard constructors e (for the empty List), 
cons to add an element, and selectors head and tail. With suitable donations from the Packard Foundation, 
we can always extend the size of the bay and therefore assume it has infinite capacity. 
3.2 The coastal Mother Road1 
The flow of vessels is on the other hand more naturally modeled using channels. Here the primitive operations 
consist in appending items to  the end of a channel, and taking items out from the front, thus processing 
‘TO continue: ”66 is the mother road, the road of flight.” John Steinbeck, The Gropes of Wroth. 
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elements in a first-in first-out order. In the programming language SPL which serves as one of possible ways 
to present reactive systems to  STeP the statement 
consumer v 
has as effect to  put v in the end of channel consumer. The statement 
producer 3 x 
can be executed when the channel producer is non-empty, and has the effect of removing the first element 
from producer and updating z to  it. 
3.3 
We can kill two birds with one golf-ball (on Pebble Beach) by modeling 
both lists and channels using queues. Queues are lists with pairs of 
symmetric constructors and selectors respectively. Thus, symmetric to 
the constructor cons there is a constructor revcons, which appends an 
element to the end of a list instead of to the front as cons does. Similarly, 
symmetric to  head there is a selector l a s t .  The functionality of selectors 
and constructors is illustrated in Figure 2. 
Queues as a common denominator 
3.4 Relations over queues 
The most basic relation over queues is undoubtly equality between these. 
Equality is however in no way the only relation one may want to express 
between queues. For example, the test whether a queue q contains ele- 
ment e, suggestively written e € q, is another natural candidate. More 
generally one can assert sub-queue relationships using q 5 T to assert 
that queue q is a sub-queue of r. Special cases are when q is a prefix 
respective suaX of T. These relations are illustrated in Figure 3. 
3.5 Decision procedures for queues 
Automatic support for queues in quantifier-free for- 
mulas with the presented vocabulary has been de- 
veloped in [2]. A result from this work that we will 
make use of here is a decision Procedure for valid- 
& 
I 7 Y  
I first imt I 
I I 
head 
\ corn /”’ 
Figure 2: Queue constructors and 
selectors 
ity, or equivalently satisfiabiliti, for quantifier free 
gether with operations 
formulas, where terms are built using variables, tc+ <= 
c, head, t a i l ,  cons, f i r s t ,  las t ,  revcons, 
and atomic formulas are built using basic relations 
prefix( 
e E q, q = T, q 5 T, prefix(q,r), suffix(q,r) . 
Moreover, the proposed decision procedure can be in- 
tegrated (tightiy) k t h  solvers for other theories, such 
as arithmetic, to provide a combined validity checker 
for a union of several theories. Space limitations pre- 
Figure 3: Relations among queues supported by de 
cision procedures 
vent us from recreating all details here, but readers familiar with interactive verification may appreciate what 
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relief decision procedures give. For example, we can use and reason directly about revcons(Z,u) instead of 
defining it indirectly: 
revcons(Z, u) = rev(cons(u, rev(Z))) 
rev(Z) = rev2(Z,e) 
rev2(cons(a, Z),m) = rev2(Z, cons(a,m)) 
In this case we would often have to rely on heuristic support for inductive reasoning to unwind the recursive 
definition of rev2. 
rev2(e, I )  = I  
4 Implement at ion 
const N : [l..] 
in producer : channel[l..] of boolean where producer = c 
out 
local stack : boolean list where stack = e 
local turn : boolean where i turn  
local i : integer where i = 0 
consumer : channel [l..] of boolean where consumer = e 
turn := if i = 0 then +urn else turn I consumer * v;  procedure emit(v) = := if i + 1 1 N then 0 else a' + 1; E 
Figure 4 suggests an implementation of the controller. It uses a stack to keep track of vessels that cannot 
be sent north immediately, a counter i to maintain how many vessels of the same value have been sent, and 
a flag turn to record whose turn it is. Symptomatic to the diseases of low-level programming we have used 
booleans to encode the distinction between sailboats and submarines. So bear in mind that true is shorthand 
for sailboat, and false is shorthand for submarine. 
I forever do [producer false or producer += true] Producer :: 
I .  
Router :: 
!ocal x : boolean 
p forever do 
40: if head(stack) = turn A e # stack 
then 
I t, : emit (head( stack)) e2: stuck := taii(stack) 
else t s :  stack := cons(%, stack) 1 producer e x;  then t s :  emit(%) 
[ 
else 
Figure 4 CONTROLLER 
The implementation is described in a simple programming language with primitives for concurrency and 
communication via channels. It is one of the possible formats for presenting reactive systems to  STeP. STeP 
compiles the program text into a transition system, which models each baiic statement of the program as 
a transition. The transitions (atomic actions) are described using binary relations between the present and 
next state values of the system's state variables. For example, the statement t 3  is enabled when the control 
counter e reaches 3 and the channel producer is non-empty. It updates the control to t := 4 and dequeues 
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the first element of producer placing it in the variable 2. Other system variables are unchanged. Described 
as a first-order relation the transition relation reads: 
.t = 3 A producer # E 
e’ = 4 A producer’ = tail(producer) A 2’ = headhroducer) 
consumer’ = consumer A i’ = i A stuck’ = stack 
A 
A 
Fortunately, STeP provides translations like these automatically and behind the scenes. We use 7 to sum- 
marize the transitions of system s, T to access individual transitions, and pr for the first-order transition 
relation associated with T. The initial states of S are captured using a first-order formula 0. For our program 
0 is 
producer = E A consumer = E A stuck = E A turn = false A i = 0 A .! = 0 
5 Deductive verification 
The deductive methods of STeP verify temporal properties of systems by means of verification rules and 
verification diagrams. Verification rules reduce temporal properties of systems to first-order Verification 
conditions [8]. The most widely used verification rule is (the essentially non-temporal) INV given in Figure 5. 
It reduces the verification of the invariant U p  to the first-order verification conditions in premises B1 and 
For assertion p ,  1 B1. 0-+v 
Figure 5: Basic invariance rule INV. 
B2. The condition B2 is shorthand for 
A A P ~ ( w ’ )  -+ ~(9)) . 
T E T  
6 Generation of invariants 
It is a property of the implementation that the stack variable contains only bits of the same value. The alert 
reader will notice that Figure 1 is misleading in this resp’ect, but keep in mind that we are only analyzing 
one possible realization of the requirements. We can check the property by postulating the invariant: 
91 : 0 ((lhead(stack)) 6 stuck) (1) 
Note that if fhe stuck is empty, then the invariant holds trivially although we have left the effect of head 
under specified in this case (not undefined as the programming language centric convention is). 
The invariant cp1 is not inductive, but by using the auxiliary invariants 
(P2 : 
(p3 : 
atR3,4 A (head(stuck) f) turn) =$ stuck = e 
3 (5 +) turn) A ((head(stuck) t) turn) -+ stuck = r) 
(2) 
(3) 
we can use rule INV from Figure 5 and the decision procedures for queues to automatically prove the property. 
We used the shorthand atR3,4 in place of t = 3 V l = 4, and (. . . S . . .) as shorthand for D(. . . 3 . . .). 
The invariants (p2 and (p3 are generated automatically by STeP and need therefore not be formulated 
independently by the practicing verifier. Generation of invariants and auxiliary assertions [4] is one of the 
features STeP provides to bootstrap deductive verification. In this case STeP’s user only had to assert 
the main property to be verified, press a button to generate invariants, and invoke INV to let the decision 
procedures handle the sub-goals automatically. 
- 
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6.1 Abstraction I 
Invariant generation and decision procedures play an intimate role in an emerging practice in automatic 
verification of infinite state systems using abstraction [l, 51. Invariants are generated from abstraction, 
which relies on techniques from static program analysis. Decision procedures, on the other hand, can be 
used to generate abstractions preserving more properties as they give more expressive power to the static 




Suppose now that we wish to express that the bits in the consumer do not change value within distance N .  
Pictorially, if x and y are the same in consumer, and the distance between x and y does not exceed N ,  then 
any z between z and y must have the same value. 
consumer 
X Z Y 
Using a sub-queue relation symbol 5, operations head, and Zast, which pick first and last elements in a queue, 
and a length measure I I we can express this concisely using the invariant: 
(4) ) =+ (-head(s)) 4 s - 1  s 5 consumer A l < l s ) r N  ( A head(s) = Zast(s) 
The invariant is unfortunately not inductive, but can be established using the auxiliary invariants below. 
The predicate suA; states that s is a su& of the queue consumer. 
O(0 5 i < N) (5) 
i > 0 j Zast(wnsumer) = turn (6) 
i = 0 A consumer # e j Zast(consumer) # turn (7) 
( SU@(S ,  consumer) A 1 L Is1 5 N ) (8) ( =$ if Is[ 5 i then -turn $! s else (i = 0 + turn $! s) 
The good news is on the other hand that verification of both the auxiliary invariants and the main 
specification proceeds practically automatically thanks to the decision procedures for queues that we develop 
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in the following. The verification condition below is one of the proof-obligations that is produced as a sub-goal 
by the rule INV and established automatically using the decision procedures. 
,,. . 
( O S i  A i < N )  
(0 < i 3 last(cowumer) = turn) A 
suffix(f irst(s), consumer) 
A 1 5 Ifirst(s)l A Ifirst(s)l 5 N 
A head(s) = last(s) 
A 
A l< ]s l  A I s l S N  
s 5 revcons( consumer, turn) 
f irst (s )  5 consumer A 
1 5 [f irst(s)l A If irst(s)l 5 N + 
head(f irst(s))  = last(f irst(s)) 3 
(Thead(f irst(s)))  $! f irst(s) 
3 (-.head(s)) $ s 
Finally, we can verify that elements in distance N +  1 in the consumer are always different using the awciliary 
invariant (9) in establishing (10). 
(Vs) (su&(s, cowumer) A i < Is1 5 N =$ head(s) # last(s)) 




SO, what was the point? Did we tire the reader with yet another trivial example (albeit not a railroad 
crossing problem) to discredit formal methods, or at least our version of it? Did we use the right way for the 
requirements capture, as postulated in the abstract? Did we blaze our own trail to to distinguish ourselves, 
and what can be reused by the community that does not subscribe to temporal logic based deductive 
verification. 
My first purpose has naturally been to describe one of the ways to verify systems with STeP, and in par- 
ticular highlight decision procedures which is related to my own technical interests. Temporal verification in 
this flavor consisted of several components: a language for capturing requirements, a language and underly- 
ing model for describing systems, and a verification methodology consisting of verification rules, generation 
of invariants, and decision procedures. The example has been chosen carefully such that standard model 
checking techniques could not be applied due to the non-fixed parameter N. Deductive methods are largely 
insensitive to such generalization. 
But if one is not interested in Verification of temporal requirements of a given system, what do we have 
to offer? Certainly the decision procedures for queues can handle data-domains independently of whether 
we are addressing properties of reactive systems, functional programs, or high-level specifications. The 
decision procedures for queues have even been used in an extensive benchmark for component based software 
retrieval [S]. Decision procedures offer the algorithmic counterpart of inference from first principles, which 
impedes the use of any verification technology about anywhere. Decision procedures also often terminate 
- .. 
quickly on invalid goals, at least the ones I have had the chance to  test. This is particularly helpful in 
debugging the verification of a specification. Finally, decision procedures, even when implemented only 
incompletely, is one of the ingredients that can be used for something more fancy than the standard debugging 
and code optimizing environments for software. I€ the aim is to program with constraints, decision procedures 
are again the required core technology. 
In summary, I would like to  emphasize two points in connection with this paper: First, formalization, 
which was done only roughly in Section 2, is certainly essential for the documentation and success of the 
development of a software based system. “See source code for documentation”, or “Its all in my mind”, are 
unfortunately not hypothetical scenarios - to the authors own regretful experience. Adapting an independent 
formalization process dows  to  communicate and document system requirements and architecture. Formal- 
ization should naturally only be carried out to the extent that it contributes to  the design and analysis of the 
constructed system. On the other hand, constructing a system so that it is amenable to formalizable analysis 
has never been a disadvantage (for me). Second, automatic support of high-level formahable frameworks 
adds value to the development of software. This may be in the form of compilers for high-level programming 
languages (ML, SeqL), cons traint-based programming environments, or expressive debugging tools, such as, 
deductive verification, extended static checkers, and model checkers. The technology for the latter is reaching 
a stage today where they can be used with some benefit in the design cycle along with standard debugging 
and development tools. Naturally, decision procedures play a central part of this process. 
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Abstract 
Despite the enormous strides made in automatic verification technology over the past decade 
and a half, tools such as model checkers remain relatively underused in the development of 
software. One reason for this is that the bewildering array of specification and verification 
formalisms complicates the development and adoption by  users of relevant tool support. This 
paper proposes a remedy to this state of affairs in the case of finite-state concurrent systems 
by describing an approach to developing customizable yet efficient verification tools. 
1 Introduction 
The field of automatic verification of finite-state systems has experienced tremendous ad- 
vances over the past decade and a half, as efficient verification algorithms have been devel- 
oped and associated tools built and applied to case studies of substantial complexity [13,18]. 
Within the hardware community, commercial interest in these tools has even begun, as 
companies such as Intel, National Semiconductor and Chrysalis Symbolic Design have in- 
corporated the use of automatic verification tools in their design processes. Despite these 
developments, however, verification technology remains largely unused in the software com- 
munity in general, even in areas such as process control and communications protocols, 
where finite-state models form the basis of system implementations, thereby rendering them 
candidates for automatic analysis. 
One may identify several cultural and technical reasons for this lack of uptake within 
the software community: unavailability of training, uncertainty about how t o  deploy formal 
analysis in the software process, skepticism about the benefits versus the costs of formal 
*Research supported by ARO grant P-38682-MAJ AFOSR grant F49620-95-1-0508, NSF Young Investiga- 
tor Award CCR-9257963, NSF grant CCR-9505562, NSF grant CCR-9996086, and NSF grant INT-9603441. 
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analysis, etc. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to ,discuss all these concerns, we 
do note that even users who.might be interested in formal approaches to the analysis of 
finite-state concurrent systems are confronted with the following issues. 
1. which design notation should be used for representing software artifacts? The liter- 
ature contains a number of proposals, including Esterel [I], Statecharts [24], SDL [9], 
LOTOS [29], and CSP [25], to name only a few .of the best-known ones. 
2. How should requirements for designs be formulated? Again, the literature contains 
numerous suggestions, including finite-state machines, Computation Tree Logic [12] 
and Linear Temporal Logic [27], to name a few. 
This bewildering array of choices has two negative consequences. The first is that no specifi- 
cation formalism has yet achieved a “critical mass” of users. The second is that tool support 
(necessary for any serious use of formal analysis) remains fairly primitive from a user’s per- 
spective; the fact that no “market” exists for any single formalism has dissuaded tool builders 
from expending the resources needed to build sophisticated and usable tools. The lack of 
appropriate tool support has in turn retarded the uptake of automatic verification among 
software designers. 
In this paper we propose a framework for developing generic and customizuble verification 
tools and investigate its use as a basis for efficient automated analysis of finite-state systems. 
The framework is intended to ease dramatically the task of developing usable tools for 
(operationally based) verification formalisms, thereby removing, at least in principle, one 
obstacle to the increased adoption of verification technology in practice. 
2 ]Fundamental Concepts in the Verification of Finite- 
State Systems 
This section sketches the concepts we deem fundamental for the analysis and verification of 
finite-state systems. The first two involve approaches to establishing that finite-state systems 
satisfy their specifications. In general, one may identify two schools of thought regarding the 
verification of systems: logic-based approaches and refinement-based techniques. The former 
typically involve the use of a temporal logic for describing desired system properties; one 
then uses a model checker to determine whether or not the properties hold of a putative 
implementation. The latter uses abstract, “high-level” systems as specifications; one then 
proves an implementation correct by showing that it “refines” such a specification (i.e. is 
related to it be an appropriate behavioral equivalence or preorder). Both approaches have 
their uses, and a number of temporal logics and behavioral relations have been proposed for 
verification purposes [13, 181. 
So what is fundamental to these approaches? In the case of model checking, we and 
others [22,3] posit that the modal mu-calculus [26] constitutes an expressive and efficient 
basis. This logic provides simple modalities and propositional constructs together with 
mechanisms for defining properties recursively. Efficient model-checking algorithms have 
been developed for fragments of this logic [Z, 19,211, and other temporal logics have efficient 
t 
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translations into these fragments [3, 221. Regarding refinement-based approaches, we argue 
for the fundamentality of (bi)simulation. Efficient algorithms exist for determining whether 
systems are related by bisimulation equivalence (simulation preorder) [30, 23, 111, and other 
relations may be computed efficiently by combining decision procedures for (bi)simulation 
with appropriate transformations on the underlying finite-state systems [lo, 161. In addition, 
general theories of bisimulation-based “diagnostic information” that explain why a system 
fails to refine another have been developed [ll]. 
The final fundamental notion involves the definition of design notations for representing 
finite-state systems. In order to be usable as a basis for formal analysis, such notations 
must, in addition to having useful constructs, be equipped with a formal semantics that 
unambiguously defines an association between “programs” in the language and finite-state 
machines representing their behavior. To give such a semantics, we advocate the use of 
operational semantic in general, and structural operational semantics (SOS) [31] in 
particular, as a rigorous yet conceptually clear presentation style. SOS presentations consist 
of collections of inference rules that specify the single-step transitions of systems in terms 
of the execution steps of their components. Languages such as CCS [28], LOTOS [29] and 
CSP [25] have such a semantics, and it has become the preferred style for defining the 
meaning of constructs in process algebra [5]. An additional virtue of operational semantics, 
and SOS in particular, involves its connection with simulation: an operational account of a 
language implicitly defines how to simulate “programs” in the language. 
3 The Concurrency Workbench And Analytical Gener- 
icity 
The previous section presented a proposed foundation for the automatic verification of finite- 
state systems. In order for this theory to be of practical as well as theoretical value, one 
must show that it can be used as a basis for the development of usable verification tools. 
This section and the one following explore this issue by describing our experience with two 
associated automatic verification tools: the Concurrency Workbench of North Carolina [17] 
and the Process Algebra Compiler of North Carolina [15]. 
The Concurrency Workbench was originally conceived as a “laboratory” for experiment- 
ing with different techniques for verifying finite-state systems represented in CCS [16]. The 
tool incorporated implementations of bisimulation, prebisimulation and mu-calculus model- 
checking algorithms and provided support for easily customizing these algorithms to calculate 
a variety of different behavioral relations and for introducing new temporal constructs. The 
original public release of the system suffered from several performance bottlenecks, and con- 
sequently while it was easy to customize it could be frustratingly inefficient. The tool was 
nevertheless used successfully in the analysis of several case studies [7]. 
The Concurrency Workbench of North Carolina (CWB-NC) [17] represents a completely 
re-implemented version of the original CWB. Our goal in this effort has been to show that the 
inefficiencies of the CWB were due not to its genericity (as some have suggested) but rather to 
lower-level implementation issues that can be addressed in a design-language- and analysis- 
independent manner. Consequently, the CWB-NC retains the (pre) bisimulation/mu-calculus 
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orientation of the original CWB, but it contains more efficient implementations of the low- 
level routines. It also cleanly separates routines that are design-language-specific (parsers, 
unparsers, transition calculation) from those that are independent of the design notation 
(bisimulation, model checking, simulator) in order to facilitate modifications to the lan- 
guage that is supported. Figure 1 contains a representation of the architecture of the 
CWB-NC. The CWB-NC has been publicly available since September of 1996 from URL 
www4 .ncsu . edu/Nrance/MJW/cwb-nc. html and has been used in the analysis of several 
reasonably sophisticated case studies [14, 201. While a detailed comparison has not been 
conducted, preliminary evidence suggests that the CWB-NC is 2-3 orders of magnitude 
faster than an earlier version of the CWB (specifically, version 6.0). 
Figure 1: The Architecture of the CWB-NC. 
4 The Process Algebra Compiler and Language Gener- 
icity 
Our experience with the CWB and CWB-NC suggests that (pre)bisimulations and the modal 
mu-calculus form an efficient yet easily customizable basis for system verification. However, 
changing the design language supported by the CWB-NC requires substantial and delicate 
recoding in order for performance to be acceptable. In order to alleviate the difEiculty of 
this task, the Process Algebra Compiler (PAC) project between NCSU and INU-Sophia 
Antipolis was undertaken with support from the US National Science Foundation and IN- 
RIA [15]. The PAC aims to produce efficient front ends for verification tools from high-level 
descriptions of the syntax and semantics of the design language the front-end is intended 
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to support. The Process Algebra Compiler of North Carolina (PAC-NC) constitutes the 
specialization of the PAC for the CWB-NC. 
The PAC-NC takes as input files defining the abstract and concrete syntax of a design 
notation and its operational semantics as SOS rules and generates SML code (the implemen- 
tation language of the CWB-NC) implementing parsers, unparsers and relevant semantic 
routines (primarily a transition calculator). A user may then insert these routines into the 
CWB-NC in order to change the design notation supported by the tool. Figure 2 graphically 
depicts this process. It should be noted that all versions of the PAC, including the PAC- 
NC, use the same PAC front end; they differ only in the code they produce, since different 
verification tools expect routines in different languages and with different functionalities. 
Figure 2: The PAC-NC Architecture. 
Efficiency Issues. The CWB-NC makes extremely heavy use of the semantic routines 
for a design language; to construct an automaton from a design language “program”, for 
instance, the transitions function must be called for each state. Consequently, in order for 
the PAC-generated front ends to be usable, great care must be taken to ensure the efficiency 
of the automatically-generated semantic routines. To achieve this, the PAGNC combines a 
general pattern-matching-oriented approach with two low-level optimizations in the semantic 
routines it generates. We briefly describe these here; the interested reader is referred to [15] 
for a more detailed account. 
To build a function for a semantic routine from an SOS specification, the PAGNC first 
analyzes the rules on the basis of the design language constructs they are applicable to. It 
then generates a function that, given a “program” in the design language, determines the ap- 
plicable rules, recursively calculates the semantic information for appropriate subprograms, 
and then uses the rules to combine the results of the recursive calls appropriately. To make 
this process as efficient as possible, the produced routine also does the following. 
Call caching. The results of certain previous recursive calls are stored in a table in order to 
avoid duplication of effort. (which call results are cached in this manner is presently 
left up to the user, although this information could also be determined by analyzing 
the SOS rules appropriately.) 
Tree flattening. Parse trees are represented in a compact fashion in order to facilitate 
hashing and equality-checking on trees. 
Tables 1 and 2 contain the time and space results of some experiments with different PAC- 
generated front ends for the CWB-NC. The experiments were conducted on a 180 MHz 
Pentium Pro machine with 64 MB of memory. The timing table records the time needed to 
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construct an automaton from a given program, while the space table indicates the maximum 
heap size needed. The programs used include the following. 
802-2: A simplified version of the IEEE 802-2 token ring protocol. 
Mailer: A version of the electronic mail protocol used by the Computer Science Department 
of the University of Edinburgh in the late 1980s [6]. 
protocol [lo]. 
ATM: An account of version 3.0 of the User/Network Interface in the ATM communications 
Emitter: A sender in a communications protocol. 
Railway (LOTOS): A railway signaling scheme. 
Railway (PCCS): The same railway signaling scheme in the PCCS process algebra [14]. 
In general, caching and tree flattening lead to significant improvements in timing behavior. 
Somewhat surprisingly, they also induce improved memory performance on occasion. This 
seeming anomaly results from sharing in the parse tree representations that caching in par- 
ticular supports. It should also be noted that the benefits of tree flattening grow as the 
syntactic complexity of designs increases. Thus, the improvement induced by tree flatten- 
ing in the ATM example and the LOTOS examples is much bigger than in the other, less 
syntactically elaborate examples. Finally, caution should be used in interpreting the space- 
usage results, owing to the well-known difficulties in the space profiling of garbage-collected 
languages such as SML. 
Table 1: Timings for PAC-generated Front Ends. 
PM = “pattern matching” 
+C = “pattern matching and caching” 
+CF= “patern matching, caching and tree flattening ’ 
It should be noted that the original hand-written CWB semantic routines employed the 
same pattern-oriented approach to the calculation of semantic information, although neither 
call caching nor tree flattening were used. 
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Table 2: Space Usage for PAEgenerated Ront Ends. 
PM = “pattern matching” 
+C = “pattern matching and caching” 
+CF= “patern matching, caching and tree flattening 
5 Conclusions and Directions for Future Work 
This paper proposes a generic framework for the automatic verification of finite-state systems 
and shows how efficient tool support may be given for it. The framework consists of three 
basic concepts: (pre)bisimulations as a basis for refinement, the modal mu-calculus as a 
basis for model checking, and structural operational semantics as a basis for defining the 
semantics of design notations. The Concurrency Workbench of North Carolina and the 
Process Algebra Compiler of North Carolina exploit this framework to provide efficient yet 
easily customizable tool support based on these notions. 
In the future we would like to investigate techniques for improving the space utilization 
of PAC-generated front ends. Recent work [3] also points to an abstract basis for model 
checking that circumvents the need for defining translations in the mu-calculus, and we 
would like to investigate the development of a model-checker generator based on these ideas. 
It could also be fruitful to look into the provision of generic support for symbolic approaches, 
such as those oriented around Binary Decision Diagrams [S];  steps in this direction may be 
found in [4]. Finally, it would also be interesting to investigate techniques for generically 
analyzing other kinds of systems, including those that pass values, exhibit real-time behavior, 
and have probabilistic aspects to their functioning. 
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Abstract. 
This paper presents a candidate language solution for the automation of data parallel solutions of concern to the oil 
industry and U.S. Federal Agencies involved in the analysis of Satellite Telemetry Data. Focus is placed upon major 
language issues facing the development of the information power grid. The paper presents an example of the type of 
parallelism desired in the Grid and gives a JAVA solution. The JAVA solution contains artifacts of the design of parallel 
solutions. The same problem is then recast in the high level language SequenceL, in which parallelisms are implied. The 
SequenceL approach seems to be a good candidate for a Grid Oriented Language, in that the abstraction relieves the problem 
solver of much of the burden normally required in development of parallel problem solutions. 
The Need for New Language Abstractions 
Hardware improvements and the general spread of computing and computer applications have created opportunities 
for scientists and engineers to solve ever more complicated problems. However, there are concerns about whether scientists 
and engineers possess the software tools necessary to solve these problems and what computer scientists can do to help the 
situation. 
The hndamental software tool for problem solving is the programming language. A programming language 
provides the abstraction employed in solving problems. In order to keep pace with hardware improvements, computer 
scientists should continually address the problem of language abstraction improvement. When advances in hardware make 
problems technically feasible to solve, there should be corresponding language abstraction improvements to make problems 
humanly feasible to solve. 
In the recent past, most language studies have resulted in the addition of new features to existing language 
abstractions. The most significant changes have resulted in additions to language facilities for the definition of program and 
data structures. These changes have primarily taken place to accommodate the needs for concurrent execution and software 
reuse. Although it is important to add to the existing abstractions to satisfy immediate technical problems, research also needs 
to be undertaken to simplify and minimize existing abstractions. 
There are application domains where the need for simpler language abstractions is of vital importance. There ate 
estimates that less than 1% of the available satellite data has been analyzed. [4] There exists the ability to acquire and store 
the data, but weakness in the ability to determine its information content. Soon NASA will have satellites in place that, in 
sum, will produce a terabyte of data per day. A major problem associated with the analysis of the data sets is the time needed 
to write the medium-to-small programs to explore the data for segments containing information pertinent to particular earth 
science problems. Software productivity gains in developing exploratory programs are needed in order to enhance the 
abilities of earth scientists in their efforts to grapple with the complexity and enormity of satellite and seismic data sets- 
Software productivity gains can be accrued through languages developed out of foundational research focusing on language 
design. 
The need for computer language abstraction improvement is even more pronounced given the desire to develop 
distributed approaches to data analysis. Currently, industry and government agencies are paying a lot of attention to 
approaches involving complicated data parallel solutions. Data parallelisms embody the idea of "scatter/gather" approaches 
to problem solving. The basic idea is to have a Single-Instruction-Multiple-Data (SIMD-) type architecture where a single 
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program executes on multiple, networked processors. Each processor analyzes a piece of a large data set (i.e.l the data set is 
scattered among several processors) and when processing on the partial data sets is completed, the partial solutions are 
assembled (i.e., gathered) to produce a single large solution set. This “scatter/gath??approach to computing has been very 
successful in the analysis of seismic data sets. 
Prior to the SIMD approach, the oil industry would analyze entire data sets on a single ”super computer.” The SLMD 
seismic data sets. These data sets are used to determine which sites companies should lease for their offshore drilling 
activities. The seismic data sets (upon which scattedgather approaches have proven to be successful) have quite a bit in 
common with the satellite telemetry data sets that NASA and other federal agencies acquire and store. There is a major effort 
to generalize the SIMD architecture by developing a super system that could employ idle resources on the World Wide Web. 
The effort is generally called the Information Power Grid or the Grid for short. 
‘s and has since resulted in cheaper and faster processing of 
In this paper, we will focus on language solutions to the programming support system referred to in the preceding 
passage. We will first show a simple data parallel problem solution using JAVA’S multithreading features. We will then 
describe the very high level language, SequenceL, and indicate how the same data parallel problem solution is easily 
identifiable in the SeqirenceL solutions. One goal of the paper is to convince the reader that SeqirenceL holds promise as a 
I grid-oriented language. 
Data Parallelisms in JAVA. 
The key to achieving high performance on distributed-memory machines is to allocate data to various processor 
memories to maximize locality and minimize communication. Data parallelism is parallelism that derives from subdividing 
the data domain in some manner and assigning the subdomains to different processors. [9] Data parallelisms (Le., those 
characteristic of SIMD-type architectures) typically result in the same computation being performed simultaneously on 
subdivided data sets, as opposed to dividing up the computation itself. 
Consider the following word-search problem as written for sequential execution in JAVA: 
String s = ”here is a test string”; 
String sl = ’test”; 
charn sample = s.toCharArray0: 
chart] find = sl.toCharArray0; 
System.out.println(sample): 
n = sample.length: 






[ System.out.println(” TRUE 5 FOUND ”1;) 
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The sample text is a 21 character string. In this problem, the goal is to determine if the 4 character string "test is in the 
sample. The linear search involves checking each unique 4 character substring of the sample, to see if it is equal to the string 
"test. 
A data parallel solution to this problem involves the separation of the 18 unique 4 character substrings. This is 
accomplished in Exhibit 1. In Exhibit 1 an array of reference variables is declared (in line 33). The array is based upon the 
difference in length of the string being searched and the length of the string for which the search is being conducted (i.e., in 
this example, the array will consist of 18 elements). In lines 35-38, the string being searched is subdivided and used to 
initialize the instance variables as the I8 references to the class are instantiated via the class' constructor method wrdsrch2 
(lines 7-12 ). Once the I8 instances are set up, the concurrent processes to compare the strings are initiated (in lines 42-43 ). 
The I8 comparisons are executed concurrently. Execution of the main method proceeds no further until the 18 processes are 
joined (in lines 45-48 ). The 18 instances of the boolean variableforrnd are then printed as output. 
The concurrent solution to this problem is not easily found (when one studies the sequential version) and the 
concurrent solution is difficult to design, write, and understand. Furthermore, the concurrent solution exhibits artifacts of the 
design effort to produce the concurrent solution. These artifacts are the thread's, try's,join's, and run(). The next four 
sections of the paper are intended to convince the reader that the high level, executable language, SequenceL may provide a 
more suitable abstraction for representing data parallelisms. 
if-starernenr is executed 18 times. 
Introducing the SequenceL Language Constructs. 
SequenceL was introduced as an approach to software development that offers a different, and for many, a more 
intuitive approach to problem solving. [2,3,4, 5,6,7] The assumption underlying the design of SequenceL is that the data 
product, as produced by software, is the true product of the software developer. 
The goal of the 
. SeqirenceL design effort is to provide a language in which specifiers make an explicit statement of the data product, which in 
turn implies the algorithm. Whereas algorithm-writers must come to know and understand the implied data product, a data- 
product specifier need not know the implied algorithm. In SeqrtenceL, focus turns from the matter that produces the product 
to the product itself. 
One of the main difficulties in traditional programming is grasping the true nature of the implied data product. 
Implied items are elusive and often require a large amount of concentration to fully grasp. The effort to gain the 
understanding of the data product impedes productivity. Complex data products are typically recursively or iteratively 
defined. Software engineers have long realized that the construction of loops is complex and costly. [ 101 Bishop noted that 
"Since Pratt's paper on the design of loop control structures was published more than a decade ago, there has been continued 
interest in the need to provide better language features for iteration." [ 11 
SeqirenceL possesses no iterative constructs and accommodates a unique form of recursion where functions may 
embed themselves among intermediate data results. SeqrtenceL is a language for describing a data product in terms of both 
form and content. The difference between the traditional approach to programming and the SeqirenceL approach is 
precisely the difference between an implicit product and an explicit statement of the product. Consider as an example a 
simple program to compute the mean value of an unknown number of data values. For example, if the values are 
(10,25,30,35,40), then the mean is obtained by: 
Using traditional languages, programmers write explicit algorithms that imply data products. 
Mean = (10 + 25 + 30 + 35 + 40) + 5 
In the traditional approach one states an algorithm (i.e., a step-by-step sequence of instructions) that will produce the desired 
result. In SeqtrenceL, one declares the desired data product: 
Traditional Aooroach - Pseudo Code 
1. Read in the numbers, one at a time, 
2. Add the values together (Sum them). 
3. Divide the sum by the count obtained 
SequenceL consists of three constructs that can be combined in any manner to declare a data product. All SequenceL 
operators operate on and produce only sequences. Sequences can be scalar (i.e., singleton), nonscalar (i.e., lists of 
singletons), and nested structures (i.e., lists of lists). Nested structures can be nested to any depth. 
The first SeqirenceL construct is realized in the definition of the built-in arithmetic and relational comparison 
operators and is called the regular construct. The regular construct applies an operator to all elements of the operand 
sequences, be they singletons, nonscalars, or nested sequences: 
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Seaucncet Aooroach - Pseudo Code 
Divide the sum of the values by the 
counting them as they are read. number of values. 
in step (I). 




50 50 55 
TwoSingletons: + 4 
1 4  
- Nonscalars: - 
Nested: + FI 47 
In all cases these operations execute in a uniform way: the operator is applied to corresponding elements of the normalized 
operand sequences. In the first two examples, the operator applies to corresponding elements of singleton sequences: the first 
example having a binary set of singletons and the second example having 4 singleton sequences. The last (i.e., the nested) 
example applies the operator to corresponding elements of nonsingleton sequences. 
In the examples above normalization has no affect. Normalization affects nested operands that are of varying levels 
of nesting andor of varying cardinalities. The operands are normalized in terms of size, prior to camying out the assigned 
operation. In terms of cardinality or nesting differences, the elements of the smaller operands are repeated in the order they 








The generative construct allows for the expansion of sequences. The simple form expands integers 
The nontrivial version expands values within bounds when the values satisfy a constraining formula: 










The irregular construct applies an operator selectively. The selection may be based upon the content or the form of 
operand sequences. Often a when-clause is employed in order to accomplish the selection. When the condition of the when 
clause is true, the operator is applied: 
The operation will apply to each ith salary, when the corresponding ith evaluation is better than 5. 
function. Consider the SeqtienceL solution for the matrix multiply: 
Selection can also be based upon the form of operand sequences. In these cases, a Using-clause accompanies the 
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Usingx,yFrom[I ,... nl]* [ I  ,..., m2] 
1. 
2. 
H. which maps from a function symbol to its matching domain arguments; and 
B: which maps from a function symbol and a sequence or sequence-pair, to an element of F. 
I n  this so tion, subscripts x and y obtain their values from an ordered, Cartesian-like product obtained from the sequences of 
values from I to n l ,  inclusively and from I to m2, inclusively. The generative construct is employed to produce the desired 
sequences. The resulting x,y-pairs are [ <1,1>,<1,2>, . . .) c2,m2>,. . . , a l l  I >, <n1,2>, . . ., cnI,m2>]. 
In addition to the Cartesian operator (*) employed in the Using-clause of the example above, subscript sequences can be 
combined with an intersection (&), union (OR), or difference ( \ ) operator. The example above also inttoduces the wild-card 
subscript all, which obtains all values of the selected sequence dimension. 
The individual (x,y) values of the resulting product matrix are computed as regular computations: summing the 
sequences of products obtained by multiplying rows of a predecessor matrix by corresponding columns of a successor matrix. 
SeqrienceL functions ate built-up using the regular, irregular, and generative constructs. These constructs can be 
combined in any manner and the sequences they produce can be used as operands or subscripts to operands. Sequences and 
functions can both serve as the result of a function's execution. The final data product will consist solely of sequences, whi le 
The functions themselves execute in a data dependent fashion based upon their signatures. Domain operands are 
consumed from the database to which a function is applied. The next section describes a computational model that embodies 
a simplified version of SequenceL's execution strategy. 
SequenceL Computational Model. 
computational model is presented in this section. First, we introduce the following sets and mappings: 
' intermediate results can be a combination of sequences and functions. 
SequenceL's execution strategy is based upon a data dependency approach to execution. A simple form of the 





n = 2F 
P En 
H: N+D 
B: F-S+Fu (undefined) 
= set of all possible sequences 
= set of all possible function symbols 
= S u (SXNXS) u (SxN) u (NXS) 
2 ( prcd.succ I 
The sets S and N are the sets of all possible sequences and all possible function symbols (i.e., SequenceL function names),, 
respectively. Set D is the set of all possible function domain arguments, expressed as the power set of the set (pred, succ). 
The set n is the power set of all possible strings containing: 




a sequence, followed by a function name, followed by a sequence; 
a sequence, followed by a function name; or 
a function name, followed by a sequence. 
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Next we have a set defined based upon a given program P. A function of P is enabIed for execution if all domain arguments 
are available. Given a generalized string containing a (possibly empty) sequence a, a function symbol f; and a (possibly 
empty) sequence j3, the function is enabled for execution if two conditional statements are true. The fmt conditional 
statement requires a to be a nonempty string i f f s  domain set contains pred. Likewise, the second conditional statement 
requires j3 to be a nonempty string i ffs  domain set contains succ; 
Enabled@)= a@ I a@ c S P  & 
(H(f) 3 (pred) * a * k & a ~ S ) &  
(H(f) ~ ( S U C C } * ~ ~ #  X & ~ E S ) &  
B (a@) ;t undefined } ; 
Where h is the empty string, 3 is logical implication, and 
E; is a substring operator. 
A computation replaces all enabled functions and their surrounding sequences from the program P with the string of 
sequences and/or function symbols computed by an enabled function. For any i, and 4 are possibly empty strings. The 
string computed by an enabled function is determined by the function symbol and its arguments a and B. If there are no 
enabled functions, P is obtained. The execution is meant to allow for concurrent processing of all enabled functions when: I 
Enabled ( P  ) I > 1. 
if Enabled ( P ) # 8 
Execute( P ) = P if Enabled ( P ) = 8 
A total (proper) computation is defined as a sequence PI, Pz, 
Enabled@,,) = 8. 
Now consider an example of the execution of a SequenceL operator: 
n, where PI is the initial program and Pi+, E Executep,), and 
P=(4+5)/(5-2) 
Enabled(P)={4+5,5-2] 
Execiite(P)={P', P'', PI',! where P'=(B(4+5)/(5-2)) = (9)/(5-2) 
PI' = (4+5)/(B(5-2)) = (4+5)/(3) 
P"' = (B(4+5))/(B(5-2)) = (9)/(3) 
Notice that P'" provides for the concurrent solution so that 
PI = (4+5)/(5-2), P2 = (9)/(3), PJ = (3) 
Data Parallelisms in SequenceL. 
Data parallelisms in SequenceL are definable in a straightforward manner through the use of the data dependent 
Given the following database configuration, the word-search example is execution strategy of SequenceL functions. 
represented in an intuitive manner: 
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I 
I Scarch(Consume(pred(n),succ(m)), Produce(next)) . where next = 
I 
Using x From “1. ..., m], ....[ n-m+l. ..., n]] 
In this example, the cardinalities of the predecessor and the successor are obtained in identifiers n and m, respectively. Baed 
upon the rising clause, the predecesso;S subscript x obtains values (in order) from the generated sequences: 
111.2,3.41,12,3,4,51, ~3.4,5,61,~4,5,6,71,~5,6,7,8],~6,7,8,9], [7,8,9,101, [89,lO, 1 11. [9,lO. I1.121, 
[IO,ll, I2,13],[11,I2,I3,I4],[12.I3.I4.15],[13,14. IS I6],[14,15,16, I7],[15,16,17,I8], 
[la. 17,18.19],[17,18.19,20],[I8.19,20,211] 
The rising clause helps subdivide the larger data set into 18 smaller sets - much like the parceling of data accomplished in 
lines 35-39 and 7-12 in the JAVA version presented in Exhibit 1. The function results in the following set of relations being’ 
added to the SeqtrenceL program: 
[[here] = [test]. [ere ] = [test], [re i] = [test], [e is] = [test], [ is ] = [test], [is a] = [test], 
[s a ] = [test], [ a t] = [test], [a te] = [test], [ tes] = [test], [test] = [test], lest I = [test], 
[st s] = [test], [ t  st] = [test]. [ str] = [test], [stri] = [test], [trin] = [test]. [ring] = [test]] 
The concurrent evaluation of the resulting conditions is now clearly implied due to the computational model of SequenceL - a 
model that allows the execution of any function or operator as soon as the data required for the operator or function is 
available: 
[[here] = [test] I I  [ere]  = [test] I I  [re i] = [test] I I  [e is] = [test] I I  [ i s ]  = [test] II [is a]  = [test] II 
[s a ] = [test] I I  [ u t ]  = [test] I I  [a te] = [test] II [ tes] = [test] I I  [test] = [test] I I  [est ] = [test] I I  
[st s] = [test] I1 [t  st] = [test] I1 [ str] = [test] Il[stri] = [test] II [trin] = [test] I I  [ring] = [test]] 
After concurrent evaluation, the vector of boolean results remains in the database: 
[false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, true, false. false, false, false, false, false, false ] 
The parallelisms in SequenceL are more intuitive in that the parallelisms do not result in the separation of elements of 
functionality and, since parallelisms are implied, the solution does not require the use of additional constructs as is seen in the 
thread, run[,  try, etc. required in the JAVA concurrent solution. 
Summary. 
required in the solution. Even the most modem computing languages (e.g, JAVA) are cumbersome when it comes to the 
design and understanding of parallel solutions. Modem approaches to data analysis as exemplified by the goals of the Grid 
project require languages that can express parallelisms at a higher level - languages for which parallelisms can be identified 
automatically. 
SeqiienceL, a fully computable language, is presented as a candidate Grid Oriented Language - a language for 
expressing the complicated parallelisms that will dominate Grid applications. SeqiienceL is a good candidate because one Can 
express problem solutions at a high level and because there is little the programmer must do in the way of explicitly defining 
parallelisms. Task and Vector parallelisms are implied by the SequenceL evaluation of nested terms and regular expressions, 
respectively. Data parallelisms are realized through an interaction of the irregular and generative constructs, which provide 
SequenceL seems to provide a more intuitive approach to data analysis problems - especially when parallelisms are 
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for the parceling of data, and through the concurrent, data-dependent execution strategy followed in the evaluation of 
functions and operators. Although the example data parallel problem solution developed in this paper is rather simple, the 
example scales up to many real-world data mining problems involving image processing and security-based text searches. 
The searching of image databases follows the same parceling and scattedgather approach to programming. The difference is 
that the objects for which one is searching is characterized mathematically. These mathematically defined objects serve as a 
kernel, which drives the search much like the string test served as the object for which the text string search was done in this 
paper. ,An example of an image-based kernel is the following Gaussian-Laplacian operator often employed for edge 
detection: 
1 (x2+y2)6 .0  [’- 2*0.3’ ] GLMY) = x 0.3 
L I 
The operator is applied for values from 1 to n for x and y. The SeqztenceL function corresponds directly to the mathematical 
formula: 
Laplace(Consume(succ(n)) Produce(Next)) where next(n,n) = 
I 1 r 
Using x.y From [L ...., nl*[l. ..., nl 
In JAVA, as in other languages, the threads ,  try ‘s, and nm()’s are artifacts of a design effort to parallelize a 
problem solution. There are no such artifacts in the SeqrienceL solutions largely because the problem solver is relieved of 
much of the design effort due to the unique constructs of this. high level language. 
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1 class wrdsrch2 extends Thread( 
2 stringtcxc 
3 stringtarget; 
4 boolean found; 
5 inti; 
6 
















23 String sl = "test"; 





29 n = sarnple.length; 
30 nl  = find.length: 




35 for(i=@i<=n-n 1 :i++) 







(found = true:) . 
public static void main (String tugs[]) ( 
inti. j, k, n, nl: 
String s = "here is a test string"; 
charfl find = sl .toCharArrayO: 
wrdsrch2 w[] = new wrdsrch2[(n-nl)+l]: 











50 Systern.out.println("The answer is: "); 
51 
52 for(i=0;i<=n-nl :i++) 
53 [ Systcrn.out.println(w[il .found);) 
54 
55 11 
I 40 System.out.println("To Run "): 
. 46 (try (w[i].joinO; 
catch (IntemptcdExceplion ignored) ( ) 
1 
Exhibit 1. Data Parallelism in a Word Search Problem. 
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' ABSTRACT 
The main goal of this paper is to outline a methodology of programming in dynamic problem domains. The method- 
ology is based on recent developments in theories of reasoning about action and change and in logic programming. 
The basic ideas of the approach are illustrated by discussion of the design of a program which verifies plans to control 
the Reactive Control System (RCS) of the Space Shuttle. We start with formalization of the RCS domain in an 
action description language. The resulting formalization A R C S  together with a candidate plan Q and a goal G are 
given as an input to a logic program. This program verifies if G would be true after executing Q in the current 
situation. A high degree of trust in the program's correctness was achieved by 
(a) the simplicity and transparency of our formalization, A R C S ,  which made it possible for the users to informally 
verify its correctness; 
(b) a proof of correctness of the program with respect to A R C S .  
This is an ongoing work under a contract with the United Space Alliance - the company primarily responsible for 
operating the Space Shuttle. 
1 INTRODUCTION I 
{Keywords: Action Languages, Logic Programming, Agents} 
The main goal of this paper is to outline a methodology of programming in dynamic problem domains, based on 
recent developments in theories of actions and change [14], (131, and [S]. These theories provide a basis for reasoning 
about worlds inhabited by intelligent agents, i.e., by entities that have goals they want to achieve, actions they can 
perform, and knowledge of the effects of these actions and of the surrounding environment. To perform nontrivial 
reasoning an intelligent agent situated in a changing domain needs the knowledge of causal laws that describe effects 
of actions that change the domain, and the ability to observe and record occurrences of these actions and the truth 
values of fluents' at  particular moments of time. One of the central problems of knowledge representation is the 
discovery of methods of representing this kind of information in a form allowing various types of reasoning about 
the dynamic world and at  the same time tolerant to future updates. Our description of dynamic domains will be 
based on the formalism of action languages. Such languages, first introduced in [ll], can be thought of as formal 
models of the part of the natural language that are used for describing the behavior of dynamic domains. An action 
language can be represented as the combination of two distinct parts: an "action description language" and an 
"action query language". A set A of propositions in an action description language, called an action description, 
describes the effects of actions on states. hlathematically, it defines a transition system with nodes corresponding 
to possible states and arcs labeled by actions from the given domain. An arc (cq, a, u2) indicates that an execution 
of action a in state u1 may result in the domain moving to  the state u2. An action query language serves for 
expressing properties of paths* of a given transition system. The syntax of such a language is defined by two classes 
of syntactic expressions: axioms and queries. The  semantics of the action language is defined by specifying, for every 
action description A, every set r of axioms, and every query Q, whether Q is a consequence of I' in A (r FA &)- 
This reIation is in general non-monotonjc, i.e. addition of new information to A and/or I' can force a reasoner to 
, 
'In this paper by fluents we mean (time-dependent) properties of objects of a dynamic domain. 
' 'Byapathofa transitionsystemT wemeanasequence~o,af,o:,...,on,~n such thatforanyl_< i <  n, ui,oi+1,ui+1 isanarcof 
T. 00 and un are called initial and final states of the path respectively. 
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withdraw its previous conclusion about Q.’ Action theories can be used by system designers to  specify domains in 
which agents are expected to act and the desired behavior of the agents. Such specifications allow designers to reason 
about agents behavior and verify its correctness. Action descriptions and axioms can also be used to  supply an agent 
with the knodedge about its domain and its abilities to act. In this case this knowledge can be used by the agent 
to assimilate observations, select goals, plan (or replan) to achieve the selected goal, and act accordingly. Action 
theories also play an important role in high-level robot control languages. A typical command of such language, 
say, “if I’ b~ Q then execute action a” refers explicitly to action description A and axioms I’ containing current 
knowledge of the robot and to the consequence relation of the corresponding action theory. In this paper the use of 
action description languages will be illustrated by their application for modeling subsystems of the Space Shuttle. 
This is an ongoing work under a contract with United Space Alliance (USA) - the company primarily responsible for 
operating the Space Shuttle. For our initial research we selected the Reaction Control System (RCS) of the Space 
Shuttle. An action description of the RCS was created and tested. The resulting query answering system was used 
to allow flight controllers to automatically verify plans for operation of the RCS. Our goal was to create a system 
with several important characteristics. First i t  had to be usable by people without much training in Computer 
Science, and be easily modifiable and adaptable to modeling other subsystems of the Shuttle. This was achieved 
by introducing users to the syntax and informal semantics of action description languages and by hiding all other 
details of implementation. Second, we wanted to have a very high degree of trust in the systems’s correctness. 
Partly it was achieved by the simplicity and transparency of our description of the RCS which made it possible 
for people from the USA to informally verify correctness of our representation. The corresponding plan checking 
program was written in a logic programming language and its correctness with respect to our representation was 
proven mathematically. This proof was developed in conjunction with writing a program and relied heavily on recent 
advances in logic programming [12], [3], (11, and [2]. The program was implemented by gradual transformation of 
the initial specification into an executable program. The proof insured correctness of these transformations. In the 
nest section we give a short introduction into a syntax and semantics of an  action description language Lo used for 
modeling the RCS and give examples of its use. The description of the RCS mill consists of an action description 
A containing description of effects of actions which can be performed by flight controllers, and the collection I’ 
of axioms describing the current state of the system. The plan checking task can be reduced to verifying that 
I’ b~ holds~aPer(goal ,p lan)  where holds-af ter(g ,  a) says that the sequence Q of actions is executable and that 
the goal g would be true if a ivere executed. The remaining sections will contain a short introduction to action 
languages, logic programming, the description of the logic program computing the consequence relation b ~ ,  and the 
corresponding correctness theorems, 
2 LANGUAGE& 
In this section we define an action language Lo which can be viewed as the combination of action description language 
50 and query description language Q0. !Ye aSsume a fixed signature & which consists of two disjoint, nonempty 
sets of symbols: the set F of fiuents and the set A of actions. Signatures of this kind will be called action signatures. 
By fluent literals we mean fluents and their negations. Negation o f f  E F will be denoted by -f. Fluent literals f 
and -f are called confrary. By 1 we denote the fluent literal contrary to 1. A set S 2 F is called complete if for any 
f E F f E S or -.f E S. 
Action description language Bo provides a simple and elaboration tolerant way to describe transition systems. The 
action descriptions of BO consist of arbitrary collections of propositions of the form 
causes(a, l o ,  (11,. . . , l n ] )  
causes((l1,. - . , In], lo)  
impossible(a, [ l ,  , .. ., ln]) (3) 
where is an action and lo,. . ., I,, are fluent literals. In each of the propositions above, lo is called the head of the 
Proposition and [ /I , .  . . , ln] is called the body of the proposition. A proposition of the type 1 says that, if the action 0 
were to be executed in a situation in which l l , .  . . , I,, hold, the fluent literal lo will be caused to hold in the resulting 
situation. Such propositions are called dynamic causal laws. A proposition of the type 2, called a static causal la% 
says that the truth of fluent literals, ll,. . .,In, in an  arbitrary situation, s, is sufficient to cause the truth of lo in that 
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. .. 
situation. A proposition of the type 3 says that action a can not be performed in any situation in which II, . . ., I,, 
hold. 
In addition to the propositions above, we aIIosv definifion propositions which will be viewed as a shorthand for specific 
sets of static causal laws. Definition propositions have the form: 
def in i f  ion(l0 , [I1 , . . . , I , ] )  (4) 
where l o , .  . ., 1, are fluent literals. The following restrictions apply to the use of such propositions: 
1. Neither lo nor 70 belong to the head of any of the static or dynamic causal laws. 
2. There are no definitions whose heads are contrary fluent literals. 
Let ( d e f i n i f i o n ( l o , ~ 1 ) ,  . .. , definifion(lo,,&)} be the set of all definitions, in an action description A, which contain lo 
in the head. The fluen! literal lo is true in any situation in which at least one of p’s is true. Otherwise it is false. As 
was mentioned, definition propositions are a shorthand for a larger set’of static causal laws. The above definitions 
of 10 can be replaced by static causal laws as follows: 
1. For each proposition, defini t ion(l ,pj) ,  add a static causal law causes(p, l ) .  
2. For each set of literals, 8, such that: 
(a) 6 is consistent, 
(b) for each pi there esists a literal I E pi such that T E 8, and 
(c) there is no subset of 8 which satisfies conditions (a) and (b), 
add a static causal law causes(0,I). 
An action description A of t30 defines a transition system describing effects of actions on the possible states of the 
domain. By a state we mean a consistent set Q of fluent literals such that 
1. a is complete; 
2. Q is closed under the static causal laws of A, i.e. for any static causal law (2) of A, if { l ~  , ..., In} C_ a then 
lo E Q. 
States serve as the nodes of the transition diagram. Nodes (TI and ~2 are connected by a directed arc labeled by an 
action a if a2 may result from executing a in u1. The set of all states that may result from doing a in a state Q will 
be denoted by res(a, Q). Precisely defining this set for increasingly complex action descriptions seems to  be one of 
the main difficulties in the development of action theories. In case of action descriptions from Bo we will use the 
approach suggested in [18]. 
We will need the following auxiliary definitions. We say that an action, a, is prohibited in a state, a, if A contains 
a statement irnpossible(a, [ I 1  , .. . , In]) such that [I1 , .. ., I,]  g Q. Let F be a set of fluent literals of A. By the causal 
closure of F we mean the least superset, cn~(F), of F closed under the static causal laws of A. By E(a,Q) we 
denote the set of all fluent literals, lo , for which there is a dynamic causal law cazIses(a, Io, [[I,. . ., t,]) in A such that 
[[I , .. . , I,] S Q. We say that a state d may result from doing action a in a state Q if 
1. a is not prohibited in o; 
2. d satisfies the condition Q‘ = C n ~ ( ( c  na‘) U E(a, Q)) 
An action description is called detenninisfic iffor any action, a, and state, Q, there is a t  most one state, a’, satisfying 
that above conditions. An action description is called consisted if res (a ,a )  = 0 iff a is prohibited in Q. 
One may observe that the complete understanding of the formal semantics of Bo requires some effort. Fortunately 
this effort is not necessary for most users of the language. Similar to other programming and specification languages 
the complete understanding is needed only if one wants to prove correctness of compilers and/or various properties 
of programs of Do. Otherwise, informal understanding of the meaning of propositions of BO is sufficient. 
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3 QUERY .DESCRIP.TION LANGUAGE Qo 
The querylanguage &o over an action signature & consists of two types of expressions: axioms and queries. Axioms 
of QQ have a form 
init ially(1) (5 )  
where 1 is a fluent literal. A collection of a ~ o m s  describes the set of fluents known to be true in the initial situation. 
A set r of avioms is called consistent with respect to an action description A if the transition system defined by A 
has a state containing all 2's such that initially(1) E I'. I' is called complete if for any fluent literal initially(/) or 
initially@) is in r. 
A query of Qo is a statement of the form 
holdsaft e r ( I  , a)  (6) 
where 1 is a fluent literal and a is a sequence of actions. The statement says that o can be executed in the initial 
situation and, if it were, then fluent literal 1 would necessarily be true afterwards. To give the semantics of we 
need the following definitions: 
Let T be a transition system over signature &,. We say that 
(i) a path co, a1 , q , . . . ,an , sctisfies an axiom initially( I) if 1 E 00, 
(ii) a query holdsafier(l, [a, , .. . , all) is a consequence of a set r of axioms in T if, for every path of T of the form 
~ o , ~ ~ , o ~ , . . . , o n , c n  that satisfies all axiomsin r, I Go,. 
Now we are ready for the main definition. Let A be an action description in some action description language over 
signature CO and T be the transition system described by A. We say that a query Q is a consequence of a set I' of 
axioms in A (symbolically, I' b~ Q) if Q is a consequence of r in T. 
In the next section we illustrate the use of Lo for the design of a plan checking system for the RCS. 
4 THE RCS DOMAIN 
The job of the RCS is primarily to provide maneuvering capabilities for the Space Shuttle while it is in orbit. When 
the RCS is functioning properly, or in cases of single failures, there are pre-scripted plans to accomplish any desired 
maneuver. Due to the huge number of combinations of failures that may occur, it is impossible to pre-script a plan 
for each multiple failure situation. If multiple failures occur during a mission, it is left up to mission controllers on 
the ground to develop the necessary plans. Time constraints and the serious repercussions of erroneous plans make 
a tool to help create and verify these plans extremely desirable. Such a tool could also be used by astronauts in 
case communication to their ground controllers were lost. Since astronauts have a wider, but much less in depth, 
knowledge of the shuttle's systems, the availability of a tool to help plan during a communications failure would 
greatly increase the chance of success. In this paper we describe a system used to verify plans. (Work on the planning 
part of the system is currently underway.) 
The design of the system started with devetoping the action description for the RCS, ARCS, which contains infor- 
mation about the interconnection and function of its valves, jets, fuel tanks, electrical circuits, and switches. For 
illustrative purposes, we will focus on propositions from ARCS which concern the switches. A more detailed descrip 
tion of the RCS domain model can be found in [19] and [5], There are two types of switches in the RCS, each of 
which can be in several different positions. Each switch of the first type controls a pair of valves. Each switch of the 
second type controls an electrical circuit. In order for the shuttle to be able to perform a maneuver, one or more 
jets must be fired. The ability to fire these jets depends on the states of the valves and circuits, and therefore on 
the position of the switches. In the RCS domain there is only one type of action an agent can perform, changing 
the position of a switch. Performing an action of flipping a switch to a position causes the switch to be in the new 
Position. For each switch, S, and each position, P, that the switch may be in, we will have the appropriate version 
ofthe following dynamic causal law. 
Ca~~CS(fIip(S, P), position(S, P), [I). 
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Flipping a switch to a given position also ensures that the switch is in no other position atter performing the action. 
If P 1  and P2 are two different positions then the dynamic causal law below describes this effect. 
causes(flip(S, Pl), -posiiion(S, Pa), [ 1). 
Nest we have a rule stating that i t  is impossible to flip a switch to a position it is already in. 
i rnpossible(ff ip(S,  P ) ,  [posiiion(S, P)]). 
Note that, since there are 50 switches in the  RCS subsystem, this rule cuts the number of esecutable actions in a 
situation from 100 down to 50. For any switch S and valve V controlled by S we have the following static causal 
law OPEN VALVE: 
causes((posiiion(S, open), 
-mon-functional( open, S ) ,  
- s f u c k ( c l o s e d ,  V)], 
o p e n ( V ) ) .  
The law states that  if the switch S is set to  the open position and both S and V are functioning properly then V is 
open. ARCS also contains a similar causal law which states when the valve will be closed. 
One may wonder why this was not represented by a dynamic causal law which stated that flipping the switch causes 
the valve to be open if the proper conditions were met. This can be explained by the following example. 
Imagine we wish to model the operation of an ordinary lamp. One is tempted to have a dynamic causal law stating 
that if the switch is turned on, then the light comes on. But what if the bulb is burned out? We could add a 
precondition to the law stating that it only applies when the bulb is good. This, however, is only half the battle if 
we have an action to change the bulb. We would then need a dynamic causal law stating that changing the bulb 
causes the light to  be on if the switch is on. Suppose we then update the domain by saying that the lamp can be 
unplugged and we add a new action to plug in the lamp. Both of the previous dynamic causal laws need to be 
updated and a new law needs to be added. Now consider a different approach. The dynamic causal laws simply 
state that turning the switch on causes the switch to be on and changing the bulb causes the bulb to be good. We 
then add a static causal law stating that if the switch is on and the bulb is good then the light is on. Now, in order 
to add the information about plugging in the lamp, we simply add a new dynamic causal lam stating that plugging 
in the lamp causes i t  to be plugged in. JVe also must modify the one existing static causal law to reflect that the 
lamp must be plugged in for the light to be on. This approach is preferable for two primary reasons. First, as was 
shown by the example, it is more elaboration tolerant. The second reason deals with the initial situation. Using the 
first approach, we could have a consistent set of asioms which stated that the light was initially on and the bulb 
was initially burned out. Using the second approach, this initial situation is not consistent since it is not closed with 
respect to the static causal laws of the domain. 'Notice that the above argument suggests the second dynamic causal 
law above can be better written as a static causal law 
causes((P1 # P2, posii ion(S,  P I ) ] ,  -position(S, Pi?)). 
This is indeed the case but we stay with the original representation since it substantially simplifiessome of the proofs. 
In our language, we also allow definition propositions. Certain circuits within the RCS must be switched on in order 
to operate. If X is such a circuit and S is the switch that controls it ,  then if the switch is on and functioning, then 
the circuit will be properly powered. This is captured by the following definition proposition POWERED CIRCUIT. 
definif ion (powered(X), 
[posifion(S, on) ,  -non-functional(on, S)]). 
Note that this proposition is similar to the static causal law OPEN VALVE. A definition proposition is used since, 
unlike the law for OPEN VALVE, the head of POWER CIRCUIT holds if and only if the preconditions are met- 
This subtle difference can be illustrated by looking at the precondition that the switch be functional. In the case of 
the circuit, if the switch becomes non-functional while the circuit is powered, the circuit will no longer be powered- 
With the valve the situation is different. If the valve is already open and the switch fails, the valve does not doses 
it stays open. 
After completion of the action description of the RCS we addressed the problem of computing the corresponding 
consequence relation which required knowledge of logic programming but no additional knowledge of the shuttle- 
I 
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To make the paper self contained we include a brief introduction to the answer set semantics of logic programs [lo] 
necessary for understanding of this step. The logic programming language used in the paper is substantially more 
powerful than the original Pure Prolog. In particular it allows both classical and nonmonotonic negations. For more 
detailed discussion of this language and its applications to knowledge representation see [3] and [12]. 
5 LOGIC PROGRAMS 
. 
The language of a logic program, like a first-order language, is determined by its signature, consisting of object 
constants, function constants and predicate constants. Terms are built as in the corresponding first-order 1.anguage; 
positive literals (or atoms) have the form p ( t l , .  . where the t ’s  are terms and p is a predicate symbol of arity 
n; negative literals are of the form 1p(i1,. . . ,tn).  The set of all ground literals over signature Q is denoted by lit(cr). 
Literals of the form p ( t 1 , .  . . ,tn) and - ~ p ( t ~ ,  . . .,tn) are called contrary. By f we denote a literal contrary to 1. Literals 
and terms not containing variables are called ground. A rule is an expression of the form 
10 + 11 I . . . , lm,  not I m + l t f .  . , not 1, (7) 
where li’s are literals and nof is a logical connective called negafion as failure [7, 171. The left-hand side of the rule 
is called the rule’s head or conclusion; the right-hand side is called the rule’s body (or premise). A pair {a, T} where 
Q is a signature and A is a collection of rules over Q is called a logic program. 
Notice, that a statement not 1 is not a literal. A literal ~l stands for ” I  is false” while not 1 is informally read as 
“there is no reason to believe that 1 is true”. In this section we a s u m e  that 1’s in rule (7) are ground. Rules with 
variables (usually denoted by capital letters) will be used as shorthand for the sets of their ground instantiations. 
The semantics of a logic program A assigns to A a collection of answer sets - sets of ground literals over signature 
u(n) of n corresponding to beliefs which can be held by a rational reasoner on the basis of rules of n. Under this 
Semantics the rule (7) can be viewed as a constraint on such beliefs and is read as “if literals 11,. . . , Im are believed 
to be true and there is no reason to believe that literals Im+l , .  . . 1, are true then the reaSoner must believe lo.” We 
say that literal I is true in an answer set S of x if I E S; 1 is false in S i f f  E S. I is true is A (n I )  if 1 is true in 
all answer sets of n. We say that x’s answer to a query 1 is yes if A 
TO give a definition of answer sets of logic programs, let us first consider programs without negation as failure. 
The answer set of program a not containing negation as  failure not is the smallest (in the sense of set-theoretic 
inclusion) subset S of 1if(o(r)) such that 
(i) for any rule 10 +- 21,. . ., 1, from ‘R, if 11,. . . , lm E S, then 10 E S; 
(ii) if S contains a pair of contrary literals, then S = iit(r(r)). 
It can be easily shown that every program A that does not contain negation as failure has a unique answer set which 
will be denoted by ans(r ) .  
N O W  let n be an arbitrary logic program without variables. For any set S of literals, let W’ be the logic program 
obtained from x by deleting 
(i) each rule that has an occurrence of not 1 in its body with 1 E S, and 
(ii) all occurrences of nof 1 in the bodies of the remaining rules. 
Clearly, I’ does not contain not , and hence its answer set is already defined. If this answer set coincides with s, 
then we say that S is an answer set of W. In other words, the answer sets of ST are characterized by the equation 
I ,  no if A 1, and unknown otherwise. 
s = ons(a5). 
(For programs without cl&cal negation the answer set semantics coincides with the stable model semantics of [%) 
Notice, that the above definition of entailment in logic programs is purely declarative. There are different Ways to 
compute this entailment. In particular, under certain conditions, a simple Prolog metainterpreter can be s h o ~ n  
to be sound with respect to this entailment. The version of this metainterpreter based on a more modern lo@ 
Programming language XSB [S] is also sound and provides an even better approximation. 
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6 TRANSLATION T O  LOGIC PROGRAMMING 
Our methodology for computing the consequence relation of Lo is a slight modification of a general approach suggested 
in [ll], [4]. It is based on translating a domain description 2, (consisting of action description and axioms) into a 
logic program II(’D) and reducing the computation of the consequence relation in P to answering queries in II(2,). 
At the core of the translation is a collection of domain independent axioms formalizing reasoning about effects.of 
actions. The development of these axioms was substantially influenced by two decades of research in nonmonotonic 
logics and semantics of logic programming. This research led to the methodology of representing and reasoning with 
defaults, i.e. statements of the form “normally, (typically, as a rule) elements of a class a have property p” .  There 
are several defaults which are frequently used in reasoning about effects of actions. The most important one, known 
as the commonsense law of inertia [16], says that normally, things remain as they are. Any axiom describing the 
effect of an action on a state of the world represents an exception to this default. An agent reasoning about possible 
effects of his actions on the current state of the world uses these axioms to derive the changes that would occur in 
the current state after the execution of a particular action. The law of inertia is used to derive what does not change. 
The problem of constructing a formal framework which would allow us t o  express and reason with the law of inertia 
is called the frame problem. The use of negation as failure leads to a simple solution of the frame problem for a 
broad class of dynamic domains. 
6.1 Domain independent axioms 
In this section we outline the set of domain independent axioms, n. We will assume that the program contains rules 
defining the following relations: 
contrary(F, G) is true iff F and G are contrary fluent literals; 
def ined- l i tera l (L)  is true iff L occurs in the head of a definition from the corresponding action description; 
f r a m e - f U e r a l ( P )  iff F is a fluent literal which is neither a defined literal nor the negation of defined literal. 
The next three rules define executable sequences of actions: 
irnpossible([A I R])  t irnpossible(A, P ) ,  
hold-afiet(P, R ) .  
irnpossible([A I R])  t irnpossible(R). 
crecut able ( R )  +- not impossible( R ) .  
Here [A I R] is standard Prolog notation for the list with head A and tail R. (Recall that, since we execute actions 
in the list from right to left, A is the last action to be executed.) The first two rules state that a sequence of actions 
is impossible if either the last action in the sequence is impossible or if the rest of the sequence is impossible. The 
definition of executability relies on the completeness of our domain description. I t  says that if a sequence R of action 
is not known to be impossible then it is possible. 
The next axiom determines what holds in the initial state of the domain. 
holds,afier(L, [ I )  t initially(L). 
Here init ially(L) is an axiom of &a. 
The next four rules determine the effects of causal laws of the corresponding action description. 
hotds-ajler(l ,  [ A  1 R]) t causes(A, L, P), 
hotd-afier(P, R),  
ezecufable([A I R]).  
The rule says that a literal, L, holds as the result of performing an executable sequence of actions [A I R],’ifthe 
corresponding action description contains a dynamic causal law causes(A,L,P) and all the preconditions from f‘ hold 
after the execution of R. 
holds,after(L, S )  t causes(G, L) ,  
hold-afler(G, S ) ,  
erecutoble(S). 
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... . . -- 
The rule describes the effects of static causal ialvs. 
The next two rules are concerned with definition propositions. 
holds,afier( l ,  S )  +- definition(& P ) ,  
hold-after(P, S) ,  
etecutuble( S). 
holds-aftcr(F, S )  + coniruy(F, G), 
defined-lit e ral( G) , 
not holds-after(G, S ) ,  
etecutable (S) .  
The rules state that if there is a definition proposition with head L and body P and all the preconditions from P 
hold after the execution of S then L also holds. Otherwise, z holds. 
The next pair of rules state when a set of literals hold. 
hold-afier([H I TJ,A) t- holds-af ier (H,A) ,  
hold,affer(T,  A).  
The first says that the empty set of literals hold in any situation. The second states that a set of literals hold after 
a sequence of actions if each fluent in the set holds after that sequence of actions. 
The commonsense law of inertia is captured by the following rule which states that fluents are normally not changed 
by performing actions. According to general methodology for representing defaults we use an “abnormality predicate” 
ab [15] to block the rule when an action does cause a change in the value of the fluent. 
holds-afier(L, [ A  I RJ) t frarne-litcral(L), 
A olds -after( L , R) , 
not ab(L,  A,  R),  
erecufabte([A I R]). 
Note that the inertia rule applies only to frame fluents. The values of other fluents ate fully determined by the rules 
for definition propositions. 
Finally, the last two rules state that ”a literal, L,  is abnormal with respect to the inertia axiom if was caused by 
either a dynamic or static causal law as a result of performing action, A, in the state that resulted from performing 
action sequence, R.” 
ab(F,A, ‘R)  t- contrary(F, G ) ,  
causes(A,  0, P ) ,  
hold-after(P,  R) .  
a b ( F , A , R )  + contrary(F,G), 
causes(P,  G) ,  
hold,afier(P, [ A  I R]). 
6.2 Correctness and Usage 
The correctness of the program n with respect to the action description d R c s  is based on the general theorem about 
domain descriptions in Lo and on some properties of the action description dRcs of the RCS domain. 
Theorem 1 Let V be a domain description consisting of a deterministic and consistent action description A and 
a complete and consistent set of axioms I?. Then for any query, holds-affer(l,a), I’ b~ ho?ds-affer(l,a) iff 
A U r U II hoIds-ajter(t, a) 
Proposiition 1 The action description ARCS is consistent and deterministic. 
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To actually execute the logic program R = A u I' U ll we need to have an interpreter capable of answering queries 
in logic programs with two negations. Such an interpreter, I, can be easily constructed on top of Prolog or XSB. To 
insure its correctness we need to show that, given a program x of the above form, the interpreter always terminates, 
does not require a so called occur check, does not flounder (i.e. does not attempt to prove a goal of the form not q 
where q contains uninstantiated variables), and satisfies several other simple properties. Fortunately, the theory 
of logic programming provides us with a comparatively simple way to check all these properties and to  prove the 
following proposition: 
Proposiition 2 Let q be a ground query and ST = ARCS U I' U ll where I' is a complete, consistent set of axioms. 
Then given R and q ,  the interpreter I answers yes iff R q.  
These results establish correctness of our program with respect to A R C S .  In order to use the program, the flight 
controllers need to specify the curjent positions of the switches and valves, state the malfunctioning components, 
and provide other similar information which constitutes I". This requires knowledge of neither action description 
languages nor logic programming. If needed, consistency of the input can be checked automatically. 
7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We believe that our experiment in the use of action languages was successful. The action language LO has proven 
to be simple to use and understand. This was primarily seen in our communications with people from USA. We 
sent an early version of the RCS action description to our contact there (a former flight controller for the RCS with 
some knowledge of logic programming but no prior experience with actions languages). He was able to  spot several 
errors simply by reading over the description. He also found the language intuitive enough that he has since written 
a preliminary, more technically detailed, domain description for another of the shuttle's subsystems, using the RCS 
action description as his only guide. 
The mathematical theory of action languages and logic programming proved to be sufficiently developed to allow 
us to prove the properties of our system. As was intended, elements of logic programming were, for the most part, 
hidden from the end users. Logic programming, however, played a bigger role than expected during the formalization 
of the RCS domain. We also found that, in this domain, in order to properly specify some of our propositions, we 
needed to use recursive rules similar to that used in the definition of transitive closure. It remains to be seen if this 
can be avoided without a substantial complication of representation. So far we were not able to do that, which may 
point to the usefulness of logic programming languages even in the specification phase of the project. 
Another interesting direction of research suggested by this experiment is the discovery of more powerful and preferably 
syntactic conditions which would guarantee consistency and determinism of an action specification. Ultimately, we 
wish to create an interface which would allow an expert in a given domain to create an action description with only 
minor knowledge of logic programming and permit end users to use the system with only knowledge of the interface. 
In order to provide an even more useful tool, we are currently working to expand this system in several directions. 
Our first goal is to expand the system by adding a diagnostic component. This would be used when a sequence of 
actions was actually performed but unexpected results were observed. Using the action description, we would like 
the system to  be able to determine what failure or failures may have occurred which would explain the observed 
behavior. 
The second direction for further work concerns planning. While the current system can verify plans, it would be 
beneficial to be able to generate plans as well. We would like to be able to provide the system with the current 
situation and a goal( a set of axioms and a query from the language of Q o )  and have it generate a plan to achieve 
the goal from that situation. 
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The role of observations in probabilistic open systems 
Murali Narasimha* Rance Cleavelandt Purushothaman Iyer* 
Abstract 
This paper considers a logic, based on the modal mu-calculus, for describing properties of probabilistic open 
distributed systems and develops a model-checking algorithm for determining whether or not states in finite-state 
probabilistic systems satisfy formulas in the logic. The central contribution of the paper is a semantics that 
distinguishes between observations, the meaning of a temporal formula, and its measure. The ensuing model- 
checking problem reduces to the calculation of a (particular) solution to a system of non-linear equations, 
1 Introduction 
The era of net-centric computing is hererfueled by easy to use applications. In the near future the number of 
network-based applications is expected to grow exponentially. These applications mix audiorvideo and textrandr 
consequentlyrmake great demands on the network traffic. Consequentlyrthe eventual success of these applications 
will depend upon quality of service (QoS) guarantees that can be provided to the end-users. Not coincidentallyr 
military applications (such as command and control) have similarrthough even more stringenthervice requirements. 
Use of formal methods for developingrand checkingrdesign specifications of concurrent systemsrand for conformance 
testing of the implementationsrhas gained currency over the past decade. There have been several success stories 
reported in the literature [5]. Howeverrthese mathematics based techniques have been restricted to  reasoning about 
qualitativeri.e.I'functionalI'aspects of distributed system. In this note we will consider how specifications of open 
distributed systems may be structuredrand how QoS requirements of such systems may be stated. The main 
contribution of this paper is a novel technique for describing the semantics of open distributed system specifications 
containing probabilistic information. Our semantic technique allows a precise calculation of the probability with 
which a temporal property of an open distributed system holds. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 
we briefly describe the specification and requirements language for non-probabilistic open distributed systems. In 
Sections 3 and 4 we show how the specification and the requirements languagerfrom Section 2rcan be extended to 
probabilisticropen distributed systems. We follow that with a comparison of our semantics with extant work. In 
Sections 6 and 7 we discuss probabilistic model-checking and our goals for future work. 
2 Specifying open distributed systems and their requirements 
In generalrthe literature on concurrent systems distinguishes between open sysf ems and closed systems. The former 
may require interaction with their environments in order to make progress; the latter are self-contained. Semanticallyr 
the difference between these kinds of systems is reflected in the mathematical models developed for them. Open 
systems are often represented using labeled transition systemsbhich may be thought of as finitestate machines whose 
transition labels represent capabilities for interaction with the environmentrand which are used as mathematical 
entities to provide semantics to  calculi based on process algebras such as CCS and CSP [6r12I'l]. Closed systemsr 
on the other handrare usually modeled using Kripke SfrucfuresI'which may be thought of as node-labeled directed 
graphs whose vertices correspond to system states and whose edges represent execution steps. The vertex labels 
contain information that is true of the state, Typical examples of open systems include communication protocolsr 
which require a user to invoke a service primitive before engaging in any activity. Closed systems include control 
systems in which a controller and the process being monitored interact only with each other. 
*Dept of Computer Science, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695. 
tDept of Computer Science, State University of New York, Stony Brook, NY 117944400. 
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Figure 2: An architectural view of a communication system 
ConsiderRor examplerthe communication medium of a network system. A half-duplex linerwhich takes messages 
at one end and (sometimes) delivers it at the other endrcan be succinctly represented by the finite state machine in 
Figure 1. The self-loop transition from state 0 to state 0 labelled data models the act of the communication medium 
which receives a data message from the environment and drops it. The sequence of transitions from state 0 to 1 and 
back to 0 characterizes the behavior of the medium which accepts a message from its environmentrand faithfully 
delivers it. As can be observed the machine responds to input (data or ack) from the environment. It is this notion 
of external controlror external non-determinismrthat characterizes the open system model. 
Clearlyrthe communication medium is merely a part of an whole systemrwhich also includes a sender and a 
receiver. One can obtain a system by composing the three processes together. The three subsystems now act in 
concert with each otherrand present the view of a single system to an external observer (see Figure 2). Assuming that 
the sender and the receiver act as an intermediary between the user and the communication medium the behavior 
of the entire system is equivalent to the behavior of the communication medium depicted in Figure 1. 
FormallylXabelled transition systems are defined as follows: 
Definition 2.1 A Labelled aansition System (LTS) L = (S, Act, +) where S is a set of statesr Ad is the set of 
actions that the system L may engage in and 4s S x Ad x S is the transition relation expressing permissible actions 
of the system L. 
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2.1 
Temporal logics have traditionally been used to reason about closed systems; more preciselyI’Kripke structures (see 
above) have been used as models for these logics. The p-calculus [9]ron the other handrpermits properties of open 
systems (labeled transition systems) to be formulated. The logic is very sparser syntactically; in addition to the 
usual boolean operatorsrit includes modalities indexed by sets of transition labels and schemes for defining formulas 
recursively. Thusrfor examplera state in a labeled transition system satisfies [qo if every transition from the state 
labeled by an element of S satisfies @and it satisfies (S)+ if it has some transition labeled by an element of S 
that satisfies 4. Recursive formulas have the form pX.4  or vX.4. The former represents the Yeast” solution to the 
“equation” X = 4 and is useful in expressing liveness properties; the latter corresponds to the “largest” solution to 
the same equation and is used in formulating safety properties. The appeal of the p-calculus lies in its expressive 
power and its ability to encode many other temporal logics in a uniform fashion [2l?4r3]; this power results from its 
support for defining recursive propositions. The main disadvantage of the p-calculus is that formulas can be difficult 
to interpretrowing to the complexity that can result from mutually recursive definitions. This needn’t be a problem 
in practicerhoweverras users can define the properties of interest in a higher-level notationhith tools then handling 
the translation into the p-calculus for the purpose of automated analysis. 
Continuing with the example of the faulty half-duplex linerone of the requirements that we may wish to impose is 
that there are no deadlocks in the system. This can be captured using the formula pX.(-)tt  A [,]X (where - represents 
the set of all 1abels)rwhich is true of a state s provided there is at least one transition out of state s and the formula 
is true of every successor state of s. It is easy to show that this property is true of our example system. 
Consider another property - that of eventual delivery of messages - which states that is impossible to send an 
infinite sequence of data packets without any of it being delivered. This property can be captured by the formula 
(-wX.(data)X). Howeverrthis property does not hold true of our systemras indeed there is an execution sequence 
where all data packets sent are lost. Howeverrtruth or falsity of this property is of no practical value; it is generally 
expected that systems do fail (even communication systems) and it is relative rate of failure that is more important. 
In the rest of the paper we will show how to modelrand reason aboutrsuch reliability issues. 
A logic for stating requirements 
3 Probabilistic Transition Systems 
In this section we will introduce the probabilistic reactive system modelrwhich could be used for specifyingrand 
reasoning aboutrfaulty communication medium (as in our example). Reaciive probabilistic labeled transi t ion systems 
(PLTS for short) of [15I’lO] ate models of probabilistic computation. These are defined with respect to fixed sets 
Act and Prop of atomic actions and propositionsrrespectively. The former set records the interactions the system 
may engage in with its environmentrwhile the latter provides information about the states the system may enter. 
Definition 3.1 A PLTS L is a tuple (S, 6, P, 1)rwhere 
(s, s’, sy E)S is a countable set of states; 
5 E S x Ad x S is the transition relation; 
P : 6 4 (0,llI’the transition probability distributionl’satisfies: x(S,B,S,)E6 P(s,  a, s‘) E (0,l) for all s E SI’ 
I : S 3 aProp is the interpretation function. 
a E A d ;  and 
Intuitivelyra PLTS records the operational behavior of a systemrwith S representing the possible system states and 
5 the execution steps enabled in different system states; each such step is labeled with an actionrand the intention 
is that when the environment of the system enables the actionrthe system may engage in a transition labeled bY 
the action. When this is the caseI’P(s, a, s’) represents the probability with which the transition (s, a, s’) is selected 
opposed to other transitions labeled by a emanating from state s. Note that the conditions on P ensure that if 
(s, a, d )  E 6 for some s‘rthen 
Considering our running examplerof a faulty mediumrwe could specify that 5% of all data packets are lost bY 
the communication medium while only 1% of the ack packets are lost. The difference in error rate could be due to 




dataS = Send data 
data = Receive data 
ack = Receive Ack 
ackS = Send Ack 
Figure 3: A probabilistic characterization of faults in a lossy medium 
a 2/3 ‘rT‘ 
Figure 4: A PLTSrits unrolling from a staterand an observation. 
the fact that data packets are traditionally longer and thus have a greater chance of being corrupted. The modified 
specification is given in Figure 3. 
Given such a specification we might wish to check whether it satisfies the following requirement: 
It is always true that the probability of successfully sending a data packet in three tries is greater than 
99% and that the probability of successfully sending an ack packet in two tries is greater than 99.5%. 
TO answer this question we will have to describe a measure space over which our logical specifications are in- 
terpreted. To that endrwe wish to view a (state in a) PTLS as an “experiment” in the probabilistic senserwith 
an ‘‘outcome’Tor “observation” rrepresenting a resolution of all the possible probabilistic choices of transitions the 
system might experience as it executes. More specificallyrgiven a state in the PLTS we can unroll the PLTS into an 
infinite tree rooted at this state. An observation would then be obtained from this tree by resolving all probabilistic 
ch0icesri.e. by removing all but one edge for any given action from each node in the tree. Figure 4 presents a sample 
PLTSrits unrolling from a given staterand an associated observation. 
3.1 
To define the observation trees of a PLTS we introduce parf ial  compvtationsrwhich will form the nodes of the trees. 
PLTSs .and Measure Spaces of Observations 
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Definition 3.2 Let L = (S, 6, P, I) be a PLTS. Then a sequence of the form so 2 s1. -. 4 Sn is a p a d i a l  computation 
of L if n 2 0 and for all 0 5 i < nrsi “3 ~ i + ~ .  
Note that any s E S is a partial computation. If u = so % s1-a - 2 sn is a partial computation then we define fst(a) 
to be SO and Ist(u) to  be Sn. We also use (u,~’ E)Cr. to refer to the set of all partial computations of L and take 
&(s) = {u E CL I fst(u) = s} for s E S. We define the following notations for partial computations. 
a1 a’ 0 1  Definition 3.3 Let u = so --f s1.-. 2 s, and u’ = sk 2 si -. - 4 sl,, be partial computations of pLTS L = 
(S, 6, P, I)I’and let a E Act. 
a’ a i  1. If sn 5 sb then u -% u’ is the partial computation so 1 s1 . a 2 sn 4 sk -f si.. . 3 s’ n’ * 
2. u’ is a prefix of u if d = so 2 s1- - - 2 si for some i 5 n. a. 
We also introduce the following terminology for sets of partial computations. 
Definition 3.4 Let L = (S, 6, P, I) be a PLTSrand let C CL be a set of computations. 
1. C is prefix-closed ifI’for every u E C and u’ a prefix of uru’ E C. 
2. C i s  d e t e n n i n i s t i c i f f o r e v e r y a , a ’ E C w i t h a = s o ~ s ~ - - . ~ s n  Z . . .  a n d o ‘ = s o + s l . . . ~ s n  -+s’...r a1 a’ 
either a # a’ or s = s’. 
The term prefix-closed is standardr but the notion of determinacy of sets of partial computations deserves some 
comment. Intuitivelyrif two computations in a deterministic set of partial computations share a common prefixr 
then the first difference they can exhibit must involve transitions labeled by different actions; they cannot involve 
different transitions with the same action label. 
We can now define the deterministic treesror d-treesrof a PLTS L as follows. 
Definition 3.5 Let L = (S, 6, P, I) be a PLTS. Then 8 # T C Cr, is a d-tree if the following hold. 
1. There exists an s E S such that T E Cr.(s). 
2. T is prefix-closed. 
3. T is deterministic. 
If C is a d-tree then we use root(C) to refer to the s such that C E Cr.(s) and edges(C) to refer to  the relation 
((.,old) I ~ , ~ ’ E C A ~ S ‘ E S . ~ = ~ ~ S } .  
We use 7r. to refer to all the d-trees of L and set 7~(s) = {T E ‘7; I root(T) = s}. We call T’ a prefiz of T if 
T‘ C T We write T 4 T’ if {root(T) 5 d I u’ E TI} C_ T; intuitivelyr”‘ is then the subtree of T pointed to by an 
a-labeled edge. A d-tree T is finite if IT1 < 00. FinallyI’we say that a d-tree is mazimal if there exists no d-tree T’ 
with T C T’ and use M L  and M=(s)  to refer to the set of all maximal d-trees of L and all maximal d-trees of L 
rooted at srrespectively. 
We wish to view the maximal deterministic d-trees of a PLTS as the “outcomes” of the PLTS and to talk about 
the likelihoods of different sets of outcomes. In order to do thisrwe define a probability space over maximal d-tr- 
rooted at a given state of L. The construction of this space is very similar in spirit to the standard sequence space 
construction for Markov chains [8]: we define a collection of “basic cylindrical sets” of maximal trees and use them 
to build a probability space over sets of maximal trees. The technical details appear below; in what followsrfix 
L = (S, 6,P, I ) .  
A basic cylindrical subset of Mr;(s) contains all trees sharing a given finite prefix. 
Definition 3.6 Let s E SI’and let T E IL(s) be finite. Then Bj- E ML(s)  is defined as: .& = { T’ E M L  I T C Ti}- 
We can also define the measure of a basic cylindrical set as follows. 
Definition 3.7 Let T E 7~(s) be finiterand let & be the associated basic cylindrical set. Then the measurer 
m(&)rOf .& is given by: m(&) = n(4,a,o’)EedgU(T)P(Ist(u)y 0,  !st(&)). - 
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. Intuitivelyrrn(BT) represents the proportion of all maximal d-trees emanating from the root of & that have BT as 
a prefix. 
For any given state s in L we can form the associated collection of basic cylindrical sets By consisting of sets of 
the form BT for finite T with root(T) = s. We can then define a probability space (ML(s) ,  B,, rn,) as follows. 
Definition 3.8 Let s E S. Then B, is the smallest field of sets containing B; and closed with respect to denumerable 
unions and complementation. rn, : B, + [0,1] is then defined inductively as follows. 
m,(U Bj) = m,(Bj) for pairwise disjoint Bi 
%I i € I  
rn,(BC) = l-rn,(B) 
It is easy to show that for any Srm, is a probability measure over B,. Consequentlyr(ML(s),B,, rn,) is indeed a 
probability space. We refer to a set M E Mr;(s) as measurable if M E B,. 
4 SyntaxofGPL 
Generalized Probabilistic Logic (GPL) is parameterized with respect to a set (X, Y E)Var of propositional variablesr 
a set (a, b €)Act of actionsrand a set ( A  €)Prop be a set of atomic propositions. The syntax of GPL may then be 





A Id I dl /I 4 2  I dl v 4 2  I BE>,$ I &p$ 
4 I x I$1 A$2 I $ l V $ 2  I (a)$ I [aI$lpX.$ I vx.4 
The operators p and v bind variables in the usual senserand one may define the standard notions of free and 
bound variables. Alsorwe refer to an occurrence of a bound variable X in a formula as a p-occurrence if the closest 
enclosing binding operator for X is p and as a v-occurrence otherwise. GPL formulas are required to satisfy the 
following additional restrictions: they must contain no free variablesrand no sub-formula of the form pX.$ (vX.$) 
may contain a free v-occurrence (p-occurrence) of a variable.’ In what follows we refer to formulas generated from 
nonterminal4 etc. as state fonnulas and those generated from -11, as fuzzy formulas; the formulas of GPL are the 
state formulas. We use (q5J# E)@ to represent the set of all state formulas and ($,$I €)lP for the set of all fuzzy 
formulas. In the remainder of the paper we write r[r’/X] to denote the the simultaneous substitution of + for all 
free occurrences of X in 7. We also note that although the logic’limits the application of 7 to atomic propositionsr 
this does not restrict the expressiveness of the logicras we indicate later. 
The next subsection defines the formal semantics of GPLrbut the intuitive meanings of the operators may be 
understood as follows. Fuzzy formulas are to be interpreted as specifying sets of obsentations of PLTSsrwhich are 
themselves non-probabilistic trees as discussed above. An observation is in the set corresponding to the fuzzy formula 
if the root node of the observation satisfies the formula interpreted as a traditional mu-calculus formula: so (a)4 
holds of an observation if the root has an a-transition leading to  the root of an an observation satisfying @while 
it satisfies [a]$ if every a-transition leads to such an observation. Conjunction and disjunction have their usual 
interpretation. p X.$ and v X.$ are fixpoint operators describing the ‘?east” and “greatest” solutionsrrespectivelyr 
to the “equation” X = $. It will turn out that any state in a given PLTS defines a probability space over observations 
and that our syntactic restrictions ensure that the sets of observations defined by any fuzzy formula are measurabIe 
in a precise sense. State formulas will then be interpreted with respect to  states in PLTSsrwith a state satisfying a 
formula of the form 
4.1 Semantics of Fuzzy Formulas 
In the remainder of this section we define the semantics of GPL formulas with respect to a fixed PLTS L = (S, 6, P, 1) 
by giving mutually recursive definitions of a relation ~ L C  S x CP and a function @L : Q .--) 2’L. The former 
if the measure of observations corresponding to  the state is at least p .  
I ’In other words, formulas must be alternation-free in the sense of [3]. 
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indicates when a state satisfies a state formulahhile the latter returns the set of maximal d-trees satisfying a given 
fuzzy formula. In this subsection we present OJ;; the next subsection then considers br;. In what follows we fix 
Our intention in defining O L ( ~ )  is that it return trees thatrinterpreted as (non-probabilistic) labeled transition 
systemsrsatisfy 4 interpreted as a mu-calculus formula. To this endrwe augment Or; with an extra environment 
parameter e : V a r  -, 2””L that is used to interpret free variables. The formal definition of OL is the following. 
Definition 4.1 The function OL is defined inductively as follows. 
L = (S, 5, P, I). 
Or;(4)e = uskL&L(s) 
Or;(X)e = e(X) 
0 Or;((a)$)e = {T I 3T’ : T 2 T’ AT’ E o L ( $ ) e }  
0 Or;([a]+)e = {T I (2’ 5 T’) 3 T’ E Or;($)e} 
O ~ ( 4 i  A $2)e = @r,($i)e n O ~ ( 4 2 ) e  
OL(41 v $2)e = @r,(41)e u 0 4 4 2 ) e  
0 OL(pX.$)e = Ug0MJwhere Mo = 0 and Mi+1= OL(tl)e[X w Mi]. 
0 OL(vX.+)e = ngoNJwhere NO = M L  and Nj+l= OL(4)e[X w Nil. 
When 4 has no free variablesrO(4)e = O(4)e’ for any environments e, e’. In this case we drop the environment e 
and write Or;($). 
Some comments about this definition are in order. Firstlyrit is straightforward to show that the semantics of all 
the operators except p and Y are those that would be obtained by interpreting maximal deterministic trees as labeled 
transition systems and fuzzy formulas as mu-calculus formulas in the usual style [9]. Secondlyrbecause d-trees are 
deterministic it follows that if T E OL((a)$) then T E 0 ~ ( [ a ] $ > .  Finallyrthe definitions we have given for p and 
u differ from the more general accounts that rely on the Tarski-Knaster fixpoint theorem. Howeverrbecause of the 
“alternation-free” restriction we impose on our logic and the fact that d-trees are deterministicr the meanings of . 
pX.4  and vX.$ are still least and greatest fixpoints in the usual sense. 
ML(s) be the maximal d-trees from s “satisfying” 4. We have the following. 
Theorem 4.2 For any s E S and $ E X4, O L , ~ ( $ )  i s  measurable. 
We close this section by remarking on an important property.of or;. For a given s E S let O L , ~ ( $ )  = OL($J) n
4.2 Semantics of State Formulas 
We now define the semantics of state formulas by defining the relation b ~ .  
Definition 4.3 Let L = (S, 6, P, I) be a PLTS. Then br; is defined inductively as follows. 
s k i  A iff A E I(s). 
s bi -A iff A $!J(s). 
s f=t 41 A 4 2  iff s k 41 and s l= 42 .  
s PL 41 v42 iff s k 41 or s k 42.  
s l=i a>,$ iff ms(OL,s(4)e) > P- 
o s Pr; E E ~ ~ $  iff m,(@r;,,(Jl)e) 2 P. 
An atomic proposition is satisfied by a state if the proposition is a member of the propositional labeling of the 
state. Conjunction and disjunction are interpreted in the usual mannerrwhile a state satisfies a formula &p$ iff 
the measure of the observations of 4 rooted at s exceeds prand similarly for 
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4.2.1 Properties of the Semantics 
We close this section by remarking on some of the properties of GPL. The first shows that the modal operators for 
fuzzy formulas enjoy certain distributivity laws with respect to the propositional operators. 
Lemma 4.4 For a PLTS L, f i z zy  formulas $1 and $2 and u E Act, we have: 
That [a] distributes over V and (u) over A is due to the determinacy of d-trees. , 
Based on Theorem 4.2 and the definition of OLrthe next lemma also holds. 
ms(@L((a)$)) if (sJuJs’) E 5 for some s’ 
otherwise 
Finallyralthough our logic only allows a restricted form of negationrwe do have the following. 
Lemma 4.6 Let L = (SJ6, PJ I )  be a PLTS with s E S, and let $ ‘and q5 be fuzzy and state formulas, respectively. 
Then there ezist formulas neg($) and neg(q5) such that: 
5 Expressiveness of GPL 
In this section we will compare our interpretation of GPL with a similar effort by Huth and Kwiatkowska [?]I’ 
who develop a notion of quantitafive model checking [7] in which one calculates the likelihood with which a system 
state satisfies a formula. The basis for their approach lies in a semantics for the modal mu-calculus that assigns 
“probabi1ities”I’rather than truth valuesI’to.assertions about states in a PLTS. In this section we briefly review their 
approachroffer a criticism of itrand show how GPL provides a principled means of remedying the criticism. 
The syntax of their-logic coincides with the semantics of our fuzzy formulas with the following exceptions: (1) 
they allow negation (although in,such a way that negations can be eliminated in the usual manner); (2) the only 
atomic propositions are tt (“true”) and ff (Yalse”); (3) no use of the probabilistic quantifiers &, and IE>, is allowed. 
They then present three semantics for the logic that differ only in their interpretation of conjunction. Each interprets 
formulas as functions mapping states to numbers in [O, 11; formallyrgiven PLTS LI’I$]L : S 4 [O, l].represents the 
interpretation of formula $. What follows presents the relevant portions of these semantics. 
. .  . . . .  . .  
.. -. ... . . . . ... . , 
The meanings of the other boolean and modal operators may be obtained using dualities (e.g. [[a]$]tc;(s) = 1 - 
(((a)+])I'while the meanings of fixed points may be obtained using the usual Tarski-Knaster construction. The 
semantics of A contains a parameter f; [7] provides three different instantiations off. 
1. f ( % I  y) = min(zJ u) 
2* f('J y) = * Y 
3. f (~ : , y )=max(++y-  1,O) 
Each unfortunately has its drawbacks. The first two fail to validate some expected logical equivalences; for example 
it not the case that tt is equivalent to $J V -4. The authors refer to the third as a "fuzzy" interpretation and indicate 
that it is intended only to provide a "lower approximation" on probabilities; "real" probabilities are therefore not 
calculated. 
GPL permits a similar interpretation to be attached to the mu-calculusfiut in such a way that exact probabilities 
may be assigned to  formulas. Consider the function @],"'" given by: 
[$I,"'"(s) = m&(4)). 
One can show that this interpretation preserves much of the semantics of Huth and Kwiatkowska; in particularrlem- 
mas 4.5 and 4.6 show that this definition attaches the same interpretations to the modalities. It is also the case that 
expected logical equivalences holdrand that this interpretation yields a probability with a precisermeasure-theoretic 
interpretation. FinalIyrit should be easy to observe that our logic coincides with probabilistic bisimulation [lo] - a 
property not true of Huth and Kwiatkowska's interpretation. 
6 Model Checking 
We will now provide a brief description of the model-checking procedure; complete details can be found in [ll]. 
Much like traditional model-checking proceduresr our model-checking procedure works bottom up by considering 
the smallest possible state formula and then working up. The only non-trivial state formula are those of the form 
BE>,$. To check whether holds of a state so we need to compute the set of so-rooted trees that satisfy By,$  
a& then calculates its measure. Howeverrthis two step approach is unworkable. What we do instead is build a 
dependency graph that allows us to state equations expressing mSo(Or.($)) in terms of m,t(OL(AF))sI'where s' 
are states reachable from SO and F contains subformulae of $J. Consequentlyrthe nodes of the dependency graph 
are labelled by pairs of the form (s, F)rwhere s is a state of the PLTS and F is a subset of the subformulae of 
Q. The edges that connect these nodes capture the dependency. For instancerif F contains a formula of the form 
4 = 41 A 4 2  then there is an unique successor noderin the dependency graphrlabelled by (s, F - {q5} U (#I, 42)). 
Since a node ( s , F )  is intended to characterize ms(OL(AF))rit should be clear that the measures of these two 
nodes is the same. Similarlyrconsider an F such that it does not contain any conjunctions and it does contain a 
disjunction of the form $1 V 42.  In this caserthe dependency graph has three successors to (s, F); they are labelled 
by (s, F - (4) U (&})I'(s, F - {+} u {&})rand (s, F - (4) U {41,42}). These four nodes capture Equation 1 in 
Lemma 4.5rwhich characterizes the measure of trees satisfying a disjunction. 
We now come to the hardest case in the construction of the dependency graph. Consider a node ( s ,F )  such 
that all formula in F are of the form (a)$ or [aJQ. In this caserfor each a-successor s' of s we now create a node 
(s, {dl(a)4 E F or [a]$ E F)). Let n be the node (s, F)I'let An = {a I (n, a, n') in the dependency graph} and let 
X, stand for measure denoted by node n. These edges capture the constraint: 
. 
Xn = JJ C (P(s ,  a, S') *  st,^)) 
a€& (n,o,(s',P))EE 
This equation implicitly considers all possible deterministic trees that emanate from the state s. Clearlyrit 
raise to non-linear equations which need to be solved in calculating msO(@L($)), Once these equations are solvedr 
perhaps by using tools such as Maplerwe can easily check whether B& holds at state so. 
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7 Concluding Remarks . 
We have presented a .uniform framework for defining temporal logics on reactive probabilistic transition system. 
Our approach is based on using the modal mu-calculus to define measurable sets of observations of such systems. 
We have showed that our logic is expressive enough to encode two different existing temporal logicsrand we have 
also demonstrated that it may be used to rectify an infelicity in a third. A model-checking procedure for the logic 
was also presented. 
An important issue for future work is that of applying our logic to more general transition systems (for exampler 
the transition systems of [14]) and establishing its relation to probabilistic automata[l3]. Such an  extension would 
allow us to  deal with probabilistic models that are closed under the composition operatorra property lacking in our 
probabilistic 1 ab elled transition system. 
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We show how Deductive Model Checking, a method that combines deductive and algorithmic verifica- 
tion of temporal properties of reactive systems, can be understood as interactively specifying a fkite-state 
&ended abstraction. The transformations of DMC correspond to refinement operations, which construct 
an abstract finite-state system, and model checking operations, which check that it satisfies an abstract 
temporal property. The refinement steps make the overapproximated abstract transition relation smaller, 
and the underapproximated one larger. They also add fairness contraints to the abstract system, by com- 
puting abstract bounds on the enabling conditions of fair transitions, and eliminate unfeasible abstract 
loops by using well-founded orders. 
1 Introduction 
Methods for the verification of temporal properties of reactive systems have traditionally been classified as 
deductive or algorithmic. Deductive methods apply verification rules, which reduce the validity of temporal' 
properties to that of verification conditions. Algorithmic methods, also known as model checking, prove 
temporal properties by exhaustively exploring the state-space of the system. 
While algorithmic methods are automatic and can produce counterexamples when the property fails, 
they are usually restricted to finite-state systems, or specialized classes of infinite-state ones. On the other 
hand, deductive methods can verify general infinite-state systems, but require user interaction and do not 
produce counterexamples. 
Deductiue-algorithmic methods combine the two approaches. Since the problem of verifying general 
infinitestate systems is undecidable, they cannot be guaranteed to  succeed or produce counterexamples; 
however, they may facilitate the verification task by allowing automatic methods to perform most of the 
combmatorial exploration, letting the user focus on higher-level aspects of the proof. 
Abstraction presents a general approach to the combmation of deductive and algorithmic methods: in- 
stead of proving properties of a given concrete system s, a simpler abstract system s* is constructed, which 
can be model checked. The correctness of the abstraction is justified using deductive means, and guarantees 
that if a property holds for SA, then a corresponding property holds for S. However, the converse is often 
not the case: if a property fails for SA, it may or may not hold for S. The abstraction must then be refined 
until the property can be proved or disproved. 
In this paper, we describe how the deductivealgorithmic method of Deductive Model Checking (DMC) 
[15,14] does precisely this: it interactively constructs and refines an abstraction that can be model checked. 
As we will see, DMC constructs the abstract system in a topdown, hierarchical manner, interleaving the 
model checking and the refinement operations. This can lead to space and time savings, since'not even the 
full abstract state-space needs to be explored. 
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2 Preliminaries 
2.1 
Fair transition systems [13] are a convenient formalism for describing reactive systems. The representation 
relies on an assertion language to represent sets of states, usually based on first-order logic. A state of a 
fair transition system is a type-consistent interpretation of d its system variables V.  The set of all states is 
called the state space, written C. An assertion is a first-order formula whose free variables are a subset of 
V ;  it represents the set of states that satisfy it. 
Concrete Representation: Fair Transition Systems 
Definition 2.1 (Fair Transition System (FTS)) A fair transition system S : (V, 0,7, J, C )  is  given by 
a set of system variables V ,  an initia'l condition 0, ezpressed as an assertion ouer V ,  a set of transitions 7, 
relations o n  states, represented by assertions p ouer V and V', where V' denotes the values of the variables 
in the next state, a set of just  transitions 3 C 7, and a set of compassionate transitions C C 7. 
An infinite sequence of states CT : SO, s1,. . . is called a computation of S if (1) SO satisfies the initial 
condition, written SO l= 0, (2) for every j 1 0, there exists a transition T E 7 such that ( S j ,  sj+l) k p r ,  
(3) it is not the case that a just transition is continuously enabled beyond some point, but never taken, and 
(4) every compassionate transition that is infinitely often enabled is infinitely often taken, where we say that 
a transition T is enabled on a state s if there exists a state s' such that (s,s') E T ,  and a transition T is 
taken at position j if ( s j ,  Sj+l) E r. 
2.2 Specification: Formula Automata 
A temporal property can be specified by a formula automaton, or w-automaton. Several types of finite-state 
w-automata exist; here we will use the type known as Muller automaton. 
Definition 2.2 (Muller automaton) A Muller automaton M : (N,No,E,p,F) ouer a domain C is a 
directed graph, consisting of a finite set of nodes N ,  a subset, NO, of which are initial, a set of edges E, a 
node labeling function p that assigns to  each node a subset of C and an acceptance condition .3 E 2N given 
by a set of subsets of nodes. 
An infinite sequence of states u : SO, s1 , . . . is a run of an automaton M if there exists a path A : no,n1,. . . 
through M such that no E NO, and for every j 2 0, S j  E /.i(nj). A run is a model of the automaton if it 
is accepted by the acceptance condition, that is, there exists a path A such that inf(r) E 3, where infir) 
is the set of nodes that appears infinitely often in A. Clearly the nodes that appear infinitely often have to 
be a strongly connected subgraph (SCS) of the automaton. Hence, only SCS's have to be considered in the 
acceptance condition. 
2.3 Ranking Functions 
Ranking functions are used to justify that loops cannot be traversed infinitely many times. 
Definition 2.3 (Ranking functions) A binary relation > over a domain 2) is a subset of P x V, where we 
write s1 k s2 iff (s1 , s2) E + . A bina y relation > is well-founded over P i f  there are no infinite sequences 
' of elements el,. . . , en,. . . in P such that el >- e2 + . . . + en + . . . A ranking function 6 is a mapping f iom 




We use a standard instance of abstraction [7], where the abstract system is given in terms of an abstract 
domain CA, usually a complete lattice. For each abstract state in CA, a concretization function 7 gives the 
set of concrete states r(a)  that a represents. An abstraction function a gives, for a set of concrete states, the 
smallest abstract state that includes it. The abstract domain we use is particularly simple, but has proved 
useful for generating and proving invariants [9, 11 and general temporal properties [S]. 
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Definition 2.4 (Assertion-based abstraction) Given a finite set of assertions B, the assertion-based 
abstract domain with basis B has the complete boolean algebra Bd(B) (using M its abstract 
domain ZA, where ~ ( f )  gf{ s  E C I s l= f}, and a(S) = A { s A  E Bd(B)  I S C_ 7(sA)} .  
That is, the concretization ~ ( f )  of an assertion‘f is simply the set of concrete states that satisfies it. 
The abstraction a(S) of a set of states S is the smallest point in the abstract lattice whose concretization 
includes all the elements of S. 
If sA is an abstract assertion (or, equivalently, an abstract state), then 7(sA) is characterized by the 
concrete assertion obtained from sA by replacing Ad, V A  and id by A, V and 1. The boolean variables 
in sA, which are elements of B, appear as corresponding subformulas in 7 ( s A ) .  That is, 7 is a boolean 
homomophis$ between the two assertion languages. 
If CA is a correct abstraction of S and we can establish that CA b cpA, then we will know that C I= 7(cp), 
where ~ ( 9 )  is obtained by replacing each assertion in cpA by its concretization. These abstractions are weakly 
preserving: if 
def A 
. .  
does not satisfy cpA, we cannot conclude that C does not satisfy cp, 
For an abstract binary relation rA, we define 
A def 
7 ( T  ) = {(S1,S2) I S i  E T(Q) As2 E 7(a2) for Some (a19a2) E r A }  - 
2.5 
Following [16], our representation for abstract systems has the following components: 
Abstract Represent at ion: Extended Finit e-St at e Abstract ions 
1. An over-approximated initid condition @A, where 0 E 7 ( @ ~ ) .  
2. A set of abstract transitions { r t ,  . . . , r t }  that over-upproximate the concrete ones, in the sense that 
ri C 7(re). These are known as the “free,” “liberal,” or “33” abstract transition relations [5, 81, and 
are used to prove universal temporal properties for the abstract system that can then be transferred 
to the concrete one. 
3. A set of constrained abstract transition relations {r&, . . . ,T&,,}, where r$,(al,aa) holds if for all 
s1 E 7(al) there ezists s2 E 7(a2) such that r(s1, s2) holds. These are also known as the “conservative” . 
or “El” abstract transition relations, and are used to prove existential temporal properties. 
4. A fairness table that includes, for each fair transition re, an abstract lower bound enabled-(r) on the 
enabling condition of r . ,  that is, 
r(enabled-(ri)) enabled(ri)‘ . 
5. A termination table, which relates well-foundedness of relations at the concrete level with relations 
(a) A pair of ranking functions (6i,6j), over the concrete set of variables V ,  over a well-founded 
(b) A precondition pre, and a postcondition post,, which are abstruct assertions, describing sets of 
(c) A result, which is either 4 or 2. 
over the abstract system. Each row of the table contains: 
domain D, . 
abstract states. 
The verification conditions that justify the correctness of a termination table row r with result 4 
(resp. 5) are: 
y(pre$)(V) Arr(V,V’) AY(post;4)(v‘) + ar,l(V> 4 (respa 5)  6r,2(V‘) 
and 
That is, whenever rr is taken from a state that pre: represents, t o  reach a state that post$ represents, 
the well-founded order given by (6,,1,6,,2) decreases (4) or is not increased (5). 
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3 Deductive Model Checking 
Deductive model checking (DMC) [15] is a method for the interactive model checking of possibly infinitestate 
systems, generalizing the classic explicit-state model checking procedure for LTL [13]. The procedure itself 
is presented in detail in [15, 141, so here we focus on those aspects relevant to the abstraction point of view. 
To ve&fy that a system S satisfies a temporal specification cp,  the classical procedure checks whether the 
(S, l'p) behavior graph, that is, the product graph of the automaton representing wp and the transition graph, 
admits any counterexample computations. The DMC procedure starts with a skeleton of the behavior graph 
and progressively refines and transforms this graph until a counterexample is found or it is demonstrated 
that such a counterexample cannot exist. This graph is called the falsification diagram for S and cp.  As 
their name suggests, falsification diagrams are dual to Verification Diagrams [12,4]. Instead of showing that 
every computation of S can stay withim an accepting SCS, as in the verification diagram case, we now show 
that every computation of S in the diagram, if any, m u s t  end in a non-accepting SCS. 
Definition 3.1 (Falsification diagram) Given an FTS S and a temporal property cp,  a falsification dia- 
gram for S and 'p i s  a directed graph G : ( N ,  NO, El p, q, ti., 3) consisting of a n  automaton ( N ,  No, El p, ?) 
over the state space of S, with two additional edge labeling functions, q and ti., which both label edges with 
subsets of 7, the set of transitions of S. 
An infinite sequence of states c is a model of a falsification diagram G : ( N ,  NO , El p ,  q, ti., 7) if it is a 
model of the underlying automaton of G; the underlying automaton of G is ( N ,  NO, E' , p ,  3) where E' 2 E 
only includes those edges e such that q(e )  # 0. An infinite sequence of states is a constrained model of a 
falsification diagram G if it is a model of the constrained underlying automaton of (7, where the constrained 
underlying automaton is (N,No,E",p,F), with E" 5 E the set of edges e such that ti.(e) # 0. We write 
L(G) to denote the set of all models of G, and L&) to denote the set of constrained models of 0. 
Figure 1 shows an outline of the Deductive Model Checking (DMC) procedure. The procedure repeatedly 
applies one of a set of transformations to the falsification diagram, until a counterexample computation is 
found or it is clear that no such computation can exist. At any given point, the models of the falsification 
diagram represents a superset of all the computations of the system that may possibly violate the temporal 
property, and the constrained models are a subset of the computations that do violate the temporal property. 
3.1 DMC as Abstraction Refinement 
By abstraction refinement , we mean the process of improving the approximations represented by an abstract 
system. This includes making 33 transitions smaller and El ones larger, while retaining the soundness of the 
approximation. Refinement also includes obtaining better bounds on enabling conditions and adding new 
well-founded orders. 
Deductive Model Checking can be understood as the process of refining an abstraction of S, while 
simultaneously model checking it. The DMC transformations may be classified into two groups: the first 
performs model checking tasks, while the second performs abstraction refinement, justified by verification 
conditions. 
Model checking a falsification diagram consists of checking whether the diagram embeds any abstract 
models. Formally, given a falsification diagram G, an infinite sequence of states is an abstract model of B if it 
is a model of the underlying automaton of 0 over the abstract statespace defined by the atomic assertions in 
the node labeling. The set of all abstract models is written LA@). Abstract constrained models are defined 
similarly. 4 
Note that for every (concrete) model of G there exists an abstract model, but not necessarily vice versa, 
since nodes may be labeled with unsatisfiable assertions other than false, eliminating sequences of concrete 
states passing through these nodes, but not the corresponding abstract ones. On the other hand, the 
verification conditions associated with the constrained transition ensure that any target node of an edge 
labeled by a constrained transition is satisfiable, and thus for every abstract constrained model there exists 
a corresponding concrete one. 
After each refinement step we have three mutually exclusive possibilities:. 
- 
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System S Temporal Property cp 
Computations of S Models of l c p  
\ I 
I Palsification I / . I ' d  I Diagram 




Transformat ions I 
No computation is a model Some computation is a model 
Counterexample 
(candidates for testing) 
Figure 1: Outline of Deductive Model Che'cking (DMC) 
1. LA@) = 0. The abstract system can be successfully model checked, that is, SA I= cpA, where r(,pA) in 
2. L f ( 0 )  # 0. The abstrakt model checker can find, in the constrained 'El abstract relation for SA, a 
this case is equivalent to cp. Since SA is a correct abstraction of S, this means that S I= 'p. 
counterexample to 'p, in which case we know that S p v. 
3. None of the above. The abstract model checker can only determine that SA yA, finding an abstract 
counterexample, but cannot determine if a concrete counterexample exists. Thus, it may be the case 
that S b Q, but SA is too abstract to prove or disprove it. In this case, the abstraction must be refined. 
A model checker specially tailored for this task is presented in [16]. A practical consequence is that a 
procedure simiIaf to DMC can be implemented using a theorem prover and a model checker as black boxes, 
provided that the model checker gives feedback sufficient to select the next refinement transformation. If 
DMC succeeds, then a corresponding abstraction exists that can be model checked. 
. We should note that DMC provides an interactive, goal-oriented way of finding a sdtable abstraction. 
Fiuthermore, it can selectively refine only those transitions and abstract states that are relevant to the 
property being proven. Thus, it can offer significant savings even for the finite-state case. The abstraction 
is computed "on-thefly," so that not even the entire ubstruct state-space has to  be expanded. 
The initial abstraction: The initial falsification diagram is the product of the "p automaton and the 
abstract system 
~ ; 4  : ({bl : t rueA},  a : bl, 7) ,
where each concrete transition ri is approximated by re : trueA. This is the coarsest abstraction of S, with 
basis B : {bl  : t rueA) ,  and only tautological (generally valid) temporal properties wil l  hold for it. The initial 
rn-ipproximations di are falsed. 
,In DMC, edges in the product graph are labeled by sets of transitions. Initially, every edge is labeled by 
the set of all transitions. 
3.1.1 Model Checking 
0 (model checking): The model checker checks whether LA@) is empty, in which case the property is 
L proven, or whether L$(g) is nonempty, in which case a counterexample has been demonstrated. 
Note that in the abstraction framework, the only unsatisfiable nodes are those that are propositionally 
unsatisfiable. In DMC, the assertions from the automaton nodes and the states are combined and 
simplified. This corresponds 'to using theorem proving to decide relationships between the elements of 
the basis, ruling out unsatisfiable combinations. 
3.1.2 Refinement: More Specific Transitions 
We now consider two ways in which an abstraction can be refined. First, more information can be obtained 
about particular transitions by proving verification conditions that had not been considered previously, given 
the fixed basis of the atomic assertions that appear in the node labeling. In the second, new assertions are 
added to the basis. DMC provides transformations analogous to each of these: 
DMC uses edge labels to keep track of which transitions codd be taken at an edge. 'Ikansitions are 
removed from a label when we show that they cannot be taken at that edge: 
,.0 (remove edge label): If an edge from n1 to 712 is labeled with a transition r,  and the assertion 
P(nl)(v) A &2)(V') A TP, V') 
is unsatisfiable, remove T from the edge label. 
This is equivalent to the elimination method of [l], and has the effect of conjoining p(n1) lAp'(n2) to the 
transition relation of rd. However, in DMC the refinement is local to a given edge: the transformation does 
not affect other edges where r appears. We can optimize DMC by sharing the new information learned about 
rA throughout the falsification diagram. This has the effect of caching the proved verification conditions, 
reusing them whenever possible. 
3.1.3 Refinement: Finer Abstract Domain 
The second way to  refine an abstract system is to choose a finer abstract domain, by introducing new basis 
elements. Node splitting transformations can be understood as doing precisely this: 
(n-ary split): Replace a node n by the nodes nl, . . .njj+l, labeled by 
Removing transitions from edges after a split is equivalent to refining abstract transitions under a new 
extended basis. As described in [16], computing the abstraction that results from adding new basis elements 
or test points can be done without repeating the previous work. 
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3.2 
In DMC terminology, a transition ?- is fully enabZed at a node n if p(n)  C enabZed(r). We know that a 
transition cannot be taken at an SCS S if it has been removed from all the 17 edge labels in S. An SCS is 
then considered unfair if some just (resp. compassionate) transition is fully enabled at all (resp. some) nodes 
in S and is missing from all the edges in S. 
DMC, Fairness and Well-founded Orders 
DMC renders SCS’s unaccepting according to the following criteria: 
0 They are unfair with respect to some transition ?-, in the sense that no run can stay in the SCS without 
0 They are well-founded, that is they have an edge that cannot be traversed infinitely many times. 
Deductive Model Checking assigns ranking functions to the nodes of an SCS, to show that a computation 
being unfair towards ?-. 
cannot forever reside within the SCS, traversing all its edges and visiting all its nodes: 
Definition 3.2 (Terminating edge) An edge et in an SCS S : (n1,. . . ,nk} is terminqting if there are 
ranking functions {&, . . . , S k }  mapping states into a well-founded domain D such that: 
I .  for every edge e : (n1,n2) in S and every r E e 
p(m) A 7 A p‘(n2) + Jl(W ?z 62(V‘) 
and 
2. for every r E et, 
We say that an SCS S for which a tail(S)-computation, that is, a computation that eventually ends up in 
the SCS S, cannot exist is terminating. The DMC procedure proves the termination of SCS’s by identifying 
terminating edges. Clearly, if et is terminating in S, then no tail(S)-computation can traverse et infinitely 
many times. Such edges are. removed from consideration, yielding smaller SCS’s, until all accepting SCS’s 
can be shown to be unfair, unreachable or well-founded. 
In some cases, the ranking function for a node depends on the route taken to reach that node. An unfolding 
transformation makes copies of SCS nodes and allows proving that an SCS cannot support a computation 
even when suitable ranking functions cannot be found for the original SCS. With this machinery in place, 
DMC is relatively complete, as proved in [15, 141. As usual, this assumes that the assertion language is 
expressive enough and that a complete proof procedure for the required verification conditions is available. 
Concretization: DMC does not require an explicit concretization step, since the assertions in ip are built 
into the initial falsification diagram. Thus, the abstract property pA corresponds exactly to the original 
concrete p, that is, 7((pA) = p. 
p(ni) A ?- A p’(n2) + ai(v) 62(v‘) . 
. 
3.3 Counterexamples in DMC 
So far, we have only used the (standard) 33approximation. Deductive Model Checking can also be used 
to find counterexamples, by collecting additional information that corresponds to the generation of an ab- 
straction that also preserves existential properties. This is done by adding transitions to the edgelabeling 
function n, which corresponds to adding new edges to the constrained (El) transition relation. 
0 (addition of transition in DMC). Given an edge e = (n1,nz) , add T to .(e) if the following formula 
is valid: 
This adds p(n1) AA p‘(n2) as a disjunct to T . .  The set of transitions contained in the n labeling function 
in a falsification diagram describes the corresponding 4 abstract transitions. 
Dually to  the “fully enabled” requirement on fair transitions for standard DMC, the existence of coun- 
terexamples requires that fair transitions that are not taken be f d y  disabled at the given nodes, that k, 
p(n) C -enabled(?-). We can then define: 
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Definition 3.3 (Fully fair) A transition is fuUy taken at an SCS i f  it is contained in the tc of an edge in 
the SCS. An SCS S is fully just (resp. fully compassionate) if every just (resp. compassionate) transition is 
either filly taken in S or f.Uy disabled at some node (resp. all nodes) in S. 
A counterexample exists if there is a reachable, accepting, fully fair SCS S in the underlying constrained 
automaton; a tail(S)-computation will not violate any fairness requirements. Note that all the assertions 
in the respective nodes should be satisfiable. This is the case if the initial condition is satisfiable and the 
El-approximation is sound. 
4 Related Work 
The possibility diagrams of [ll] and the non-Zenoness diagrams of [14,3] are verification diagrams that also 
specify a El transition relation, allowing existential properties to be proved. Such diagrams can describe El 
and 33 abstract relations in a common diagrammatic form. 
An important issue in practice is the strength of the validity checker and theorem proving available, and 
how well they handle first-order quantifiers. Decision procedures, integrated with first-order logic, can help 
with this task [2]. 
Other topdown methods for model checking infinite-state systems have been proposed, which are related 
to DMC; see [16] for a survey of some of these. 
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Abstract 
Technology transfer from academic research to industrial practice is hampered by social, political and economic problems 
more that by technical issues. This paper describes one instance of successful technology transfer based on a special-purpose 
language and associated translation tool tailored to the customer’s needs. The key lesson to be learned from this example is 
that mathematical formalisms must be transparent to the user. Formalisms can be effectively employed if they are represented 
by tools that fit into existing work processes. 
It is suggested that the model of special-purpose, domain-specific languages and their translators are an important vehicle to 
transition advanced technology to practice. This approach enables domain experts to solve problems using familiar terminology. 
It enables engineers of all disciplines to utilize computers without becoming software engineers. In doing so we not only mitigate 
the chronic shortage of qualified software personnel but also simplify the problem of requirements analysis and specification. 
Keywords: Domain-specific languages; Code Synthesis; Technology Transfer 
1. THE PROBLEM 
The ultimate purpose of software engineering and computer science is to produce better, cheaper software. Zn this 
context software refers to a running system. The production of high-level source code is a possible but not necessary 
intermediate step. Better encompasses all qualitative aspects such as correctness, efficiency and so on. Cheaper refers 
to the overall cost of a software system including production, deployment, and maintenance. 
Theoretical problems such as models for component composition , better theorem proving technology, formalized 
requirements analysis and the. like, are important elements of a solution. The question is how best to  make them 
practical. 
Software engineers, desperate for automation, often create ad-hoc solutions without any formal basis. For example, 
the need to structure and organize complex software systems has lead to the creation and success of UML. The question 
is how best to put these tools on a rigorous formal basis. 
There is an impressive list of projects that use formal methods [l]. Yet most of the examples cited required extensive 
hand-holding by researchers and do not represent successful theory in widespread use. Examples of formal methods 
in common use are more modest and include grammars, supported by parser generators, and finite state machines [73. 
Why does computer science not have a larger impact on software engineering practices? Clearly, there are many 
theories that should be valuable and useful in practice and there are many practical tools that 
There is a big communication gap between theoreticians and practitioners. For the theoretician programs are 
mathematical objects that never fail if we can just get their specification right and verify the code. For the practitioner 
formal methods use obscure notation, deal with toys examples, and will never scale. Software engineers are faced with 
daunting management, version control, and similar problems and must constantly make engineering tradeoffs to meet 
tight deadlines and market windows - computer scientists know little of that. Computer scientists create wonderful 
theories, concepts and abstractions - software engineers understand little of that. 
Transitioning science to engineering is not just a technical problem but is mainly an educational] social, managerial 
problem. 
Educational: Software engineers could make use of many theoretical results if they knew how to do so. But we 
don’t speak the same language. The presentation of research results is geared toward peer review not towards 
technology transition. 
Social: Software engineers are reluctant to take outside advice. After all they manage to  build complex systems. 
Who likes to  be told that some of his expertise can be replaced by a program? 
Managerial: Processes and procedures for software construction have evolved over many years and are firmly en- 
trenched in organizations. Any change will be perceived as risky and is l iely rejected. 
This paper describes an example of successful technology transfer based on an intelligent translator for a domain- 
specific specification language and lessons learned. Translators for very high-level languages provide a vehicle for 
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malting complex, formally-based tools accessible to the en,&eering community. Indeed, special-purpose languages 
suggest a new Paradigm of software development by empowering engineers in other disciplines to  describe (aka pro@=) 
solutions to their computational and control problems. 
2. AN EXAMPLE OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
2.1. The Problems of Technology lkansfer 
For several years the author was involved in a research project at a major aerospace corporation. The project 
studied techniques for program synthesis, automatic code generation, very high-level languages, graphical design tools 
and similar topics. The goal was to simplify specification of software systems and to make code synthesis practical by 
working in a restricted domain. 
As in most industrial research laboratories there was the pressure to show practical relevance of the work. TO 
that end, the project developed a number of prototype tools that were considered practical and useful by academic 
standards (e.g.[3; 2; 8; 4; 51). 
But academic standards are not good enough to be accepted by those responsible for real products. Several attempts 
to transition some of the lab’s technology to product divisions were met with universal rejection. There were several 
reasons for this rejection, most of them non-technical in nature. 
0 Academics tend to develop tools in the abstract, i.e., they solve an intellectually interesting problem without 
regard to actual applications. When scientists talk about concepts such as “completeness of decision procedures” 
of “expressiveness of languages,” their value will not be apparent to  decision makers. Technology must be sold 
by describing the concrete problems being solved, how much time is saved, and how quality is imp.roved. The 
technology is irrelevant, it is its impact that matters. 
0 People in charge of software projects are extremely concerned about schedule risk. Even if a new tool promises 
great time savings, it will be rejected if there is even minimal risk that it might negatively impact the schedule. 
Large potential time savings are often not realistic due to a steep learning curve. 
0 Researchers tend to build tools in isolation without consideration of the environment and the work process of 
software production. Tools that require changes in an established software development process are difficult to 
sell. 
0 An important reason for rejection is the perceived and often real lack of maintenance and support for systems 
that come out of research labs. 
0 One frequent objection to the use of machine generated code was readability. Rom the academic point of view, 
machine generated Ada code is no different than compiler generated assembly code. But the programmer in the 
field will be skeptical of the new technology and will want to inspect and understand the code. As a consequence 
significant effort was spent on generating human readable, commented code. 
2.2. A Breakthrough 
In early 1995, the company was preparing a proposal for a new NASA satellite program. To justify a low project 
cost an experiment was proposed that would demonstrate and measure the cost reduction possible through automatic 
code generation. 
to generate from specifications one key module to achieve a different functionality. The generated code was to be 
tested and validated in the existing simulation. 
After many failed attempts to introduce our technology into the product divisions we had finally generated some 
visibility and interest. There were a few major problems though. None of the lab’s researchers had any experience with 
the satellite domain; we could not even understand the new requirements. We had no domain-specific specification 
language and no idea what one should look like. And we were only given four weeks to complete the experiment- The 
task was close to impossible. A cynic might think that we were deliberately setup for failure. More likely, the problem 
was of our own making since we had created misconceptions and wrong expectations in our earlier attempts to “Sell” 
our technology. 
After some fight, we convinced management to allocate a full-time aerospace engineer t o  the project. He was Our 
domain expert and brought the specification language. As it turned out, aerospace engineers specify and test their 
contrdl laws in MatLab’. These MatLab specifications with some additional information became. the input to OUT new 
tool. 
We were given an existing satellite software system that was operational in a simulator environment. The task was . 
‘MatLab and all other product and company names mentioned in this document are used for identification purposes only, and may be trademarks 
of their rejpective owners. 
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Fig. 1. Satellite software architecture with multiple functional modules that are connected to the redtime executive through standard interfaces. 
Using extensive parsing, pretty.printing, and tree manipulation tools that the project had developed over the years, 
we managed to build a prototype system that generated usable code - at least for one example. The experiment was 
successful and the data gathered was used in the proposal. Ironically, the proposal was not successful: its cost did not 
fit within the parametersxonsidered reasonable by NASA and it was rejected as unrealistically cheap. 
3. SUCCESSFUL AUTOMATIC CODE GENERATION 
Even though the satellite proposal was not successful, the experiment demonstrated the utility of our approach 
and gave the lab some credibility. The aerospace engineer that participated in the experiment became a very strong 
advocate for the technology. By necessity (e.g., lack of time), we had created a solution that was simple and fit h t o  
the existing development process with minimal impact. As a result the initial crude prototype was further developed 
into a usable system, the Flight Code Generator (FCG), that is actively used on several programs. The current version 
of the system employs dataflow analysis, various code optimization techniques, type inference, and analysis of finite 
state machines. 
' FCG is successful because it (i) is specialized to a narrow domain, (ii) generates code that fits into an existing 
architecture, and ( i )  fits into an established development process. The following is a brief description of these 
technical aspects of FCG. 
3.1. Building Satellite Control Systems 
Figure 1 shows a reusable software architecture for satellite control systems. The realtime executive provides an 
infrastructure that is independent of the particular system requirements and can be reused across multiple spacecraft. 
It connects spacecraft specific device drivers and functional modules. These modules perform such functions as rotating 
solar arrays, moving momentum wheels, determine position based on various sensors and so on. The &de of each 
module is executed sequentially at an appropriate clock rate. For each clock cycle the module performs the appropriate 
computation which includes reading ground commands and sending telemetry information. Modules communicate by 
shared variables which require no synchronization if the reader and writer modules run at the same clock rate. 
During the design process aerospace engineers (AX) develop the control laws for each functional module. Typically a 
single engineer works on a module. The control laws are coded and evaluated in MatLab to determine proper behavior. 
- 
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Fig. 2. Aerospace (AE) and software (SE) engineers cooperate to develop functional modules 
The result of these tests are plots that show various responses to control inputs. 
Figure 2 show the development process for an individual module. A software engineer (SE) takes the design 
document produced by the aerospace engineer and develops appropriate Ada code. This code is unit-tested and later 
integrated’into the system. Separate software documentation is produced for the hand-written Ada code. The design 
document is also used as a basis for developing ground software that needs to interpret telemetry information and 
generate commands. 
3.2. Tool Support 
It is apparent that the process of Figure’2 is inefficient and error prone. But it leaves plenty of room for automation 
and the experiment described in section 2.2 would .not have possibly succeeded without the reusable architecture and 
the process being in place. 
First, the process suggests a natural specification language: MatLab. While the MatLab source contains all necessary 
equations and formulas as well as test code to produce various plots, it does not contain information about the kind 
of telemetry to send, the commands and their parameters that are to be received, and how to respond to a particular 
command. Thus the specification language was defined as an extension to MatLab that includes the following additions: 
Optional type information can be added to determine precision of data and to select specific Ada types (e.g. the 
support infrastruct;re contains a 4-element float vector type as wen as a quaternion type which are structurally 
. equal but have different associated operations). 
Telemetry is specified by listing those variables whose values are to be included in the telemetry stream. 
0 Commands are defined by a name and possible parameters. 
A hierarchical finite state machine (essentially a textual version of state charts [S]) specities the actions to be 
Special comments were added that can be included in generated Ada code and documentation. 
In addition, it was necessary to mark certain inputs (e.g., test code that generates plots) so that it can be excluded 
from processing by FCG. All extensions were added to MatLab using special comment characters such that a source 
file of the extended language can still be processed by MatLab. The resulting language is ugly by any measure. But 
that problem was far outweighed by the benefits of having a single representation of the design. En’gineers found 
surprising ways to  make their specifications readable. 
FCG is a batch tool written in Common Lisp that takes specifications written in the extended MatLab language 
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Fig. 3. FCG fits into the existing development process and eliminated virtually all manual handling of the Ada code for functional components. 
and generates the following outputs (controlled by command line options) 
1. Database records that describe telemetry and command, information necessary for building ground software. 
2. An Ada package that conforms to interfaces and conventions of the reusable architecture. While the code is 
commented and human readable it is ready for system integration and does not require human modifications. 
3. A test environment that allows interactive or scripted unit testing of the generated Ada code. The test environment 
contains an interpreter that allows inspection and modification of all variables, calls to defined procedure, and the 
simulation of clock ticks and the arrival of commands. It also allows the generation of plots that can be compared 
with those generated by MatLab. 
4. Documentation of both the design and implementation of the module. This information is based on the specifi- 
cations, embedded comments, and decisions made by the Ada code generator 
The new tool substantially simplifies the development proc.ess with only minimal additional work (see Figure 3). 
The aerospace engineer has to provide additional specifications in the MatLab source and is now performing unit tests 
of the generated Ada code. Any necessary code change is made in the MatLab source. Even with this additional 
work, the AE's job is simplified since the documentation requirements are reduced and the communication with the 
software engineer is eliminated. 
3.3. A Recipe for Success 
FCG is now used on three satellite systems. On one program FCG is being used both for the control and the 
payload software and almost half of the software is automatically generated. While this is significant, the system is 
not universally accepted throughout the corporation. Two problems dominate: The system lacks user support and 
maintenance. Many software designers refuse to work within the confines of a reusable architecture and insist on 
starting with a clean slate. 
Why was FCG successful when much more elaborate earlier prototypes failed? Luck was an important part. The 
challenge experiment created the necessary visibiity and convinced management and engineers of the d u e  of the 
technology. Without the strong support of advocates from within the product division, insertion of new technology 
would not have been possible. Input from the user community is important. An internal advocate is ideal. Users 
that feel in control are very supportive. Interestingly, all support came from aerospace engineers whose jobs are more 
diacult with FCG. All resistance came from software engineers whose jobs are simpl%ed by the tool. 
documentation and Documentation is as important as code. Using a single source to generate code as well 
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other artifacts ensures consistency and simplifies maintenance. Being able to generate custom database records and 
documentation was a major selling point. 
A critical reason for success is minimizing risk. In the FCG approach it is always possible to revert to  the old ways 
if problems should arise. Several features of the system helped to minimize risk 
1. The learning curve for the tool was very shallow. Initial use (e.g. unit testing) is possible using straight MatLab 
2. The generated code is human-readable. If necessary, the code can be maintained by hand. 
3. The tool fits into an existing development process. Le., while some of the steps of the existing process are 
4. The system adapts to an existing architecture and its interfaces. No software changes are needed to accommodate 
code. 
automated, none of the manual steps need to change in a significant way. 
machine generated code. 
3.4. Commercial Tools 
There are several commercial systems that generate code. But business reasons dictate that these systems are rather 
general purpose. Developing systems that generate custom code for a narrow domain is not commercially viable unless 
we can greatly simplify the construction and configuration of such system. 
Integrated Systems offers MatrixX, a system for graphically specifying control systems and for generating code 
from such specifications. The product is much more mature and featurerich than FCG but suffers from the lack of 
customization. The generated code cannot easily be integrated into the satellite architecture. M a t s  was actively 
considered but was perceived as much higher risk and more disruptive than FCG. 
National Instruments’ LabVIEW and BridgeVIEW are products for graphically designing data acquisition and signal 
processing applications. 
0 ther examples of successful automatic code generators include parser generators and attribute grammar systems 
as well as numerous generators for graphic user interfaces. 
4. FINAL THOUGHTS 
Formal methods are a means, not an end. To become useful and accepted, computer science theory must be packaged 
and become invisible. Tool builders need to understand both the formalism and their end-users. Domain-specific tools 
provide a promising vehicle to deliver theory to practitioners. 
Ever higher levels of specification provide increased opportunities for formal methods. Specifications based on 
constraints can use theorem provers to generate suitable code. Most domains tend to have design rules that can be 
checked using deductive or model-checking techniques. Domain-specific languages appear to be an effective delivery 
vehicle for formal methods. This, in turn, should reduce the cost and improve the quality of software. 
Maybe domain-specific tools will eventually lead to  a new software development paradigm, one where software 
technology empowers everyone to become a programmer in her field. 
While the FCG experience provides only one data point, the existence of commercial tools (e.g. those cited above) 
is evidence that suggests that automatic code generation is accepted by practitioners. Domain engineers like to be in 
control rather than having to depend on software engineers. 
Today software engineers are expected to play experts in all areas from human-computer interfaces to fluid dynamics 
to Ay-by-wire systems. Software engineers cannot play all these roles and if they do, poor software is a necessity. 
Instead, software engineers should be tool builders. They are uniquely qualified to make computers accessible to other 
disciplines and to empower engineers in other fields to express their designs. 
We have already seen how spreadsheet programs have made almost every computer user into a programmer. Ob- 
viously, not everyone is successful in programming their spreadsheets. But for disciplines where spreadsheets are in 
common use, their programming has already become part of the standard curriculum. In the long term, engineers 
in many disciplines will become programmers: domain specific programming will become part of the curriculUm and 
standard practice in their discipline. Given the increasing proliferation of software, this development seem inevitable- 
There is a good chahce that such a development will also alleviate some of the problems of requirements andYS% 
and capture. Requirements are often the interface between practitioners is different disciplines that speak clif€erent 
languages use different defaults and different common assumptions. If the requirements analyst and the programmer 
are experts in the same do discipline there is much less change of miscommunication. 
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ABSTRACT 
Message Sequence Charts (MSC) is a graphical trace language for describing and specifying the communication be- 
haviour of distributed systems by means of message interchange. V i e d )  Maude is a formal object-oriented speci- 
fication language which combines algebraic specification techniques for describiig complex data structures with 
(timed) term rewriting to deal with dynamic behaviour. In this paper we show first how to formalize MSC in Timed 
Maude. Then we give a translation of timed rewriting to untimed rewrite systems and use this translation to execute 
Message Sequence Charts with the Elan system, a powerful tool which combines Rewriting Logic with a lan- 
guage of rewriting strategies. We illustrate our approach with the bench mark example of a railroad crossing. 
. 
via Timed Rewriting 
.___ 
Elan [I] is a powerful tool which combines Rewriting Logic with a language of rewriting suategies. It allows to describe 
and automatically execute rule based logical systems or processes. It provides also a modularisation mechanism for user 
defined modules to import other modules. We use Elan for executing MSC diagrams by translating their TRL semantics 
to Elan based on the interpretation of TRL in R. In the paper we show how to execute, analyze and improve the MSC spec- 
ification of the railroad crossing using Elan. 
Our approach has several advantages: it provides a direct translation of MSC’s to timed rewrite specifications, it allows 
for compositional specifications by means of the composition operators, and makes available efficient tool support via 
powerful term rewriting systems like Elan or Maude. 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a short presentation of TRL and Timed Maude. In section 3 we 
show how TRL can be implemented by RL,. In section 4 we present shortIy the Timed Maude semantics of MSC. In section 
5 we formalize vertical and horizontal composition of MSC’s. In section 6 we demonstrate our approach by the railroad 
crossing example, present its Elan implementation and use it to execute the specification. 
2. FORMAL BACKGROUND 
Timed Rewriting Logic (TRL) [7] is an extension of Rewriting Logic (IU) [9] for describing real-time systems. It models 
time by archimedean monoids. Time evolves by executing rewrite rules. Each rule is are labeled by a time stamp indicating 
the time needed for executing a rewrite step. The inference rules of TRL are similar to those of RL,. The major difference 
to RL is the consideration of time stamps, the synchronous replacement rule and bounded (i.e. 0-time) reflexivity. 
A TRL-specification is a pair of the form a), Ax), where X(R+) is a signature containing proper sorts and operation symbols 
and Ax is a set of equations and timed rewrite rules of the form: tl -a r-> t2, where a is a label denoting an action or a system 
step, r is a time stamp belonging to the underlying arithmetical monoid hl, and tl, t2 are S t e m  coding system states (conjig 
nrutions). Informally, this means that the system evolves from state tl to t2 by performing the step a in time r. TlU has the fol- 
lowing diduction rules (plus rules for equational reasoning): 
1. Timed Transitivity 0. For each tl, t2, t3 E T(C,X), ‘1, r2 E R+ 
tl-a rl->t2, t2-b r2->t3 
tl - a;b rl+r2 -> t3 
2. Synchronous Replacement (SR). Let ( xil, ..., xik) = W(b) n W(u0) be the intersection of the free variables ofto and UO. For 
each b, tl, ... , h, UO, U I  ,..., u, E T(LX1, r E R+ 
to-a r->uo, f ,  -3, r->ui ,,..., $k-%kr->u. ‘k 
3. Timed Compatibility with = (TCE). For each tl. t2, u1, u2 E T(&X), ‘1, r2 B R+, 
tl =u1, rl =r2, u1 -a rl ->Q, u2= t2 
’ tl -a r2-> t2 
4.0-time Reflexivity (0-R). For each t E T(Z,X) 
t-  t 0->t 
1. Examples of arithmetical monoids are discrete time models like natural numbers as well as continuous time models like re- 
ds. 
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A term t is called static if it does not change over h e ,  i.e. for all r, t - t r -> t holds, and if t -a r -> t’ holds for some r, 
then t = t’. If a term t is not static then we call it d y m i c  and denote it by: op dynamic t (see the applications section). Similarly, 
a sorts is static iff it contains static terms only, otherwise it is called d y m i c .  
Timed Maude is a formalism for specifying object-oriented distributed systems based on TRL. It borrows the object-oriented . 
concepts of Maude. An (object) class is declared by an identifier and a list of attributes and theG types. An object is represented 
by a term comprising aunique object name, an identifier for the class the object belongs to, and aset of attributes with their values. 
We will use capital letters for names and the corresponding small letters for objects being in certain states denoted by constants; 
e.g. the term tg = (TG : TrainGate I state : up> represents an object tg with name TG belonging to the class TrainGate, and the 
attribute state has value up. In the following we often omit the class and the name of the attribute and write simply (TG I up>. 
We assume that the set of possible numes is a disjoint sum of a set of object names and a set of gate names. A message m is a 
term of the form (X, dt, Y) that consists of object or gate names X, Y of sort names and data dt of sort data carried by the messag2. 
X and Y can be understood as the sender and the receiver address, respectively. EX (Y, resp.) is a gate name, then it is to be 
understood, that the exact sender (receiver, resp.) address is unknown. Letters “g:’ and “i;’ will be used for gate names (gi and 
gi are dual names which can occur in “dual” specifications). Moreover, if X is a gate name, then we say that the message m is 
received from the environmenc similarly, if Y is a gate name then m is sent to the environment. A configuration is a multiset (or 
bag) of messages and objects. Formally, configuration c is denoted by a term of the form: 
(shortly written: ml ... mk o1 ... ol) where €3 is a binary function symbol denoting multiset union. A Timed Maude program 
makes computational progress by rewriting its state. A rewrite step has the form 
The rule says, that after receiving messages ml ... mk the objects which occur on both sides of the rule change their states, 
objects which do not appear on the right hand side are deleted, objects which do not appear on the left hand side are created, 
and messages n l  ... np are sent; all these happens in time r. Simple Maude allows only so called asynchronous rules, i.e. 
rules where 1 = 1. 
- 
ml 8 ... 8 mk €3 o1 €3 ... 8 o1 
ml ... mk o1 ... o1 -a r -> n1 ... np 01. ... owa. 
3. INTERPRETING TRL IN RL 
In this section we show how to translate timed TRLspecifications to untimed rewrite systems written in RL [ 11 1. In prin- 
ciple one could choose also any other term rewriting formalism, but F& is specially convenient due to its conceptual sim- 
ilarity to TlU. Our translation works for all linear TRL specifications with discrete time (and without equational axioms) 
and therefore can be applied to more general TRL specifications than the first translation of TRL to RL by Olveczky and 
Meseguer [lo]. 
3.1 Definition 
Let Sp= (c(R+), Ax) be an arbitrary TRL specification such that Ax contains rewrite rules only and each rewrite rule has 
time stamp 0 or 1. We define the RL interpretation Int(Sp) = ( I n t w ) ) .  Int(Ax)) as follows: 
The signature Int@(R+) extends Z(R+) with the following new (polymorphic) function symbols for every dynamic sort S: 
GO : s ->s, D : s ->s, 
clean : s ->Bool, [ J(-) : Time, s ->s. 
The function Go (Go stands for go) is used to mark dynamic arguments where time must progress. The function D is 
used to mark where time has already progressed (D stands for done). These functions allow to synchronize progression Of 
time in a term. The function clean ensures that a term (is ground and) does not contain Go or D. The function U(-) indi- 
cates the time available for executing a term. 
2. In Maude a message is modelled by a pair of the form (dt, Y) where Y must be a name of an object, not a gate. There is no 
concept of gate in Maude. 
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The rewrite theory Int(Ax) contains the following rules: The rules (i) allow us to simulate the 0-time rules on terms which 
do not contain Go or D; this is assured by the clean function. The cleanness condition is needed to ensure that the RL rules 
modelling 0-time rewrites are not applied to a term part way trough a time progression as this could lead potentially to a 
deadlock. The rules (ii) allow US to propagate time down trough a term, in a sense. The meta-level term mapping r is used 
to describe how time progresses when the term is rewritten; it leaves static terms unchanged whereas dynamic terms re- 
ceive new markings: Go if the time has to propagate down, and D if we are ready with a subterm. Rule (iii) serves to pull 
up the D function using another term mapping called A. 






For each 0-time rule t -a 0->t’ E Ax we have the corresponding conditional rule: 
For each rule t -a 1-> t‘ E Ax we have the corresponding conditional rule: 
For each function symbol f : sl, ... , s, ->s E C&) we have a rule to pull up the D function: 
Finally, for each dynamic sort s and a variable x of sort s we have a rule to initiate the next time step: 
f(A(Xl)i *.- , A(Xn)) -->D(f(xl, ... 3 Xn)) 
[n+ll(D(x)> -> [nl(Go(x)). 
The clean function is axiomatized by the following equations: 
clean(Go(x)) = False, 
clean(c) = True, 
(iv) 
clean(D(x)) = False, 
clean(f(xl, ... , x,)) = clean(x1) & ... & clean(xn), 
for each constant symbol c E Z(R+), and each n-ary function symbol f E Z&). 





r(t) = t if t is a member of a static sort; 
r(t) = D(t) if the term t is a member of a dynamic sort but contains no variables of dynamic so&; 
r(t) = Go(x) if t E X  and x is a dynamic variable (E is the syntactic identity); 
r(t) = f(r(t,), ... , r(t,)) if t 5 f(tl, ... , tn), and t is of dynamic sort and contains variables of dynamic sorts. 
A(x) = x if x is of a static sort, else A(x) = D(x). 
The mapping A : X ->T(Int(Z(R+)), X) is defined by 
In [ 11) it has been shown that the interpretation of TRL in =is correct in the sense that a timed rewrite formula is de- 
ducible from a linear TRL specification if and only if its interpretation is deducible from the RL interpretation of the spec- 
ification. 
4. FORMALIZATION OF MSC 
MSC is a trace language for description and specification of communication behaviour of system components and their 
environment by means of message interchange [4]. There is an interesting relation between Timed Maude and MSC, in 
particular, there exists a formal, Maude like semantics of MSC-96 [6]. 
Basically, a MSC-diagram describes a system behaviour in the following way [4]: the behaviour of an object (or in- 
stance) is represented by a vertical line defining a total ordering of its actions. Such a vertical line starts with an empty box 
and ends with a black box. If a message is being sent from one object to another, then this is indicated by a horizontal arrow 
directed from the sender to the receiver. Message passing is asynchronous; therefore it corresponds to two events: sending 
and receiving a message. Messages sent to (received from, resp.) the environment correspond to out (in, resp.) arrows labelled 
by gate names. One may specify the time a message deliverance will take by giving a real number under the horizontal ar- 
row. The initial (final) states of an MSC are the states which occur directly after (before, resp.) an empty (black, resp.)box.There 
are only three kinds of atomic steps an MSC instance can execute: sending or receiving a message, creating or stopping 
another object, and a special action which changes only the state of an object. The first MSC diagram shown on figure 1 
1 
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describes a train gate (named “TG’), which is initially in up position, and which moves down after receiving message q,,, 
from message gate g. 
Basic MSC can be formalized in Timed Maude as follows [5,6]: For any instance 0 of a MSC diagram we introduce an 
object of appropriate class which contains an attribute called state, i.e. <O : Class I state : s >. For simplicity, states will always 
be denoted by constants in this paper. Different object actions are separated by intermediate states. Object states may be 
described using (local) conditions denoted by hexagons (see below). Any message sent is split into a send and a receive 
part (indicated by “!’I and “?” resp.). In general the underlying set L of atomic steps is of the form {?, m, ! n, start, stop, ‘c, 
acl, ..., ac,) where “start” stands for creating an object, “stop” for deleting an object, “t’ for time elapse, and “acl”, ..., ‘‘aci’ 
stand for special actions. Finally, we introduce a rewrite rule for any action as follows: * .  
rl 
**the object named 0 sends message m and changes its state from s to s’ in @time 
rl 
**the object named 0 receives message m and changes its state from s to s’ in 0-time 
rl start(o)-sstarto 0->o. 
**the object named 0 is created in 0-time 
rl stop(o) o -stop o o -> c3 . 
**the object o is deleted in Qtime 
rl <O I state : s> - aq 0-> c0 I state : s’> . 
**the object named 0 performs the special action aci changing its state in 0-time 
rl frimer(rl + rz) - 7 rl-> frimer(r2) - 
**the value of timer tlimer is decreased by r1 in time r1 
c0 I state : s> - ! m 0-> <O I state : s’> m . 
m<O I state : s> -?m 0-> <O I state : s’> . 
In all but the last case we say that the object named 0 per fom the action a E L (e.g. TG perfoms the action ?worn). Unless 
stated otherwise, we will consider actions of the form tl @...a t, Q a ,  a E L, and of the form t,(‘c) Q... Q t,(‘c) only for B 
T(C,X), i.e. actions performed by one object only or rules where all components perform time step 2. For simplicity, we 
will write “a’’ for the former and “7” for the latter. 
The semantics of MSC’s time aspects is based on the following assumptions (cf [6]): All terms are static per default, 
unless stated othendise. All actions a E L, except of 7, take 0-time. Time constraints imposed on an object behaviour or a 
message deliverance are modeled by timers attached to object states or to messages, respectively. An object can spawn 
multiple timers running in parallel. An atomic state (i.e. without timers) can be declared either as static or as dynamic. A 
static state can last arbiprily long, whereas a dynamic state is supposed to changejn time (i.e. its duration is 0-time units). 
In this paper we assume that the equational axioms concern only data carried by messages and the multisum operator Q. 
Formally, we define: 
4.1 Definition 
A MSC-specification SP is a tuple of the form (C(R+), Ax, In, Fin), where 
(c(R+), Ax) is a TRtspe~ification~ such that the underlying set of atomic labels as we11 as rewrite rules and axioms f o h g  
If a gate symbol g 6, resp.) occurs in signature m), then the dual symbolg (g, resp.) does not; moreover, we assume that 
Ax have the form described above; 
for each gate symbol there is exactly one object which communicates through the gate. 
3. E denotes the empty configuration. 
4. For the sake of simplicity we treat here (flat) TRL-specifications instead of Timed Maude specifications in general. 
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In is a set of objects in initial states and Fin is a set of objects in terminal states, both kinds of states are atomic (i.e. denoted by 
Objects having different names must have different stab. 
constants). 
The interface of SP is given by the set of gate symbols occurring in m). A configuration c = 
resp.), if c = In (c =Fin, resp.). 
... om is called initial (final, 
4.2 Definition 
Let SP be a MSC specification. A partial trajectory is a finite sequence of configurations, actions, and time values co al 
r1 cl...c,-l a,, r,'c,, such that co is the initial configuration and for i = O,..., n - 1 one of the following conditions holds: 
m is a message received from environment, %+I = ?m, 
m is a message sent to the environment, %+I = !m, 
and mq-?m q+l-> ci+l; 
and q - !m q+l -> ci+l m ; 
ci-%+l ri+l -> ci+l in any other case. 
A partial trajectory is a trajectory if in addition c, is the final configuration. al r1 a2 r2 ... a,, r, is a (partial) trace of SP iff 
there exists a (partial) trajectory tr of the form co a1 r1 c1 ... cn.l a,, r, c,. 
Note that for any (partial) trajectory tr messages sent to or received from the environment are not part of the configura- 
tions ci. In this way we abstract from the moment when messages are sent or received by the environment, because the 
communication is asynchronous and these messages are not a part of a system configuration. This definition of trajectories 
allows us to specify system behaviours in a compositional way. 
5. COMPOSITION OPERATORS 
In this section, we are going to formalize two MSC concepts in Timed Maude which we call vertical and horizontal com- 
position (cf [5]). We define first the vertical composition (which corresponds to so called weak sequencing) by means of 
state identification [8]. Then we consider parallel composition of components called horizontal composition defined as a 
simple form of pushout using readdressing of messages [8]. Syntactically we define both constructs using a renaming op- 
erator. Vertical and horizontal composition differ in what is being renamed: in the first case we substitute state names for 
state names, in the second object names for gate names. 
The renaming operator is defined as follows: Let SP be a MSC-specification and let p1, ..., p,,, ql, ..., q,, be constant sym- 
bols such that the sort of qi is identical with the sort of pi. Then cr = (op p1 -> 91, ..., op pn -> 4,) is a signature morphism 
renaming pl, ..., p,, into ql, ..., qn. The specification Sp * cr is obtained from Sp by simultaneously substituting ql, ..., qn for 
pl, ..., p,, in Sd. The formula Q' is obtained from Q by renaming p1, ..., pn into 91, ..., qn. Similarly, if A is a set of axioms, 
then A' =df (Qa I Q E A).  Below, we will substitute only object names for gate names (both of sort Identifier) and state 
names for state names. 
5.1 Vertical composition 
In our semantics we define vertical composition of two MSC-specifications by means of state identification. Namely, the 
final states of the first specification can be identified with the initial states of the second one, provided that they correspond . _  
5. Semantically, SP * CT corresponds to the translation "translate SP via d' where the specification-building operator "&-anslate" of 
usual algebraic specifications is extended to MSC-specifications in the obvious way [12]. 
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to equally named objects. The initial set of the first specification yields the initial set of the resulting specification and the 
final set of the second specification yields the final set of the resulting specification. We assume, that the specifications 
share the same basic data structures (like multisets, numbers, or lists), but have disjoint sets of states. 
Formally, let Spl = (Z(R+)l, Axl, Inl, Finl), Sp, = (C(RJ2, Ax2, In2, Fin2) be two specifications such that C(R+)l and 
Z(R+)2 are identical except that the corresponding sets of constant symbols denoting states must be disjoint, and that Axl 
and Ax2 contain the same equations. Let Finl = (01’) ..., on’), In2= (01 ,...,on} and suppose that (stl’, ..., st,.}, (stl ,..., sh} 
are the corresponding final and initial states of the objects named 01. ..., On, respectively (i.e. Fin1 and In2 describe states 
of the same objects). Then cr =df (op st,’-> stl, ..., op sh’ -> sh) is asignature morphism which identifies the final states of the 
f k t  model with the initial states of the second model. 
5.1.1 Definition 
The specification 
is called vertical composition of Spl and Sh. 








Figure 1. Vertical composition 
Let us observe that cr has been derived from the initial and final states of Spl and Sp, and therefore the resulting specifi- 
cation does not depend on cr. The set of initial states,of Spl L Sp, is hi‘, the set of final states is Fin2 (which is equal to 
Fin2%ince <T renames only states of Spl). 
5.1.2 Example 
Let us consider a train gate TG of class TGate, that can be in two positions: up or down. Initially it is in up position, then 
it moves down immediately after receiving message mcom; Let us also consider a train gate which is initially in down po- 
sition and moves up after receiving message mpassed. Let these messages have the form: mcom = (E, corn, TG), mpassed = 
G, passed, TG), where g is a gate. (Let us remind, that for a message gate g, “g’* and ‘p are dual names.) These two train 
gates can be specified as follows (we skip the class names): 
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Train gate specification TCate-spec1 (see the top of figure 1): 
OP up1 , downl : ->state. 
up1 : initial, down1 : final. 
op dynamic com : ->data . 
rl qom cTG I Upl> - ? mcom 0-> a G  I downl>. 
++ this ensures that q,, is dynamic and thdrefore will be delivered immediately 
++ the train gate moves down immediately after receiving message mcom 




up2 , down2 : ->state . 
down2 : initial, up2 : final. 
passed : -> data. 
++ this ensures that mpassed is dynamic and therefore will be delivered immediately 
++ the train gate moves up immediately after receiving message mpassed 
mpassed (rG 1 downp  - ? mpassed 0-> (TG I u p p  . 
We can compose these two specifications to a specification TGate-spec. It is defined as TGate-specl L TGate-spec;! using 
the renaming CT = (op downl -> down*). It specifies a train gate which can be in two positions: up, down, and which moves 
down immediately after receiving message mcOm and moves up immediately after receiving message mpassed (see the right 
hand side of figure 1). The sets of initial and final states are as follows: In = ((TG I upl>), Fin = ((TG I u p p ) .  
5.2 Horizontal composition 
Using horizontal composition Message Sequence Charts system components can be composed for working in parallel. The 
difference between horizontal and vertical composition is that we glue the components not along states of equally named 
objects but along gates. 
Axl, In,, Finl) and Sp, = (C(RJ2.  AX^, In2, Fin2) and let gl, ..., g, be all those gate symbols such that 
gi occurs,in one of the specifications and gi occurs in the other. Suppose, that the object named Oji communicates through 
the gate gi and 0~ through the gate gi, for i = 1, ..., n (0,i and Ofi are uniquely determined according to the definition of 
MSC-specifications). Let the substitution 
Let Spl = 
have the form: - 
(op gl -> ojl, .-, op g,-> Ojn, OPE1 ->Okl,.-*,OP &->ok& 
Moreover, we assume, that the specifications share the same basic data structures, i. e. they are defined by the same 
equations and that signatures are equal except of disjoint sets of state constants and sets of object names (names of object 




is called horizontal composition of SP, and Sp,. 
Spl 8) Sh =df (C(R+)1 U Z(R+)z, Ax1 U AX2, In1 U h 2 ,  Fin1 U Fin21 * CT .. 
Specifications Sp, and Sp, are composed along gates gl, ..., gn. Let us observe that the substitution o is unique and that 
the interface of Spl 8)  Sp, is given by those gates which occur in precisely one of the components. 
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6. APPLICATION: RAILRAD CROSSING 
We illustrate our approach with the bench mark example of railroad crossing (e.g. [3]). First we present the informal (tex- 
tual) specification, then its graphical and formal counterparts, and finally its translation to Elan [I]. 
A railroad crossing consists of traingate TG and a train track T which has sensors attached to it. (see figure 2). Trains are 
moving along a track. When a sensor detects an incoming train on the track it sends immediately the message q,, to the 
train gate. When a sensor detects that a train has passed the crossing it sends immediately the message mpassed to the train 
gate. The train gate can be in two positions: up, down. It is initially in position “up”, it moves down after receiving a mes- 
sage %om, and moves up after receiving a message mpassed. We impose the following time constraints on the system be- 
haviour: 
Informal description 
Trains are separated by a period of at least 8 minutes. 
A sensor detects the arrival of a train before the train reaches the train gate. It sends the message qom to the train gate as soon 
The train gate moves immediately down (up, resp.) from position up (down, resp.) after receiving message mcOm (%ase& 
6 Every message is delivered immediately (in @time). 
as it detects a train arrival and the message mpasxd as soon as the train has passed the crossing. 
resp.). 
6.1 Formal design 
An abstract design of this system can be given by a Message Sequence Chart which shows the message flow and the real- 
.time constraints. The timings of a message deliverance are indicated by a time value below the message arrow. Setting a 
timer in an object (e.g. tfaP see figure 2) is indicated by a double triangle. Timers are set with certain values (tfaar is set with 
value 8). Time-outs are indicated by arrows starting in the double triangles. 
. 
T TG 
I ’  I 1 
far ) ( UP ) ,(a ( 
mcom 
Figure 2. MSC of railroad crossing 
A Message Sequence Chart showing the railroad crossing is given in figure 2. The train gate TG is modelled as in section 
4. The behaviour of train and sensor is described by T. A train is initially in state far. A timer is set to 8 time units ensuring 
the 8 minutes distance between two trains. Sometime after the time-out of the timer the message q,, is sent changing the 
state of T to at (indicating that a train has arrived at the crossing). Later the message is sent and the state of T is set 
back to far (indicating that the train has left the crossing). 
The corresponding Timed Maude specification is defined as horizontal composition of the specification TGatcpcof sec- 
tion 4 and a specification T&-spec of train and sensor. These specifications a e  derived from the decomposition of the 
MSC for the railroad crossing (figure 2) into two parts T and TG, see figure 3. A train T (with class nameTrain) is an object 
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with an attribute storing information about the next train. The at&bute of the train gate object TG (with class name 
‘TGate”) stores information about the gate position. Let the messages mcOm and mpassed be of the form (T, com, g), 
(T, passed, g), respectively. 
The train specification Trains_specis as follows (see the MSC T on the left hand side of figure 3): 
op faq, far’, farf, at : ->state , 
fari : initial , farf : final . 
*+ the states are static and can last arbitrarily long 
op dynamic 
* messages mcomr mpasscd will be delivered in 0-time because com, passed are declared dynamic 
rl 4 I farp -set tfar 0 -> 4 I tfar(8) 8 f a q -  . 
++ timer tfa; is set and in 8 minutes a train may come 
rl 4 I tfar (0) 8 farp - t-out tfar 0 -> (r I far5 . 
*I 8 minutes elapsed, the timer times out, and the train may appear any time 
rl 4 I far‘> - !mcOm 0->4 I at > mcom. 
**train detection immediately triggers sending message mcom immediately 
rl (r I at> - ! mpassed 0 -> 4 I farp mpassed . 
*+ train passed and message mpassed is immediately sent 
com , passed : ->data , 
tfar : Time ->Timer. 
The formal specification Specof the railroad crossing is defined as horizontal composition of Trains-spec and TGare-sspec, i.e.: 
spec =df Trains-spec c4 TGate-spec . 
The underlying substitution cr has the form cr = 0102 where c r l =  (op g -> S, op g ->?I) and 0, = (op g -> TG, op g -> S). Let us 
also observe, that the initial and final sets are as follows: 




Figure 3. The components of the railroad crossing 
6.2 Imp1 emen ta tion 
In this subsection we implement the above specification in Elan. The specification is composed of three module%: the mod- 
ule template containing the declaration of basic sorts and operations (we skip this module because of lack of space), the 
module tGate-spec specifying the train gate, and the module trains-spec specifying the whole railroad crossing. The mod- 
ule trains-spec imports the module tGate-spec which in turn imports template. 
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0 per at 0 r s 
template ; 
global 
up1 : state ; up2 : state; down2 : state ; 
com : data ; passed : data ; 
TG : obn ; T : obn ; 
end 
rules for conf global 
[I m(T, com, TG) * (TG I u p b  => (TG I down2> end 
11 m(T, passed, TG) * (TG I down2> => (TG I up2> end 
end 
end 
For the specification of T we follow the interpretation schema except in case (ii) where the distributivity of Go is restrict- 
ed to configurations without pending messages and where time progress in a timer is modelled as time progress in a whole 
object. The first change ensures that all messages will be read before the time progresses, the second makes the specifica- 
tion more compact. Let us observe that every O-time rule applies only to terms having no variables, therefore we do not 
need the cleanness function. 
module trains-spec 
import global tGate-spec ; 
end 
' operators global 
fari : state ; far' : state ; farf : state ; at : state ; 
t-far( @ ) : ( int ) timer ; 
end 
rules for conf 
s, x, y : state ; 
c 1, c2 : conf; 
n : int ; 
global 
[I (r I fari> => (T I t-far(8) & fari> 
11 a I far'>' => (T I at > * m v ,  corn, TG) ' 
11 ( T l a b  => 4 I farf> * m(T, passed, TG) 
[I D(c1) * D(c2) => D(c1 *c2) 
[I 
[I Go(aGlx>)  . => D ( a G l x > )  
[I Go(& I farf>) => D(4'Ifark) 
11 G o ( a  I t-far(n) & s>) => D(4' I t-fax(n-1) & s>) if n > 0 
[I [nl D(cf) => [n-11 Go(cf) i fn>O 
[I 4 I t-far(0) & fari> => a I far'> 
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The Elan implementation allows us to execute the specification. We have tested the railroad crossing specification sys- 
tematically for inputs ranging from0 to 15 minutes (of railroad crossing system time) starting from the initial configuration. 
For example, we have rewritten the term: [15] D ( 4  I fa rb  * d G  Iupb).  The execution time was 0.380 seconds. Elan 
provides a possibility to trace the rewriting. By analyzing the execution trace we have observed that the specification, as it 
stands, does not prohibit racing between messages q,, and mpassed, since the second message can be read before the first 
one. This is due to the fact that there are no time constraints on the train speed. The train may reach the gate in 0-time before 
worn will be read. This will not happen if we ensure that the train moves with a bounded speed and therefore reaches the 
train gate after a specified time elapse; a requirement like this may be specified by another timer. 
The Elan implementation provides also more sophisticated facilities for executing specifications using the built-in strat- 
egy language one may specify complex search algorithms such as depth first search, or constrain the rewriting. In the future 
work we are going to use it for automatically checking simple temporal properties of the specified systems. 
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Abstract 
h this paper, we demonstrate the capability of MASS, a real-time design language, for large systems 
spedfication. The paper presents a hierarchical specification of an automatic d s e  controller that evolves 
through stepwise refinement. In particular, we show modular design, the separation of the functional 
and reactive concerns, and the sucdnct and intuitive nature of spedfications in MASS. 
1 Introduction 
A real-time system consists of a plant where dynamic processes take place, and a controller (an embedded 
computer) aimed at the stabilization of the on-going processes at a required state. The controller design 
is especially complex, as compared with non-real-time applications, due to the reactive aspect of the its 
operation. This aspect comprises the need to synchronize its computations with the occurrences of the plant 
events (indicated by sensor data) and to accomplish their executions within hard deadlines determined by 
the controlled process dynamics (typical applications handle a large number of asynchronous events, thus 
giving rise to many intricate scenarios). On the other hand, real-time systems are usually safety-critical, and 
therefore their correctness is of an essential importance. 
MASS, the real-time design language employed in this paper, is based on a specification approach that 
handles the inherent complexity of real-time systems by completely separating the concerns of the functional 
and the reactive aspects in their specification. However, the underlying model formally relates these aspects 
in a way that enables comprehensive reasoning about the system behavior. 
The key idea of the separation paradigm is to  represent events and functions as different aspects of a 
single entity, called a tusk. In the functional view, a task denotes a computation that does not synchronize 
during execution with its environment (other tasks, or external systems). In the reactive view, a task is 
considered as a basic event that occurs at every termination of the task computation. Event expressions 
(constructed from basic events) are used to specify the activation of the tasks computations. Hence, due to 
the identification of events with task terminations, the specification of the computation of each task (given 
in the functional part) is completely independent of the reactive behavior in which it is employed. 
 MASS^ employs a single specification construct, called a reaction, that expresses an activation requirement 
for a task's computation in response to  events (namely, terminations of tasks' computations). For instance, 
the requirement 'every occurrence of p triggers the computation associated with g that must terminate 
within 5 time units" is succinctly expressed in MASS by the reaction: [p g] 6 5. MASS also provides a 
unique mechanism that enables hierarchical specification of large systems by stepwise refinement 
A MASS specification is made executable by a translation into a regular expression over signals denoting 
task activations and terminations. Operationally, we construct an automaton that operates synchronously 
'Supported in part by grants from the Israel Science Foundation, the Gcman-IZsradi Foundation for Scientific Research and 
  MASS is acronym of lMarionettes Activation Scheme Specification', 8 metaphor suggesting the separation of the activation 
Dcvelopment (GIF), and the Israel Ministry of Science. 
mechanism from the activated puppets. 
- 
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to monitor the execution of asynchronous computations. A compiler, a run-time system, and simulation 
package, constructed for MASS, enable its practical application to systems development Indeed, numerous 
large-scale system have been specified and implemented using MASS [5, 91. 
MASS is part of a formal specification framework for real-time systems which also includes the real-time 
logic PLOT, and verification procedures that check the correctness of a design in MASS with respect to system 
requirements expressed in PLOT. In a nutshell, PLOT is an interval temporal logic [7] that allows the explicit 
expression of durations and timed occurrences of events. The logic is novel in its notion of causality, which is 
treated as a primitive semantic object. PLOT is decidable, and is associated with a deductive proof system. 
For the purpose of formal verification, a reaction is also interpreted by a PLOT formula that is consistent 
with the operational interpretation in the sense that it defines the same set of runs. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview Of MASS. Section 3 presents 
a worked-out example of a large system specification with MASS, and Section 4 surveys related work. 
2 Overview of MASS 
The specification unit in MASS, called an uct, presents the reactive behavior of a real-time system in the 
following form (boldfaced tokens are reserved words, and the notation t . . . means a finite list of terms of 
the type t ) .  
Act name is 
Tasks 
system task, . . . 
environment task, . . . 
Reactions reaction . . . 
TimeBase unit 
End 
The Tasks section presents the tasks that comprise the real-time system, classified into the environment 
and system types. Environment tasks represent plant activities that are observable by the controller, but are 
not under its control (recall that in the MASS model an activity is observed only by sensing the terminations 
of its executions). In contrast, the behavior of system tasks is fully controlled by the controller as specified 
by the reactions. The Reactions section specifies the activation requirements for the system tasks, and the 
Tmebase section defines the sampling rate of the controller operation. 
where task-id is a 
name, and Input and Output are finite domains. We use the term void to denote a singleton. However, dec- 
larations of the form q:void+Output and q:void+void are usually abbreviated to q:-+Out and q, respectively. 
Henceforth, we assume all tasks are declared with a void input domain, as indeed it turns to be the case in 
the example presented in this paper. 
Every task is associated with a set of basic events, q = v where v ranges over the output domain (in case 
of a task q - void output domain - the only basic.event is also denoted by g). Each occurrence of an event 
g = v denotes the termination of an execution of q that returned the output value v. 
The events with respect to a given act are the basic events derived from the act tasks, the time events: 
startup, 0,1, *, and every event expression of the form: -a, a VP, a;P, a ‘u g where a , P  are events, 
and q is a task. 
The semantic domain for MASS is a real-time systems model represented by timed-state sequences. We 
assume that basic events (the terminations of task executions) are observable along a discrete time ax is  
(modeled by N). Every task g is associated with a set of events C, considered its causes. A truce of q is 
a function tr ,  : N 3 2(cqxnu). Each element (a,i) E t.,(t) indicates an execution of g that terminated at 
t and was activated due to an occurrence of the cause a at the time instant t - i (a trace value tr&) = 8 
means that no execution of q terminated at t).  
. 
Tasks are declared in a functional notation of the form: task-id : Input + Output 
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Figure 1: Illustration of MASS events 
A trace represents a possible behavior of a task. A behavior of the entire system, called a run, consists 
of a trace for every task. Note that fixing the values of a trace as sets means that we allow concurrent 
executions of the task’s computation, with the possibility that some of them terminate simultaneously (they 
are distinguished, however, by the causes and the activation times). 
Events are interpreted over closed time intervals (including singletons [n, n] representing time instants) 
with respect to  a given run. Informally (see Fig. 1): 
A basic event occurs at every time instant t such that tr&) # 8. 
a - q occurs together with those occurrences of q that were caused by a (namely, at the time instants 
t such that there exists an element (a, i )  E trq(t)) .  
stortup occurs only at the instant the system starts operating, 0 occurs at every time instant, 1 occurs 
at every unit interval [n, n+ 11, and * occurs on every time interval (specifying an arbitrary duration). 
The logical symbols 1, V are denote negation, and disjunction, respectively. 
0 The symbol ; is the standard chop operator of interval temporal logic. The event a;P occurs at any 
The standard temporal operator “eventually” is defined by Oa gf (*;a; *), its dual ‘always” by Oa gf ~ O l a ,  
and the ‘next” operator by O a  gf 1; a. 
interval composed of an occurrence of a immediately followed by an occurrence of p .  
A reaction describes an activation requirement for a system task by an expression of the form: 
[octiuating-event + respome-task] : oborting-event 5 deadline. 
The activating and aborting events are normal event expressions, the response-task is the name of a system 
task declared in the act, and the deadline is a time expression. The activating event must be explicitly 
specified in a reaction, and is considered a cause of the response task in the real-time model for MASS events. 
In contrast, the aborting event and the deadline are both optional. 
The intended meaning of a reaction is that the response task has to be activated following each occurrence 
of the activating event, and the termination of its execution must be observed within the duration designated 
by the deadline. However, MASS tasks are not executed instantaneously and therefore the termination of the 
response task cannot be observed but strictly after the occurrence of the activating event. ‘A task terminates 
normally if its execution is completed no later than the fist occurrence of the aborting event. Otherwise, the 
task execution is aborted at the occurrence of the aborting event, returning the value ’!”. If an execution 
exceeds the deadline, the system fails (the actual implementation of a system failure is left as a design 
decision). 
For example, consider the reaction [ Trainout j GateOpen ] :Trainln <lOsec where Trainln and Trainout 
are environment tasks that indicate; respectively, the entrance and exit of a train in a railroad crossing, and 
the task GateOpen denotes the function that moves the gate up. The meaning of this reaction is that 
upon each occurrence of thk event Trainout, the task GateOpen should be activated, and its execution must 
be completed within 10.seconds. However, the execution of GateOpen is aborted, generating the event 
Gateopen=!, if the event Trainln occurs while the gate is opening. 
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TimeBase. The TimeBase declaration specifies a time unit which is used as a concrete measure for the 
interpretation of the event “1”. Operationally, this quantity defines the sampling rate of the synchronous 
execution environment (see below). Thus, it determines the resolution at which events can be observed, and 
therefore it affects the extent to  which activation requirements can be satisfied. 
Execution environment. The formal semantics of an act is expressed by a regular expression over runs. In 
practice, the regular expression is transformed into a finite automaton that monitors the occurrences of events, 
and reacts synchronously by activation and abortion of system tasks. The entire execution environment 
consists of a reactive executive and a functions executive that run concurrently the act-automaton and the 
execution of the activated functions, respectively. 
The reactive executive runs synchronously at the time-base rate. At each time instant ti, the input 
to the automaton is an observation set that consists of those tasks whose executions terminated at  the 
period [ti-l,ti). Terminations of environment tasks are reported by the plant sensors. For system tasks, the 
termination is reported by the functions executive. The automaton evaluates the observation set in ordei 
to identify occurrences of activating and aborting events specified by the act’s reactions, and respectively 
generates activation and abortion commands for the functions executive. 
Virtual  events. MASS contains an  additional task type called virtual (also declared within the Tasks 
section). The basic events of a virtual task are identified with occurrences of events generated by other, 
previously defined, tasks. A virtual task has no executions of its own; its behavior merely reflects the 
executions of the tasks used to define its basic events. Thus, a virtual task can be used only in specifications 
of activating and aborting events. The basic form of a virtual task declaration is v at a where is the 
virtual task name and a is a MASS event (called the marking event). 
A virtual event is defined to  occur at.the time instants that end the intervals designating the occurrences 
of its marking event. A marking event may itself be defined in terms of virtual events (cyclic definitions are 
eliminated a t  compile time). 
Virtual tasks are a useful means of abstraction, as they reduce a complex event expression to a basic 
event. In the general case, recursion enables the representation of regular expressions. For instance, a 
periodic event that occurs every lOOms can be defined as follows. 
EverylOOms at startup V (Every100ms;lOOms) 
2.1 
Usually, the design of a system evolves through a number of abstraction levels, each of which adds design 
decisions that concretize the implementation towards a machine-executable program. MASS provides two 
mechanisms that enable a hierarchical modular representation of the controller design by a structure of acts. 
0 Task refinement associates a task with an act that is considered its implementation (concrete examples 
are given in the specification of the cruise controller in the next section). Operationally, each activation 
of the refined task causes a separate execution of the refinement. 
Modularity: Refinement, Composition, and Plays 
’ 
0 A Composition is a representation of a task q by a of acts A1, . . . , A k ,  expressed as: 
Act q is (A111.. .llAk) End 
Operationally, the acts A; become active simultaneously with each activation of q. A system task 
declared in one act may be declared as an environment task in any of the other acts, enabling these 
acts to react to the events generated by that task. 
Task refinement and composition enable a hierarchical modular construction of a system. The process 
starts with an  act specifying the operation of the system at a toplevel view. Then, system tasks are 
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separately refined by (a composition of) acts that elaborate their operations in terms of lower level tasks. , 
The process can be iteratively applied to tasks in lower levels until all system tasks are represented by 
functional computations. A set of acts that establish a hierarchical structure of refinements is called a ptay. 
3 Specifying Large Systems with MASS 
In this section, we demonstrate the applicability of MASS to the specification of large real-time systems. 
We present the specification of a cruise-control system that evolves through iterative hierarchical system 
refinement. This example is extensively worked out in the literature to demonstrate real-time specification 
frameworks (see Shaw [8] for survey). Thus, it is possible to compare MASS with other approaches. 
3.1 Automatic Cruise Control 
The Automatic Cruise Control (ACC) is intended to control the speed of a car according to the driver's 
instructions. The interface with the driver consists of a master switch (on/off), a %state speed-command 
lever (decrease, maintain, increase), a resume button, and the gas and brake pedals. The ACC takes over 
the speed control whenever the master switch is turned on, provided the car engine is working. The control 
is released either if the engine goes off, or the master switch is turned off. 
While active, the ACC operates to maintain the car speed. The driver may instruct the system to increase 
or decrease the maintained speed by holding the speed-command lever at the corresponding position until 
the required speed is attained. The control operation is immediately suspended in case either the brake or 
the gas pedal are pressed. In this case, the driver may return control to the ACC by pressing the resume 
button (in which case the ACC returns to maintain the suspended speed, provided the brake and gas pedals 
are not pressed). 
3.2 Hierarchical System Refinement 
The specification of the ACC system is developed through iterative hierarchical system refinement. This 
method suggests to start a large system specification by refining the main thread of the system behavior. 
Everything else, though known to be part of the system, is considered part of the environment. In succeeding 
iterations, the structure is broadened by transferring environment activities into the system, and refining 
their behaviors. At any stage of the development the specification is amenable to simulation where the 
unspecified behavior is considered to be part of the environment. 
In a development step, a task is refined either into a composition of tasks that represents a partition into 
concurrent activities, or by an act that specifies its design in terms'of lower-level activities, also represented 
by tasks. 
In the case of refinement by composition, we can independently proceed with any one of the constituent 
tasks. However, the partition of a composition need not specify all the constituents in order to be able to 
proceed with a refinement of a certain task in the composition. This is possible, since in an act specification 
we make no assumption regarding the source of an environment task; whether it is external to the whole 
system, or a system task in another act of the play. Thus one may declare environment tasks, known to be 
part of another subsystem, even though the corresponding act has not been specified yet. Similarly, in case 
of task refinement by an act, one may proceed with the refinement of any of the system tasks that constitute 
the act independently of the refinement of other system tasks. 
A refinement iteration may be taken to  any desired extent, yielding a complete specification in the sense 
that no assumptions are made regarding unrefined tasks. In further iterations we go over each specification 
level, and either expand unrefined system tasks, or extend a composition with new acts that specify the 
behavior of tasks that were, until now, considered part of the environment. We proceed with that process 
until all system tasks are decomposed into basic components. 
In the following subsections, this method is illustrated by working out the specification of the ACC. 
' 
. 
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Figure 2: Main control-thread of ACC 
3.3 Main Tread Specification 
We start with the specification of what seems to us to be the main thread of the system operation '(Fig. 2). 
At the top level, the act ACC-Control controls the activation of the cruise-control function, denoted 'by the 
task CruiseCrl, according to the driver's instructions and the state of the engine. 
Act ACC-Control is 
Tasks 
environment Engine:+(off, on), DriverCmd:-+{start, stop) 
system CruiseCrl 
virt ua I 
Reattions 
EngineOn at (Engine=on;-OEngine=off) 
[ DriverCmd=start A EngineOn =+ CruiseCrl ] : Engine=offVDriverCmd=stop 
End 
In this act, the driver commands and the engine status are represented by the environment tasks Driver- 
Cmd and Engine, respectively. The reaction specifies CruiseCrl to  be activated whenever the driver instructs 
the system to take over, provided the engine is turned on (denoted by the virtual task Engineon). The 
task is aborted either due to a corresponding driver command, or when the engine is turned off (CruiseCrl is 
designed as a non-self-terminating operation, thus it must be externally aborted in order to  be stopped). 
The task EngineOn demonstrates a typical usage of virtual events, as phase designators. This declaration 
sustains the fact that the engine is turned on by generating the event EngineOn repeatedly at every time 
instant as long as the engine remains in this phase. 
Note that at this stage we are not concerned with how the driver commands and the engine status are 
monitored, therefore they are represented by environment tasks. At a later stage, we can independently (i" 
different acts) specify the activation requirements for these operations (as indeed we do), and compose them 
with the control operation; Also note that the time domain is not specified. It is expected to  be added at a 
later stage after a timing analysis of the activation requirements. 
The task CruiseCrl is further refined as follows. 
Act CruiseCrl 
Tasks 




Suspend at  (CruiseCmd;first(Brakes V Gas)), 
CruiseCmd at  (startupV ((Suspend;first(ResumeA-Brakes)) 
Reactions [ CruiseCmd 3 ActiveCrl 3 :Suspend 
End 
first(a) is defined by (*;a) A -10(a; 1) , indicating an interval that ends with the first occurrence of a. 
The virtual task Suspend designates the transition from active to  suspended control (due t o  gas or brake 
pedal press, represented by the environment tasks Brakes and Gas). The virtual task CruiseCmd designates 
the transition to active control, either at startup or due to a press of the resume button (represented by the 
environment task Resume) in a suspended state while the brakes are not pressed. The task ActiveCrl denotes 
the ACC active control operation. 
Next we refine ActiveCrl a~ follows. 
Act ActiveCrl 
Tasks 
environment Decrease, Maintain, Increase 
system Maintainspeed, Decreasespeed, Increasespeed 
[ (startup V Maintain) 3 Maintainspeed ] :Decrease V Increase 
[ Decrease 3 Decreasespeed 3 :Maintain 
[ Increase 3 Increasespeed 3 :Maintain 
Reactions 
End 
The environment tasks Increase, Decrease, and Maintain designate the corresponding changes. in the lever 
position, and the task Currentspeed provides the car speed at  every time instant (it is the same task as 
declared in CruiseCrl). The system tasks Maintainspeed, Decreasespeed, Increasespeed implement the control 
operations corresponding to the current lever position. 
The concrete behavior of the control operations is given by the refinements below. The act Maintainspeed 





system SpeedControl, ReadSpeed 
[ startup 3 Readspeed ] <70ms 
[ EverylOOms 3 SpeedControl 3 520rn.s 
End 
The acts, Decreasespeed and Increasespeed operate to increase and decrease the car speed by movbg the 
Act Decreasespeed Act Increasespeed 
throttle u p  and down, respectively, in an open loop. 
Tasks Tasks 
Reactions Reactions 
system RetractThrottle system AdvanceThrottle 
[ EverylOOms 3 RetractThrottle 3 52Orns [ EverylOOms 3 AdvanceThrottle ] <20ms 
End End 
lEvents designating periodic signals arc. not explicitly declared in acts. They are assumed to be pre-defined by virtual tub. 
For instance, a 1Hz signal is defined by Everylsec at startup v (Every1sec;lsec). 
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The last acts deal with basic activation requirements (namely, the system tasks can not be further refined). 
Hence, the main thread of the system refinement has been completed. In the next section, we describe the 
next iteration where the play is completed with horizontal (composition) acts. 
3.4 Completion of the Play 
At this stage, after the main thread of the system operation had been specified, we elaborate declarations 
of environment tasks, and combine them into the entire system specification. At the top level of the specifi- 
cation, we define the acts EngineMon, DriverCmdMon, and SpeedMon. 
The act DriverCmdMon encapsulates the master-switch that turns the ACC on and off. This act is 
responsible for generating the events denoted by DriverCmd (used by the act ACC-Control). 
Act DriverCrndMon 
Tasks 
environment MasterSwOff, MasterSwOn 
virtual DliverCrnd:+{ start, stop } 
where DriverCrnd=start at (0.2sec;MasterSwOn) 
DriverCmd=stop at  MasterSwOff 
End 
. The environment tasks MasterSwOff and MasterSwOn represent hardware interrupts generated upon turning 
the master switch off and on, respectively. DriverCrnd is declared as a virtual task considered an abstraction 
of the interrupts. Note that every activation commands that occur within the f i s t  0.2 seconds of the system 
operation are ignored. This delay, although not specified in the ACC requirements, is necessary in order to  
allow speed computation and engine monitoring prior to entering the active-control state. 
This act is superfluous since we could directly use MasterSwOff and MasterSwOn in ACC-Control. However, 
in the context of a whole system development and maintenance, it is good design practice to hide the specific 
implementation of the sensor. For instance, in a later stage of the development, we could decide t o  modify 
the implementation by using polling instead of interrupts (see below). With the suggested design, this would 
not affect the acts that use the task DriverCrnd. 
The act EngineMon monitors the engine in order to detect the events indicating the engine being turned 




system Enginestate:+{ off, on } 
virtual Engine:+{ off, on } 
where Engine=off at  Startup v (Engine=on;first(EngineState=off)) 
Engine=on at (Engine=off;first(EngineState=on) 
Reactions [ Every20ms j Enginestate ] < lOrns 
End 
Here, we prefer an implementation by polling (mentioned above). The task Enginestate periodicilly samples 
the state of the engine, and Engine is declared as a virtual task that designates the changes in the state of 
the engine operation. 
follows. 
In order to compose the additional acts with ACC-Control we add an upper level act, ACC, declared as . 
Act ACC is ( ACC-Control 11 DriverCrndMon 11 EngineMon ) End. 
At the next level, we define the acts BrakesMon, GasMog and ResurneMon that encapsulate, respectively, 
the events Brakes, Gas and Resume. We assume that these events are generated by interrupts, hence the acts 
are very simple (similar to DriverCmdMon). 
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However, the composition of these acts into the play turns out to be somewhat tedious. Normally, we 
would need to rename the act CruiseCrl, say by MainCruiseCrl, and then introduce the definition 
This procedure is undesirable for a number of reasons. 
Act CruiseCrl is ( MainCruiseCrl 11 BrakesMon 11 GasMon 11 ResurneMon ) End. 
0 It enforces modifications of already existing part of the specification. 
0 It inflates the play with superfluous hierarchical levels (not contributing levels of essential information). 
0 It presents at the same abstraction level acts that are not equally significant in the specification of the 
Therefore, we allow naming a composition by one of the constituent act. This form emphasizes the subsystem 
which seems to be central (in the developer's view), and does not force a designer to have a complete view 
of the system structure at the initial stage. 
system behavior at this level. Such a presentation seems unnatural, and blurs the picture. 
Thus, in our case, we define the cornposition 
Act CruiseCrl is ( CruiseCrl 11 BrakesMon 11 GasMon 11 ResurneMon ) End. 
Finally, we define the act LeverMon that generates the events Decrease, Maintain, and Increase, which 
indicate the corresponding transitions in the lever positions. The implementation of this act relies on 
periodic sampling of the lever and identification of the state transitions by virtual tasks. 
Act LeverMon 
Tasks 
system LeverPosition:-+{ down, mid, up } 
virtual 
Maintain a t  startupv ((Increase V Decrease);first(LeverPosition=rnid)), 
Increase a t  (Maintain;first(LeverPosition=up)), 
Decrease at (Maintain;first(LeverPosition=down)) 
Reactions [ Every200rns =$ LeverPosition ] < lOrns 
End 
Here, again, we employ the relaxed form of composition, and define 
Act ActiveCrl is ( ActiveCrl 11 LeverMon ) End. 
4 Related Work and Discussion 
MASS is a synthronous language that monitors the execution of asynchronous computations under real- 
time constraints. This execution paradigm, which overcomes the essential limitation of infinitesimally short 
computations assumed by the synchronous model 111, is enabled by the idea of identifying system events 
with the terminations of the computations. 
CRP introduced by Berry et al. [3] presents an alternative approach. The language extends ESTEREL [2]
with a special construct, exec L:P, which implicitly associates the label 1; with the events (signals) denoting 
the start, termination, and abortion of an execution of P. This approach is inherently restricted since once 
. engaged with an execution, a program cannot respond to additional activations. For instance, if P is an 
asynchronous computation, a requirement like 'activate P upon every occurrence of the event a" is not 
expressible in this formalism. 
Synchronous EijeZ(previous1y called Embedded EiJd 141) employs an execution environment similar to 
MASS, but without monitoring asynchronous computations. The reactive behavior is specified in the syn- 
chronous language ESTEREL, augmented with a special construct schedule(f) where f is a function. Functions 
scheduled this way, called background services, are run asynchronously (in a non-preemptive manner) in the 
time slots between the termination of the synchronous computations and the next time instant, with no 
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deadlines. A background service can communicate with the reactive part by a special command that adds a 
signal t o  the next time instant. 
MASS is an executable language in the full operational sense. A similar approach is also taken in the design 
of SAFE [6], which is a procedural real-time programming language with interval temporal-logic semantics 
(however, SAFE does not support concurrency). 
5 Conclusion 
The main contribution of the PLOT/MASS framework is the idea of associating each primitive event in a 
real-time system with a concrete function, and interpreting every termination of the function execution as 
an occurrence of the event. This idea gives rise to a real-time specification framework that enables the design 
of real-time systems, and formal reasoning about the behavior of asynchronous functions whose executions 
are controlled synchronously. 
MASS, introduces a new declarative activation-oriented specification approach, which we believe is natural 
for real-time system representation, and easy for system designers to  understand and use. Another novelty 
of MASS is the concept of activation refinement, which provides an essential means for modular development 
and reasoning. 
Finally, the fact that events and computations are semantically related provides for a complete separation 
of the specification of the reactive and algorithmic aspects of a system, an important software-engineering 
concern. 
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Abstract 
To engineer reliable real-time systems, it is desirable to discover timing anomalies early in the development process. How- 
ever, there is little work addressing the problem of accurately predicting timing properties of real-time systems before im- 
plementations are developed. This paper describes an approach to the specification and analysis of scheduling problems of 
real-time systems. The method is based on ACSR-VP, which is an extension of ACSR, a real-time process algebra. with 
value-passing capabilities. Combined with the existing features of ACSR for representing time, synchronization and resource 
requirements, ACSR-VP can be used to describe an instance of a scheduling problem as a process that has parameters of the 
problem as free variables. The specification is analyzed by means of a symbolic algorithm. The outcome of the analysis is a set . 
of equations and a solution to which yields the values of the parameters that make the system schedulable. These equations can 
be solved using integer programming or constraint logic programming. The paper presents the theory of ACSR-VP briefly and 
an example of the period assignment problem for rate-monotonic scheduling. We also explain our current tool implementation 
effort and plan for incorporating it into the existing toolset, PARAGON. 
1 Introduction 
The desire to automate or incorporate intelligent controllers into control systems has lead to rapid growth in the demand for 
real-time software systems. Moreover, these systems are becoming increasingly complex and require careful design analysis 
to ensure reliability before implementation. Recently, there has been much work on formal methods for the specification and 
analysis of real-time systems [8, 121. Most of the work assumes that various real-time systems attributes, such as execution 
time, release time, priorities, etc., are fixed Q priori and the goal is to determine whether asystem with all these known attributes 
would meet required safety properties. One example of safety property is schedulability analysis; that is, to determine whether 
or not a given set of real-time tasks under a particular scheduling discipline can meet all of.its timing constraints. 
The pioneering work by Liu and Layland [ 171 derives schedulability conditions for rate-monotonic scheduling and earliest- 
deadline-first scheduling. Since then, much work on schedulability analysis has been done which includes various extensions 
of these results [ll, 28,25,4,26,22, 18,3]. Each of these extensions expands the applicability of schedulability analysis to 
real-time task models with different assumptions. In particular, there has been much advance in scheduling theory to address 
uncertain nature of timing attributes at the design phase of a real-time system. This problem is complicated because it is not 
sufficient to consider the worst case timing values for schedulability analysis. For example, scheduling anomalies can occur 
even when there is only one processor and jobs have variable execution times and are nonpreemptable. Also for preemptable 
jobs with one processor, scheduling anomalies can occur when jobs have arbitrary release times and share resources. These 
scheduling anomalies make the problem of validating a priority-driven system difficult. Clearly, exhaustive simulation or testing 
is not practical in general except for small systems of practical interest. There have been many different heuristics developed 
to solve some of these general schedulability analysis problems. However, each algorithm is problem specific and thus when a 
problem is modified, one has to develop new heuristics. 
'This research was supported in p a t  by ARO DAAG55-98-1-0393. ARO DAAG55-98-1-0466. AFOSR F49620-961-0204, NSF CCR-9619910. and ONR 
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Figure 1: Overview of the Framework . I , 
In this paper, we describe a framework that allows one to model scheduling analysis problems with variable release and 
execution times, relative timing constraints, precedence relations, dynamic priorities, multiprocessors etc. Our approach is 
based on ACSR-VP and symbolic bisimulation algorithm. 
ACSR (Algebra of Communicating Shared Resources) [14], is a discrete real-time process algebra. ACSR has several 
notions, such as resources, static priorities, exceptions, and interrupts, which are essential in modeling real-time systems. 
ACSR-VP is an extension of ACSR with value-passing and parameterized processes to be able to model real-time systems 
with variable timing attributes and dynamic priorities. In addition, symbolic bisimulation for ACSR-VP has been defined. 
ACSR-VP without symbolic bisimulation has been applied to the simple schedulability analysis problem [5], by assuming that 
all parameters are ground, i.e., constants. However, it is not possible to use the technique described in [5] to solve the general 
schedulability analysis problem with unknown timing parameters. 
Figure 1 shows the overall structure of our approach. We specify a real-time system with unknown timing or priority 
parameters in ACSR-VP. For the schedulability analysis of the specified system, we check symbolically whether or not it is 
bisimilar to a process idling forever. The result is a set of predicate equations, which can be solved using widely available 
linear-programming or constraint-programming techniques. The solution to the set of equations identifies, if exists, under what 
values of unknown parameters the system becomes schedulable. To support the effective use of the the symbolic ACSR-VP . 
analysis, we are developing a tool and planning to integrate into PARAGON [27], a toolset with graphical interface to support 
the use of ACSR. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 overviews the theory of the underlying formal method, ACSR- ' 
VP, and introduce symbolic bisimulation for ACSR-VP expressions. Section 3 gives a specification of a scheduling problem, 
namely the period assignment problem and illustrates how to analyze an instances of this problem. Section 4 briefly describes 
the PARAGON toolset and its support for value-passing specifications, and outlines the incorporation of ACSR-VP into the 
toolset. We conclude with a summary and an outline of future work in Section 5. 
2 ACSR-VP 
ACSR-VP extends the process algebra ACSR [I41 by allowing values to be communicated along communication channels. In 
this section we present ACSR-VP concentrating on its value-passing capabilities. We refer to the above papers for additional 
information on ACSR. 
We assume a set of variables X ranged over by x ,  y, a set of values V ranged over by u, and a set of labels L rakged over 
by c, d. Moreover, we assume a set Expr of expressions (which includes arithmetic expressions) and we let BExpr C Expr 
be the subset containing boolean expressions. We let e and b range over Expr and BExpr respectively, and we write z'for a 
tuple 11,. . . z,, of syntactic entities. 
ACSR-VP has two types of actions: instantaneous communication and timed resource access. Access to resources and 
communication channels is governed by priorities. A priority expression p is attached to every communication event and 
resource access. A partial order on the set of events and actions, the preemption relation, allows one to model preemption of 
lower-priority activities by higher-priority ones. 
Instantaneous actions, called events, provide the basic synchronization and communication primitives in the process algebra. 
An event is denoted as a pair (i, ep) representing execution of action i at priority ep, where i ranges over r, the idle action, . 
c?x, the input action, and c!e, the output action. We use VE to denote the domain of events and let X range over events. w e  
use Z(X) and .(A) to represent the label and priority, respectively, of the event X; e.g., Z((c!x,p)) = c! and Z((c?x,p)) = c?. 
To model resource access, we assume that a system contains a finite set of senally-reusable resources drawn from some set 
R. An action that consumes one tick of time is drawn from the domain P(R x Expr) with the restriction that each resource 
is represented at most once. For example the singleton action {(r,  ep)} denotes the use of some resource r E R at priority 
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level ep. The action 8 represents idling for one unit of time, since no resource is consumed. We let VR to denote the domain 
of timed actions with A, B, to range over DR. We define p(A) to be the set of the resources used by action A, for example 
p({(rl,pi),  (~2~~2))) = {~1,r2} .  We also use nr(A) to denote the priority level of the use of the resource T in the action 
A; e.g., nrr({(Tl,pl),(TZ,P2)}) =, p l ,  and write nr(A) = 0 if r $! p(A). The entire domain of actions is denoted by 
D = VR U VE, and we let a, p range over D. We let P, Q range over ACSR-VP processes and we assume a set of process 
constants ranged over by C. The following grammar describes the syntax of ACSR-VP processes: 
p ..-  NIL I A : P I X.P I P + P I PllP I 
b -+ p I P\F I [PI1 I C(Q. 
In the input-prefixed process (c?zy e).P the occurrences of variable z is bound. We write fv(P) for the set of free variables of 
P. Each agent constant C has an associated definition C(?) gf P where fv(P) E 3 and 2 are pairwise distinct. We note that 
in an input prefix (c?z, e).P, e should not contain the bound variable x ,  although x may occur in P. 
An informal explanation of ACSR-VP constructs follows: The process NIL represents the inactive process. There are two 
prefix operators, corresponding to the two types of actions. The first, A : P ,  executes a resource-consuming action during the 
first time unit and proceeds to process P. On the other hand A. P, executes the instantaneous event X and proceeds to P. The 
process P + Q represents a nondeterministic choice between the two summands. The process PIIQ describes the concurrent 
composition of P and &: the component processes may proceed independently or interact with one another while executing 
instantaneous events, and they synchronize on timed actions. Process b + P represents the conditional process: it perfoms as 
P if boolean expression b evaluates to true and as NIL otherwrse. In P\F. where F C L, the scope of labels in F is restricted 
to process P: components of P may use these labels to interact with one another but not with P's environment. The construct 
[P]r, I E R, produces a process that reserves the use of resources in I for itself, extending every action A in P with resources 
in I - p(A) at priority 0. 
The semantics of ACSR-VP processes may be provided as a labeled transition system, similarly to that of ACSR. It ad- 
ditionally makes use of the following ideas: Process (c!el, ez).P transmits the value obtained by evaluating expression el 
along channel c, with priority the value of expression e2, and then behaves like P. Process (c?z,p).P receives a value 'u from 
communication channel c and then behaves like P[v/z], that is P with v substituted for variable z. In the concurrent composi- 
tion (c?z,p1).PlIJ(c!v,p~).P2, the two components of the parallel composition may synchronize with each other on channel c 
resulting in the transmission of value v and producing an event ( r , p l  +-). 
2.1 Unprioritized Symbolic Graphs with Assignment 
Consider the simple ACSR-VP process P gf (in?%, l).(otlt!z, l).NIL that receives a value along channel in and then outputs . 
it on channel out, and where x ranges over integers. 'According to traditional methods for providing semantic models for 
concurrent processes, using transition graphs, process P in infinite branching, as it can engage in the transition (in?n, 1) for 
every integer n. As a result standard techniques for analysis and verification cannot be applied to such processes. 
Several approaches have been proposed to deal with this problem for various subclasses of value-passing processes [9,16, 
20, 131. One of these advocates the use of symbolic semantics for providing finite representations of value-passing processes. 
This is achieved by taking a more conceptual view of value-passing than the one employed above. More specifically consider 
again process P. A description of its behavior can be sufficiently captured by exactly two actions: an input of an integer 
followed by the ouput of this integer. Based on this idea the notion of symbolic transition graphs [9] and transition graphs with 
assignment [ 161 were proposed and shown to capture a considerable class of processes. 
In this section we present symbolic graphs with assignment for ACSR-VP processes. As it is not the intention of the paper 
to present in detail the process-calculus theory of this work, we only give an overview of the model and we refer to [ 131 for a 
complete discussion. 
2.2 Symbolic Graph with Assignment 
The notion of a substitution, which we also call assignment, is defined as follows. A substitution is any function 8 :  X 3 
Ezpr, such that 8(z) # z for a finite number of z E X. Given a substitution 8, the support (or domain) of 8 is the set of 
variables D(8) = {z I e(z) # z}. A substitution whose support is empty is called the identity substitution, and is denoted by 
Id. When lD(8)l = 1, we use [O(z)/x] for the substitution 8. Given two substitutions 8 and cr, the composition of 8 and cr is 
the substitution denoted by 0; cr such that for every variable z, 8; cr(z) = q(O(z)). We often write 80. for 8; cr. 
An SGA is a rooted directed graph where each node n has an associated finite set of free variables fv(n) and each edge is 
labeled by a guarded action with assignment [16,23]. Note that a node in SGA is a ACSR-VP term. 
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Definition 2.1 (SGA) A Symbolic Graph with Assignment (SGA) for ACSR-VP is a rooted directed graph where each node 71 
0 has an associated ACSR-VP term and each edge is labeled by boolean, action, assignment, (b, a, 0). 
z is a fksh variable - 
(4) (c?y,p).C(iq truc,(c?r,p),{J:=g);{~:~=) c) C(5) C(qgfP  
~ ~~ 
Figure 2: Rules for constructing Symbolic Graphs with Assignment 
Given an ACSR-VP term, a SGA can be generated using the rules in Figure 2. Transition P 'fie P' denotes that given 
the truth of boolean expression b, P can evolve to P' by performing actions 01 and putting into effect the assignment 8. The 
interpretation of these rules is straightforward and we explain them by an example: Consider the following process. Process 
P(0) can output the sequence of events a!O infinitely many times. 
P(z) ef (a!z, l).Q(z) 
Q(y) eF (Y I 0) + (ab, 1).Q(y + 1) + (9 > 0) + ( d y  - 1,1).Q(y - 1) 
Following SGA represents the process P(0). 
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One possible interpretation of our SGA can be given along the lines of programming languages: Process P can be thought 
of as a procedure, so that P(0) represents a call to P with actual parameter 0 which is accepted by P with formal parameter s 
declared in P's body. According to its definition, P outputs a!O and calls process Q with actual parameter 0. Process Q then 
checks the validity of condition y 5 0 or y > 0. If y 5 0 is satisfied, process Q outputs a!O and calls Q with actual parameter 
y + 1, where the value of y is 0 in th is  case. Similar reasoning can be applied for the condition y > 0. We believe that this 
interpretation, being similar to that of function calls and parameter passing in programming languages, is an intuitive way of 
interpreting the ACSR-VP terms. 
2.3 The prioritized Symbolic Transition System 
We have illustrated how ACSR-VP processes can be given finite representations as SGA's via the symbolic transition relation 
e-. However, this relation makes no arbitration between actions with respect to their priorities. To achieve this, we refine 
the relation I+ to obtain the prioritized symbolic transition system I+. This is based on the notion of preemption which 
incorporates our treatment of priority, and in particular on relation t., the preemptive relation, a transitive, irreflexive relation 
on actions [2]. Then for two actions a and p ,  a t. p denotes that cr preempts j3, which implies that in any real-time system, if 
there is a choice between the two actions, cr will always be executed. For example (c?z, 2) > (c?., 1) and {(r,2)} t. {(r,O)}. 
Extending the notion of preemption in the value-passing setting involves dealing with the presence of free variables in 
process descriptions. For example, given actions a! = (c?s,yl) and p = (c?z,y2), whether cr > p or j3 t. cr depends on 
the values to which variables y1 and y2 are instantiated. This idea can easily be incorporated to yield the prioritized transition 
relation I + ~ .  For the precise definition we refer the reader to [13]. We illustrate this with an example. Consider process P: 
def P(Z) - (a?y, l).P'(z, Y) 
P'(s,y) gf (y 6 1) += (a!(s + y),y).NIL 
(y 5 2) + (a!(s + y ) ,2 ) .NIL  + 
.b, 
S W ( =  V),ar)lld 4 Figure 3 shows the unprioritized SGA for P and its Prioritized version, Q. Note that transition P' ' N I L  is 
preempted by P' sr'2"!(zty)'2)''d N I L  since whenever the former is enabled, the latter is also enabled with a higher priority 
(that is, whenever y 5 1, we have y 5 2 and y < 2). 
Figure 3: SGA of P and Q 
2.4 Weak Bisimulation 
Various methods have been proposed for the verification of concurrent processes. Central among them is observational equiva- 
lence that allows to compare an implementation with a specification of a given system. Observational equivalence is based on 
the idea that two equivalent systems exhibit the same behavior at their interfaces with the environment. This requirement was 
captured formally through the notion of bisimrilution [19], a binary relation on the states of systems. Two states are bisimilx, 
if for each single computational step of the one, then there exists an appropriate matching (multiple) step of the other, leading 
to bisimilar states. 
In this setting, bisimulation for symbolic transition graphs is defined in terms of relations parameterized on.boolean ex- 
pressions, of the form zb, where p =ib q if and only if, for each interpretation satisfying boolean b, p and q are bisimilar 
in the traditional notion. In [13] the authors have proposed weak version of bisimulations for SGA's, that is observational 
equivalences that abstract away from internal system behavior (both for late and early semantics). Furthermore, algorithms 
were presented for computing these equivalences. Given two closed processes whose symbolic transition graphs are finite, the 
algorithm constructs a predicate equation system that corresponds to the most general condition for the two processes to be 
weakly bisimilar. 
Recall process P(z) from Section 2.3. Furthermore, consider the following process with bound variable 5': 
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dLf - (a?y', l).R'(z',y') 
R(x') 
R'(x',y') !sf (y '5  2) 3 (a!(z'+y'+ l),2).NIL 
The prioritized SGA for R is similar to Q with the exception that after receiving a value via channel a, R outputs value 
2' + y' 3.1. Applying the symbolic bisimulation algorithm for processes P and R, we obtain the following predicate equation 
system., 
Xoo(2, 2') = VZXll (X,2,  2') 
Xi1 (z, 2,~') = x 5 2 -+ z 5 2 A 2 + x = 2' + z + 1 
A z 5 2 +  z 5 2 A x ' + z + 1  = z + z  
This equation system can easily be reduced to the equation XOO(Z, 2') E x = x' +1, which allows us to conclude that P(z) 
and R(z') are bisimilar if and only if x = x' + 1 holds. In general, since we are dealing with a domain of linear expressions, 
predicate equations obtained from the bisimulation algorithm can be solved using integer programming techniques [24]. 
' 
3 Real-time Scheduling Problems 
In this section, we show how a problem of real-time system scheduling can be specified and analyzed using ACSR-W. Accord- 
ing to [29], real-time scheduling problems can be categorized into the following three groups: priority assignment, execution 
synchronization, and schedulability analysis problems. The priority assignment problem requires assigning priorities to jobs 
so that the system schedulability is maximized. The execution synchronization problem is the problem of deciding when and 
how to release jobs so that the precedence constraints are satisfied and the systerp schedulability, as well as other performance 
concerns, are optimized. Schedulability analysis problem is the problem of verifying that a system is schedulable, given a 
certain priority assignment method and execution synchronization method. 
Classic examples of solutions to these problems include the rate-monotonic priority assignment problem on a single proces- 
sor [17]. It uses static priority assignment, where the priority of each job is assigned in the inverse order of period; a job with 
the shortest period has the highest priority. Deadline-monotonic priority assignment was proposed by [15], where the system 
has jobs with arbitrary relative deadlines. 
The same groups of problems can be considered in the presence of end-to-end scheduling constraints. Gerber et al. 171 
proposed the method to guarantee a system's end-to-end requirements of real-time systems. In DO] ,  Tindell et af. attempted to 
compute upper bounds on the end-to-end response time. They also proposed priority assignment in distributed system where 
jobs have end-to-end deadlines. In [I] ,  Bettati studied the problem of scheduling a set of jobs with arbitrary release times and 
end-to-end deadlines. 
Our Approach. We propose to address real-time scheduling problems by means of analysis based on ACSR-VP. In this 
approach, a specific instance of a problem is specified as an ACSR-VP expression and symbolically analyzed. Figure 4 shows 
the overall structure of our approach. Rectangles with thick lines represent tools, and ovals in them represents the functional 
blocks inside tools., Rectangles with curved comer are text artifacts used as inputloutput for tools. We specify scheduling 
problems in the real-time system with unknown timing or priority parameters in the restricted form of ACSR-VP. The restricted 
form of ACSR-VP is defined to ensure that resulting SG (Symbolic Graph without assignment) derived from SGA is finite. 
With a given set of ACSR-VP processes in the restricted form, the SGA is generated to capture the semantics of model. 
There are two paths that lead us to a solution. With the first path, we can generate the finite SG from the SGA and check 
bisimilarity with an infinite idle process. The result is a boolean expression with unknown parameters. This kind of boolean 
expression can be solved using integer programming, e.g., Omega Test [21], to find all solutions of the parameters. Wlth the 
second path, the generated SGA is checked symbolically whether it is bisimilar to an idling process. Here, the result is a Set 
of predicate equations with unknown parameters. This resulting set of equations can then be translated into a constraint logic 
program or into a boolean formula. 
For a real-time scheduling problem, if a solution to a boolean expression or to the set of predicate equations exists, then 
it identifies under what values of unknown parameters the system becomes schedulable. Thus, the schedulability analysis is 
performed symbolically. For instance, in the rate-monotonic scheduling shown below, we want to find the periods of jobs to 
guarantee that a system can be scheduled. We call this problem theperiod ussigrzmerzt problem. In this problem, we let periods 
be free variables and describe a system as ACSR-VP process terms. These free variables appear in the resulting boolean 
expression or predicate equations that are generated from the bisimulation algorithm. Solutions for free variables represent the 
valid ranges of periods of the jobs, which make the system schedulable. 
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Figure 4: Our Approach to Real-time Scheduling Problem 
Our method is expressive to model complex real-time systems in general. Furthermore, it is effective in the sense that the 
resulting boolean formulas and predicate equations can be solved efficiently. For instance, there has been active research [6] 
to solve boolean formulas efficiently, and there are existing tools such as omega test [21), which are very fast in practice. For 
predicate equations, there are constraint programming techniques that are known for solving linear (in)equation constraints 
efficiently [lo, 241. Furthermore, the size of the SGAs constructed from ACSR-VP terms is significantly smaller than that 
of Labeled Transition Systems(LTS) constructed from ACSR. Consequently, this greatly reduces the state explosion problem, 
and thus, we can now model larger systems and solve problems which are not possible using ACSR (and its toolset called 
PARAGON) due to state explosion. 
We now illustrate our approach by showing how to solve a rate-monotonic scheduling problem, known as the period 
assignment problem. Our method of solving this problem is optimal in the sense that if the method can not find a period 
assignment, then the system cannot be scheduled for any assignment of periods. 
Period Assignment Problem for Rate Monotonic Scheduling. We briefly state how rate monotonic scheduling works and 
show our approach to the period assignment problem. Rate monotonic scheduling is a preemptive static priority driven schedul- 
ing algorithm, which works as follows. The priorities of tasks are assigned in the reverse order of lengths of their periods, 
that is, tasks with shorter periods are assigned higher priorities than tasks with longer periods. Scheduling decisions are made 
whenever any task becomes ready or whenever a processor becomes idle. At each scheduling decision time, a ready task with 
the highest priority is executed. The following ACSR-VP process describes a job with unknown period 
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where Ei and Di represent the constant values for the execution time and deadline of Jobi, respectively. Process Jobi (pi, si,  ti) 
represents a job with period pi, which has accumulated Si units of processing time in the current period. The current period has 
started t i  time units ago. AS long as the job is not finished (si < Ei) and the current deadline is not over (ti < Di), the job 
competes with otherjobs for access to the cpu resource. The priority of Jobi is M A X  -pi, where M A X  is the largest possible 
period. That is, the job with shortest period has the highest priority. If the job is preempted by a higher-priority process, it idles 
in that time unit. Alternatively, if the job has completed (si = Ei), it turns into the Waiti(pi, t i )  process, which idles until the 
end of the current period and restarts itself. Pi,,,,== represents the possible maximum value for the period of Jobi. In this rate 
monotonic setting, priorities are unknown since the period of each job is not known. 
For a job Jobi where period is known to be Pi, it can be described as follows: 
Jobi(si, ti> gf (si < Ei) A (ti < 
Wait&) - (ti < Pi) 
+ {(w, MAX - pi)} : Jobj(si + 1,ti + 1) + 0 : Jobi(si,ti + 1) + ( ~ i  = Ei) A (ti 5 Di) + Wait(ti) 
+ 0 Waiti(ti + 1) def + (ti = P i )  3 (T,l) .JObi(O, 0) 
Assuming that, initially, all jobs start at time 0, we can capture the behavior of the whole system as follows. 
where Jobi, i E (1,. . . ,n} can be either Jobibi,O,O) if the period is unknown or Jobi(0,O) otherwise. Symbolic weak 
bisimulation relation with infinite idle process can be checked by applying the algorithm shown in [13]. The result is a set 
of predicate equations or a boolean expression if we translate the SGA into the SG. A boolean expression can be solved 
automatically by the existing integer programming tool. 
4 PARAGON Toolset 
Our approach to the symbolic analysis of ACSR-W specifications can be applied effectively to non-trivial problems only 
if there are good tool supports for specifications in ACSR-VP and analysis algorithms described in the preceding sections. 
Their usefulness will be enhanced if this tool support is provided within an extensive specification and verification framework, 
where symbolic analysis can be supplemented by other analysis techniques. Such framework can be provided by extending 
PARAGON [27], a toolset based on ACSR and other related formalisms. 
PARAGON is a toolset for the specification and analysis of distributed resource-bound real-time systems. PARAGON sup- 
ports both graphical and textual input. Graphical specifications enhance the usability of a formal model, giving a visual repre- 
sentation of hierarchy modules in the system and of interconnections between modules. Graphical specifications in PARAGON 
are expressed using the GCSR language, based on a real-time process algebra. A GCSR specification is a collection processes, 
which consist of nodes, connected by edges. The execution of the system proceeds from node to node along the edges. There 
are several types of nodes to express sequential behavior of a system module and its resource requirements. In addition to 
these, a compound node provides hierarchy. One or more parallel processes can be placed into a compound node. Interactions 
between processes in a compound node can be made local to the node, that is, invisible to the processes outside. 
For analysis, PARAGON supports several techniques: extensive checking of syntactic consistency constraints; state space 
exploration, including reachability analysis and deadlock detection; checking equivalence between two specifications; and 
visual simulation. 
PARAGON already supports parameterization in specifications and can deal with value passing. This enables concise spec- 
ification of arrays of similar components, multiple resources of the same’ type, and value passing between processes. Event and 
resource names and process references in an indexed specification can contain multiple indices. Indices may be represented 
integers or integer-valued expressions using index variables. The syntax of the current parameterized specifications, although 
slightly different from that of ACSR-VP, provides for an easy translation between the two formalisms. However, parametric 
treatmentof data values is currently missing in PARAGON. Every parameterized PARAGON specifications is equivalent to a 
non-parameterized one, and handling of parameterization during analysis is done through an “un-parameterizing” translation. 
This approach is very inefficient, as it creates a separate process for every instantiation of free index variables in the pararne- 
terized process, many of which are not necessary for the subsequent analysis. Therefore, it is necessary to use a better internal 
representation that handles index variables symbolically, such as SGA described in this paper. 
. 
- .  
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5 Conclusions 
We have described a formal framework for the specification and analysis of real-time scheduling problems. Our framework is 
based on ACSR-W? and symbolic bisimulation. The major advantage of our approach is that the same framework can be used 
for scheduling problems with different assumptions and parameters. In other scheduling-theory based approaches, new analysis 
algorithms need to be devised for problems with different assumptions since applicability of a particular algorithm is limited to 
specific system characteristics. 
We believe that ACSR-VP is expressive enough to model any real-time system. In particular, our method is appropriate to 
model many complex real-time systems and can be used to solve the priority assignment problem, execution synchronization 
problem, end-to-end design problem, and schedulability analysis problem. It depends on light-weight formal methods in the 
Sense that resulting predicate equation systems can be solved with existing techniques such as linear programrhing or constraint 
programming, which can be solved using linear equation constraints efficiently in practice [24]. 
The novel aspect of our approach is that parametrized design of a real-time system can be described formally and analyzed 
automatically, all within a process-algebraic framework. It has often been noted that scheduling work is not adequately inte- 
grated with other aspects of real-time system development [3]. Our work is a step toward such an integration, which helps to 
meet our goal of making the timed process algebra ACSR a useful formalism for supporting the development of reliable reaI- 
time systems. Our approach allows the same specification to be subjected to the analysis of both schedulability and functional 
correctness. 
There are several issues that we need to address to make our approach practical. We showed that resulted predicate equation 
systems can be solved with constraint logic programming or linear programming, but they can be rather complicated. We plan 
to investigate when resulting equation systems become easy or difficult to solve. In the worst case, we may have to use a 
more powerful technique such as theorem prover; however, it is not clear whether any reasonable real-time system scheduling 
problem can result in such a complex equation system. We are currently augmenting PARAGON, the toolset for ACSR, to 
support the full syntax of ACSR-VP directly and implementing a symbolic bisimulation algorithm. This toolset will allow us 
to experimentally evaluate the effectiveness of our approach with a number of large scale real-time systems. 
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ABSTRACT 
One of the problems in developing ANDES, an expert system for diagnosis of the US Air Force phased-array satellite 
ground station antenna system at the Antenna Repair Facility of McClellan Air Force Base, is how to automatically 
generate useful facts from raw antenna test data so as to facilitate the diagnostic process. In this paper, we discuss a statistic 
model for the raw test data and verify that the model is valid. Algorithms are then developed based on the model that are 
used to automatically generate diagnostic facts for the antenna diagnosis process. Our experience indicates that statistic 
models are useful in automating the knowledge acquisition process and that domain specific information 4s needed in 
defining automation algorithms. 
Keywords: Phased-array antenna, diagnostic expert system, normally distributed data, automated facts generation. 
1. BACKGROUND 
In the early 1990's the Antenna Repair Facility (ARF) at McClellan Air Force Base received the task of 
maintaining an LS band satellite ground station antenna system. Each antenna in the antenna system is a three-by-four-foot 
flat phased-array with 128 identical elements (or subantennas) on two radio frequency (RF) circuit boards, with two low 
noise amplifiers (LNA), and a four-voltage type supply. Four digital circuit cards provide steering control to the 128 
elements. Each element has about two dozen physical components (including a phase shift circuit consisting of RF diodes, 
inductors, capacitors, and resistors), thus resulting in over 2000 components in each antenna. Three diode pairs provide 
shifting at increments of 45 degrees for each element. The remaining major components are the antenna case and radome 
(Figure 1). . 
Though strides have been made on automating measurement collection and testing methods since ARF has been 
given the antenna maintenance task [2,3], diagnosis is still complex and analysis-intensive, and remains predominantly a 
human task. Just on the element and major component level, the input data measurements number in the thousands. The 
diagnostic data consist of dozens of tests. The required skill level for the repair technicidengineer is high, demanding 
knowledge in electronics, mechanics, RF, computer operation and data processing. Training a new technician or engineer to 
repair this type of antennas is lengthy and expensive. Several years of hands-on experience are usually needed before 
someone becomes effective and efficient in the job. 
As the McClellan Air Force Base is scheduled to close in a few years, ARF faces a new challenge of maintaining 
their in-house expertise and production levels as manpower decreases, and transferring their many years of skill in antenna 
maintenance from their closing base to the acquiring base. To meet the challenge, an expert system called AND= 
(ANtenna Diagnostic Expert astern) is being developed to help human engineers improve the antenna diagnostic process. 
ANDES is developed in CLIPS, a rule-based expert system shell environment [4,9]. It is designed with a layered 
modular structure where each layer consists of a group of modules implementing a particular system function (refer to 
Figure 2). Functions provided at a lower layer can only be invoked by functions in a higher layer, but not vice versa. On the 
other hand, data defined in a higher layer can be exported to a lower layer module, but not vice versa. Such a design lends 
itself to easy system correctness verification, flexibility and expandability. Because of the nature of the antenna diagnostic 
process, certainty factors are incorporated into its knowledge base. ANDES has a command language interface with the 
users and handles most of the antenna diagnostic problems (ten different categories). The ANDES' experience indicates that 
during the times of downsizing, streamlining and restructuring, expert systems offer a viable and sometimes pivotal means 
(1) to capture and preserve the enterprise expertise from a closing base, (2) to provide a training tool for the acquiring base, 
and (3) to help maintain productivity during the base shutting down period. 
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Figure 1. 128-element phased-may antenna. 
One of the problems during the development of ANDES is how to automatically generate useful facts from raw 
antenna test data so as to facilitate the diagnostic process. Because of the lack of knowledge acquisition tools to aid the task, 
we define a statistic model for the raw test data and verify that the model is valid. Algorithms are then developed based on 
the model that are used to automatically generate diagnostic facts from the test data for antenna diagnosis process. Our 
experience indicates that statistic models are useful in helping automate the knowledge acquisition process and that domain 
specific information is needed in defining the automation algorithms. 
The focus of the paper is thus on the facts generation layer in ANDES' structure (see Figure 2). The remainder of 
the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the raw antenna test data and how human experts perform the data to 
facts generation process. Section 3 discusses the statistical model for the test data. Its validity is verified in Section 4. 
Algorithms based on the model are given in Section 5 that are utilized by ANDES in generating diagnostic knowledge from 
raw antenna test data. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper with remarks on future work 
2. ANTENNA SCAN DATA 
In identifying symptoms during an antenna diagnostic process, there needs to be facts that describe an antenna's 
properties in terms of some qualitative terms such as low, high, good, bad, and so forth. Before we are able to discuss how 
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these facts are directly generated from the raw test data (RF diagnostics and back transform scan data), we need to take a 
look at its format as follows. 
user  > 
c o m m a n d  A - 
interface 
modules  D 
return modu le  sequence  
b 
f o  
1 





modules  + 
facts generation - 
modules  - 
tion modules - 
diagnostic results - 




Figure 2. Structure of ANDES. 
There are 8 rows in a data file where each row has n, scan readings across. Data items represent uniformly spaced readings 
taken on a radome antenna of Figure 1 , where row 1 in the file represents scan readings taken over elements 113, ..., 128; 
row 2 represents scan readings taken over elements 97, ..., 112; and so on, and row 8 represents scan readings taken over 
elements 1, ..., 16. 
2.1. Facts Generation by Human Experts 
Human experts' approach to generating diagnostic facts from the RF diagnostic scan values is summarized as 
follows: (1) They deal with each row at a time, creating a 2-demensional grapli based on scan data from that row. (2) 
.Knowing that if the curve is flat, then the elements within this row are good, they then look at each graph and make 
judgments on those few readings in this graph which are unacceptably lower or unacceptably higher than the other readings 
which appear relatively flat, or stable. These elements are marked as suspect. (3) The human expert then looks at suspect 
elements over all phase shift settings to determine the specifics of the element failure. 
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2.2. Postulation 
If the scan data have the normal distribution or are approximately normal, then from a confidence level 1-a (to be 
provided by the experts), the standard normal distribution curve, along with the scan data,.can be used to estimate an 
interval <gdn, g-> where the "good" data values lie. Any value smaller than or equal to g,. would be considered low, and 
any value greater than or equal to g, would be considered high. 
Intervals Percentage of Data (approximate)- 
, <Ti+, x+s> 68 
<x-2s ,  x+2s> 95 
<Ti-3s, Tz+3s> 99.7 
3. THE STATISTICAL MODEL 
3.1. Empirical Rule: Standard Normal Distribution 
Given a fairly large sample from a normal population where p and CF are not known, it is not unreasonable to use 
the sample mean F; and the sample standard deviation s as rough estimates for the population mean p and the population 
standard deviation 6, respectively. The intervals have the following data coverage: 
Recall from statistics that for any normal variable x with mean p and standard deviation tn 0, 
P ( p - 0 ~  x < p+b) = 0.6826; 
P(p-20< x < p+20) = 0.9544; 
P(p-30~ x < p+30) = 0.9974; 
P(p-40< x < p+40) = 0.99994; 
P(p-50< x < p+50) = 0.9999994; and so forth. 
That is, let h > 0, then since z = (x-p)/o, 
and, P(-h<z-d), which is equal to 2P(O<z<h), can just be obtained by summing the appropriate areas under the standard 
normal distribution curve. It follows that 
(NOTE: for a continuous random variable x, P(al xl b) = P(ac X< b), because adding a and b to the interval does not . 
increase the area directly above the interval). Then from comparing the Empirical Rule and the results here, it can safely be 
said that s = 0 and 5? = p as n becomes large. So assuming n is large enough to make these estimations, it is permissible to 
use the standard normal distribution curve to estimate probabilities when s and X are known. 
3.2. Interval <gmin, gmX> 
Now suppose there is a fairly large sample, the population is normal, and h corresponds to some level of 
confidence l-a (i.e., if h = 1, the estimated level of confidence is 0.6826) such that x is expected to be in the interval 
<'j?-hs, 'jI+h.s>. Then if there is an x', not in <5?-h.s, 'j?+h-s>, it can be said that with an estimated confidence level of . 
I-a, x' is a candidate for not being a value in <X-h.s, 'jI+h.s>, since no x is expected to be out of <X-h.s, K + b >  with 
an estimated confidence level of 1-a. 
Thus, applying the just discussed concept to the scan values, let <gd,, gmX> = < Z -h.s,, Z +I.-%>, where Z is the 
average of the scan values and s, is the standard deviation of the scan values, provided that the scan values are normally 
distributed and that there is a sufficient number of scan values in each row of scan. For the latter requirement, the 
requirement that nx2 30 can be made. 
3.3. Guidelines to the Selection of l-a 
Clearly h depends on the estimated level of confidence I-a. It is not always desirable to have I-a extremely close 
to 1, because that would increase the estimated confidence interval, making the estimation of 'jI less accurate. Thus, there is 
a trade-off between the estimated level of confidence and accuracy: higher confidence implies less accuracy, and more 
accuracy implies less confidence. In statistics, levels of confidence often used are 80%, 90%, 95%, 98%. 99%, which 
approximately correspond to h values of 1.28, 1.64, 1.96,2.33,2.58 respectively. Notice, here h is just the value of z such 
that the area under the standard normal curve from 0 to z is (l-a)/2 (O< I-a < 1, because approaches infinity as I d  
approaches 1, making h. undefined as I-a reaches 1. And, as 1-C% approaches 0, h approaches 0, and A= 0 when l-a = 0; 
p-LO < x < p-A.0 (p-I.o-p)/a < z <(p-h.cr-p)/O w -I< z < A; 
P(p-h.CF< x< p+h.o) = P(-l< z< 1) 
- 
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however, if A= 0, the interval <f-h.s, x+h.s> becomes nil, so the requirement b 0 is necessary to keep the intewd 
<X-X.s, f+X-s>, which is open at both ends, defined. Thus, this requirement implies that l-co 0). 
3.4. Determining h Given the Confidence Level 
distribution is given by the function 
h is needed when given the confidence level in order to use <gminr g->. Recall from statistics that the nomd 
+-id2 
e 2 0 2  
oJ27; ’ 
f (4 = 
e 2  where x is the random variable, p is the mean and Q is the standard deviation. The function simplifies to f ( x )  =- 
4% for 
the standard normal distribution because of its definition (p = 0 and Q = 1). Thus, 
-X2 
9 -  
P(0c ZC h) = jr&. 2 
0 “  
This is one of those functions which cannot be integrated. Therefore, some kind of series should be used to estimate it. For 
simplicity, the following Simpson’s Rule can be used. 
. Furthermore, since b0, if 3 . 2  This means that the maximal error of using Simpson’s Rule with a = 0 and b = X is 
180n4& 
n is some even constant, necessarily larger than 1, the maximal error in using Simpson’s Rule in the interval [0, c] is 
3 . 2  Thus, if no more error than E is allowed, then , 3 . 2  
1 80n4 & ‘ 1 80n4 & 
Using the bisection method to determine a particular X’ where P(0c zc 1’) = (1-a)/2, it is found that after h 
exceeds 4, with no more error than 10.5-0.49997 1 = 0.00003, P(0 < z c X) = 0.5, where no more error than 0.00003 implies 
P(0 < z c 1) - P(0 c z c 4) < 0.00003 for h > 4. Of course this would bring in the restriction that Oc (l-a)/2 5 0.49997; or 
O< (I-a) 5 0.99994. If c = 4 and E = 0.00001, then n > [ 60:& ]I4 =i 28.7253; thus, we can let n = 30, since n must be 
even. 
3.5. Regression Function 2 (x) 
Since the elements are not exactly at the points where the scan values are taken, their scan values would have to be 
estimated before the interval <gin, g-> can be used to determine the conditions for the elements. This would require some 
kind of regression 2 (x). we need to rely on the scan values to find 2 (x) for an element e, of column c in matrix scan. 
In the following matrix scan, the integers 1,2,3, ... n, mark the positions where scan readings are taken in the X- 
axis; the integers 1,2,3, ... n, mark the positions where the elements are located in the u-xis, which is in the same direction 
as the x-axis; the integers 1, 2, 3, ... ny mark the position where scan readings are taken in the y-axis; and sv marks the 
positions where scan readings, or values, are taken for a pair (x, y). Notice, the positions marked by integers 0, n,+l, n,+l 
and ny+l are introduced because the scan readings and element positions are uniformly spaced on the radome antenna; that 
is, although these positions do not represent actual elements, they represent the fact that an element next to an edge of the 
antenna is within the edge the same distance it is within an adjacent element. 
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n + 1  u u -(nx -i- 1) Then u-  - *x(u)= , where x(e,) is the relative position of element e, in the x-axis (Note: to get 
n,+1 x (n, +I> \ 
the absolute position, AX is required where two successive scan readings are taken in the x-axis. Thus, the absolute position 
of e, is X(e,)= (AX)x(e,)). For scan reading r, column c of matrix scan, and element e,, where r= ( 1, 2, .,.nx}, c= ( 1,2, 
... n,.) and e,= { 1,2,3, ... nu}, x(e,-6) < r < x(e,+6) can be used to determine whether or not scan reading r in column 
c should be used as one of the scan values to derive 2 (x), which is needed to evaluate d (x(e,)), the estimated scan value 
for element e,. 
[Parameters of Matrix Scan] 
0 1 2 3 4 5 ... b y )  (ny+l) +Y 




In determing 6 in general, the number of scan readings used between ul and u2 (ul< u2) in column c is given by 
n,(ul, u2) = dx(u2)l -1) - (Lx(ul)l+ 1) + 1 = rx(u2)l -Lx(u~l-  1. 
So the total number of scan readings used from column c is (I&(= z n , ( i  - 6, i + 6) . Because the scan data &e collected 
based on n,= 21 1, nu= 16 and nu= 8, the behaviors of 6 indicate that when 6 = 4i it reflects a particular element as mudh as 
possible without a lot of interference from the readings of nearby elements. 
Having chosen 6, the regression function to fit the. scan readings such that x(e,-6) < r < x(e,+6) can be determined 
next. The goal is to define, for a particular column, c, of scan values with variables x and z (x is the dependent variable and 
z is the independent variable), a regression function 2 (x) to estimate for an element e, a scan value 2 (x(e,)). Since the 
overall goal is to find a flat curve, the best fit line with slope zero for the scan readings should be a good candidate as the 
regression function, meaning that 2(x) is just the average of the scan readings in column c where x(e,-6) < r < x(e,+S). 
Thus, if 8 is such that all scan values in column c are used, then 2 (x(e,)) = B for any e,. 
". 
i=l 
4. MODEL VERIFICATION 
TO verify that the model is valid and the antenna scan data do follow the normal distribution, twelve randomly 
picked non-conupted complete sets of scan data are obtained from a collection of about sixty data sets. Each set of data 
contains files for RF diagnostic scans of both the magnitude and the phase types at phase shifts of 0, 45, 90 and 180 
degrees. Typically RF scan data for a phase shift of 315 degree are not collected, so sets not containing RF scan for 315 
degree are not considered incomplete, However, if scan data for 315 degree are included in a set, then there must be a file 
for type magnitude and a file for type phase in order for this set to be considered complete. The twelve sets of data selected 
are from twelve different antennas, respectively. 
As a frrst step, a pair of RF scan magnitude and RF scan phase files at some phase shift is randomly selected from 
the twelve data sets for an initial probe. Each of the two files has 211 scan values for each of the eight rows, making up 
1,688 scan values for a file. Figure 3 and Figure 4 compare the actuals and estimates of the scan data in these two files. 
Given n values, a sample mean X and a sample standard deviation s are calculated. Let 
count = the number of values in < K -Xs, 
actual = P( X-h-sc x <X+h.s) = countln, 
estimate = P(-I < z < A), 
+Is> 
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P(-Xc zc X) can be obtained by finding the area under the standard normal distribution, the normal distribution curve 
where p= 0 and (J= 1. By comparing actual and estimate, an idea of whether or not x is normal will be observed. If actual = 
estimate for all As, then x is normal. If actual = estimate for a11 hs, then x is approximately normal. 
Let X be in the [0.1,5.0] with M= 0.1, for the scan values in each row of a particular file, X versus actual and X 
versus estimate are graphed. Also letting error = lactual - estimatel, the average error and the standard deviation of the 
errors are calculated for each graph. Since estimate is 0.9996, 0.99994,0.999994, and 0.9999994 for X = 3.5,4.0,4.5 and 
5.0, respectively, and estimate = 1 for 1 > 5,  the range of hs should be sufficient in seeing if the data exhibit a normal 
distribution. The tool used to generate these graphs and calculate these figures is Mathematica [8]. 
Figure 3. Actuals and estimates for . 
all scan values of RF scan of type 
magnitude, phase shift of 0 degree 
(avg. error- 0.01.1 1; std. dev. of errors= 0.0026) 
(dashed curve corresponds to actuals, and solid 
curve corresponds to estimates) 
Figure 4: Actuals and estimates for all 
scan values of FtF scan of type phase, 
0 degree (avg. error= 0.0073; std. dev. 
of errors= 0.0025) (dashed curve corresponds 
to actuals, and solid curve corresponds 
to estimates) 
prob 
Actuals h Estimates 
I l d d a  
1 2 3 4 5 
prob 
Actual8 & Estimates 
l W d a  
1 2 ‘ 3  4 5 
From Figures 3 and 4 the randomly selected pair of files contains data that appear to have the normal distribution, 
so normality does seem to exist. Then, next we look at all the files in the twelve sets of data to see if the data in each file 
exhibit the similar characteristics. Instead of generating graphs for the data in every file of the twelve data sets, we choose, 
as the average actual, the average of the actuals for each A, where X E [0.1, to 5.01 with Ah= 0.1, of all rows from all files 
. for a particular type (either magnitude or phase), of a particular degree, (either 0,45,90, 180, or 315) in the twelve sets of 
data. Thus, if the “average” row appears to be approximately normal, then overall it can be considered that the RF scan data 
of a particular type and degree are approximately normal. Taking this approach, graphs are generated for the 10 possible 
“average” rows; that is, five for rows of type magnitude, with phase shifts of 0,45,90, 180 and 315 degrees, and five for 
rows of type phase with phase shifts of 0,45, 90, 180 and 315 degrees. In addition, the standard deviation of the average 
actuals versus 2. is plotted for each of the ten cases, to show the dispersion of the actuals at each X. The results show that the 
scan data do observe the normal distribution, even though we only include the graphs for two cases due to space limit (refer 
to Figures 5-8). 
Looking at the figures of the standard deviations and the averages of the errors, it can be said that overall the scan 
values are pretty close to being normally distributed. In addition, the plots of the standard deviations of the actuals are not 
totally surprising. For example, when X is small, since the actuals are small, due to the small intervals used to obtain the 
actuals, the standard deviation of the actuals is expected to be small; when is large enough, the standard deviation of the 
actuals is expected to become smaller only for larger X, since large intervals are expected to cause more consistent actuals. 
In any rate, prior to becoming large enough as X increases, the standard deviation of the actuals at X is expected to increase, 
since the intervals used to obtain the actuals are not large enough to make the actuals consistent but yet the intervals are 
becoming larger, giving the actuals more freedom to take oqdifferent values. 
. 
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Figure 5. Average actuals and estimates 
for RF scan of type magnitude, degree. 0 
(avg. error= 0.0205; std. dev. of errors= 0.0136) 
(dashed curve corresponds to actuals, and solid 
curve corresponds to estimates) 
0 .08  
0 . 0 6  
0.04 
Figure 6. Standard deviation of average 
actuals for RF scan of type 
magnitude, degree 0. 
!; 
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Figure 7. Average actuals and estimates 
for RF scan of type phase, degree 90 
(avg. error= 0.0043; std. dev. of errors= 0.0027) 
(dashed curve corresponds to actuals, and solid 
curve corresponds to estimates) 0 . 6  
0 .¶ 
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Figure 8. Standard deviation of average 0.121 
actuals for RF scan of type phase, degree 90. 0 . 1 / ':, 
0.021 
1 
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5. ALGORITHMS FOR AUTOMATIC FACTS GENERATION 
/* 6, n, and nu are assumed to be global constants. *I 
u * (n, +1) 
function x(u) return ( 1; 
(nu +I) 
functionfind-elmt-cond(1- a; scan) 
/* scan is a nx-by-n, matrix containing all the scans readings. */ 
/* zecavg is a nu-vector used to ultimately store the averages of the z 
where (x(ec)-S)c re (x(ec)+6). *I 
/* sumzc and sumzczc are maintained to calculate the average z of 
column c, zcavg, and the sample standard deviation of column c, 
sc, which are needed to determine if e, is low, good or high. *I 
initialize all matrix elements of zecavg to be 0; 
initialize sum= 0, sumz2= 0 
for (I= 1 to nx) do 
for (c= 1 to ny) do 
if x(0.5)< r< x( 1.5) 
zecavg[ 1]+= scan[r][c]; 
sumzc+=(scan[r] [c]) 
sumzczc+=(~can[r][c])~ 








else if ( ~ ( 3 . 5 ) ~  r< x(4.5)) 
zecavg[4]+=scan[ r] [c] ; 
sumzc+=(scan[r] [c]) 
sumzczc+=(scan[r~[c~~' 
else if (x(4.5)< r< x(5.5)) 
zecavg[ 5 ]+=scan[r] [c] ; 
sumzc+=(scan[r][c]) 
sumzczc+=(scan[rl [c])' 
else if ( ~ ( 5 . 5 ) ~  r< x(6.5)) 
zecavg[6]+=scan[r] [c]; 
sumzc+=(scan[r] [c]) 
~umzczc+=~scan~r~~c~~ '  . 




else if ( ~ ( 7 . 5 ) ~  r< x(8.5)) 
zecavg[ 8]+=scan[r] [c]; 
sumzc+=(scan[r] [c]) 
sumzczc+=(scan~r~ [c])' 




else if ( ~ ( 9 . 5 ) ~  r< x(10.5)) 
zecavg[ 1 O]+=scan[r] [c]; 
sumzc+=(scan[r][c]) 
sumzcz~+=(scan[r][c1)~ 




else if (x( 11.5)~ r< x(12.5)) 
zecavg[ 12]+=scan[r] [c]; 
sumzc+=(scan[r][c]) 
sumzczc+=(~can[rl[cl)~ 
else if (x( 12.5)~ r< x( 13.5)) 
zecavg[ 13]+=scan[r][c]; 
sumzc+=( scan[r] [c]) 
sumzczc+=(scan~r~[~~~~ 
else if (x( 13.5)~ re  x( 14.5)) 
zecavg[ 14]+=scan[r][c]; 
sumzc+=( scan[r] [c]) 
sumzczc+=(scan[r] [cl)' 








fore,= 1 to nu do 
zecavg[ec]/=nc(ec-6, ec+S); 
I* Note: scan values not used to estimate any 
antenna element are not used in computing 
sumzc and sumzczc. */ 
zcavg= sumzc/(~),,; 
r 
for ec= 1 to nu do 
if (zecavg[e,]l zcavg-sc.fhd-h( l a ) )  then 
else if (zecavg[ec]2 zcavg+sc-fmd-X( l-a)) 
assert antenna element [%+(c-l)nu] as low; 
then 
assert antenna element [ec+(c-l).nu] as high; 
else 
assert antenna element [ec+(c-l)-nu] as good; 
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6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we describe how to automate the facts generation from raw test data in the development of an expert 
system ANDES for the phased-array antenna diagnosis. We define a statistical model for the raw antenna scan data, and 
then verify the model’s validity in terms of the test data. Algorithms based on the model are developed for automated 
generation of diagnostic knowledge from raw antenna test data. ANTES accomplishes our goals of capturing and 
preserving the antenna diagnostic expertise, helping maintain productivity during the base shutting down period, and 
offering a training tool for the acquiring base. Its performance is comparable to that of a human expert. 
Future work includes: further testing and evaluating, followed by refining and augmenting ANDES knowledge 
base. Integration of ANDES into the diagnostic environment of the acquiring base is another highly desirable goal that will 
ultimately demonstrate ANDES’ payoff. 
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Abstract 
One of the advantages of using formal methods in design should be that we can be precise about where our 
methods fail. However, it is rare to find discussions in the literature of problems in applying formal methods - 
particularly in the early stages of design. One reaSon for this is that failures are often caused by the context in 
which a method is applied, rather than by some purely technical limitation. Using examples from research in which 
I have been involved I shall describe some of the pitfalls I have encountered and which I have observed frequently 
in the research of others. 
1 Introduction 
Berry, in these proceedings [l], advocates the use of appropriately chosen and applied formal methods in the early 
stages of design lifecycles - observing factors outside the technical considerations of the methods themselves which 
influence their success. This paper is complementary to  Berry’s discussion because it looks at some factors which can 
lead to failure. It has been unfashionable for those using logic-based methods to introspect about causes of failures. 
This is a pity because without the possibility of failure our research isn’t experimental and without the ability to learn 
from failure we are unlikely to develop robust engineering methods. 
To avoid being accused of preying on other unsuspecting researchers, I have taken all the examples of pitfalls from 
my own research and where others have been involved I have generalised the examples. In none of the projects I 
describe were the mistakes fatal but this was largely because they were small scale, which made corrections simpler 
to make. Larger research efforts might not have the manoeuverability to, fix these problems at acceptable cost. Once 
explained, some of the pitfalls may seem obvious but, given how frequently signs of these can be found in the research 
of others, I suspect that they are much easier to recognise with hindsight than to predict. 
In what follows, I use “model” to refer to the set of logical expressions used to describe some problem. This is used 
instead of the word “specification” because in early design we often use models of problems which are not directly 
specifications of systems (see [ll] or the introduction of [12]). I have also used the phrase “inference system” in a 
broad sense to denote any system which has been built with the intention of using or synthesisiig expressions in a 
mathematical logic. 
2 Choice of Inference System 
Formal definition takes place within a chosen system of inference. Although in theory there is great deal of overlap 
between inference systems, so that it should be easy to  translate definitions from one to another, in practice our choice 
of system emphasises particular features of the problem. For example, a modal temporal logic is a natural choice if we 
are tackling a problem where we need to prove that certain propositions eventually hold of our system model. However, 
those inference rules which allow us to deal readily with the temporal aspects of problems may be a distraction in 
problems where we don’t need to prove temporal properties. This issue is well known and is being addressed, in part, 
by those whose interest is in making it easier to combine or translate between inference systems. There remain some 
subtle daculties which cannot be solved simply by deepening formal theory. 
There are hundreds of specialised formal calculi, for describing certain forms of uncertainty; for expressing temporal 
information; etc. If we are lucky enough to have a problem which obviously suits a particular class of calculi then we 
may reduce our choice to a few “front runners” but we may have to dig deeply into the theory of each competitor 
before we can decide on a winner. For example, in [5] it is demonstrated that any problem representable in Dempster- 
Shafer theory can be represented in the Incidence Calculus and vice uersa. Unwary readers might be led to  believe 
by this result that the two calculi are ‘Lequiva.lent”. This would be a mistake because in [lo] a version of Incidence 
Calculus is described which for some situations involving dependent evidence gives the intuitively correct answer when 
Dempster-Shafer theory does not. In other words, the comparison between these two inference systems depends on 
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exactly which version of each system we are comparing and on what sort of equivalence we wish to demonstrate. It 
is hard to understand such comparisons deeply without becoming an expert in all of the inference systems one might 
want to use - a prohibitively time consuming task since domain problems do not always neatly fit into a small class 
of related inference systems - but without deep knowledge we can easily misjudge the capabilities of the systems we 
intend to use. 
One reaction to the problem of selecting a specialised logic is to begin projects with a general-purpose logic, 
perhaps with a commonly accepted computational interpretation. For instance, we might use Horn clauses with the 
resolution-based inference strategy familiar to  logic programmers. We would then write all our formal expressions 
in the form : C t PI A . . . A P,,, where C is the (atomic) conclusion and each P is’ an atomic condition with the 
special condition, true, being used in cases where C is true unconditionally. What happens if we find that we need to 
represent concepts such as temporal change within our model? There are at least two technical solutions: 
0 Use the same inference system but add axioms which deal with temporal effects. An example is the Event 
Use a different inference system containing proof rules which deal with temporal change. An example is the 
Whichever solution is chosen, there is a cost to the extension which is not purely technical: it is necessary to negotiate 
the extension to the logic with others working on the project and to re-train them in the tasks which they must now 
perform in the new style. The reason why this can become a serious problem in early design is that the problems we 
are modelling often are loosely bounded and it is easy to fmd complex logical puzzles within them. Why stop at a 
temporal extension when there are also interesting issues of typing, higher-order function application, etc which we 
can find in the problem if we stare hard enough? Such problems fascinate the logicians in a project so it is easy to slide 
down a “slippery slope” of increasing language complexity, incurring a cumulative cost in negotiation and education 
in addition to the normal technical overheads. 
Calculus [S] . 
Temporal Logic of Actions [9]. 
. 
3 Boundaries of Formality 
Most uses of formality in early design require some degree of interaction with humans in a domain of application. 
They may be manipulating formal expressions in order to describe a model or assisting in the knowledge acquisition 
needed to build a domain-specific synthesis system or analysing information deduced from a model during validation. 
Whatever the point of interaction and regardless of the sophistication of the interface to the formal system, it will be 
necessary to commit to a human interpretation of at least some of the formal symbols manipulated by the inference 
system. A system for deciding on the mappings between human and formal language in some domain is often called 
an ontology. To work perfectly, everyone who needs to use an ontology must follow the same conventions in relating 
human to formal representation. There are two surprises here: the first is how deep differences in interpretation of 
ontologies can be; the second is that usable systems can be produced even when such differences occur. 
In the knowledge based systems community, ontological research has become a major research theme (see [14] for 
a survey). The most common strategy is to fix on a bounded domain of application and devise a restricted formal 
language which those working in the domain use to describe problems. This shared language is used as the basis for 
sharing information. In our ecological work [13] we attempted to do this for a class of ecological modelling problems - 
the idea being to use the domain ontology to provide a language in which ecologists describe problems and then to use 
the formal problem description to control the generation of appropriate ecosystem models. This meant that we had 
to worry about what words like “biomass” should be taken to mean. Depending on who one speaks to, the answer to 
this question is different. The most crude definition is “mass of biological material”. A more precise definition might 
be “mass of biological material once all water has been removed”. For specialist sub-domains the definition might be 
“mass of biological material which has been subjected to the following treatment to remove water...”. In other words, 
there is no broadly applicable definition of basic concepts like “biomass” which suits all situations. The search for 
consensus on such issues quickly took us into waters which were uncharted‘even for our domain experts. One reaction 
to this might be to  shy away from domain-specific ontologies and rely instead on “domain-independent” terminology 
from stable technical communities. This route also fails, as we explain below. 
An example of a stable technical community is in uncertain reasoning but even here we can find differences in 
formal interpretation of basic expressions. A manifestation of this appeared in an electronic mail debate which took 
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place on the uai mailing list in the early summer of 1998. At issue was the common practice of referring to the X 
in the expression P(X = z), where P is the probability that X has value z, as a “random variable”. This sort of 
notation is often used formally to represent statements like “The probability that the colour of my car is black”, which 
might be P(car-coZozlr = black). The dif€iculty is that from the point of view of classical first-order logic it is hard to 
think of cur-cotmr as a logical variable - one feels obliged to think of it as a function from cars to colours. On the 
other hand, it is often natural to describe it as a cLvariable” because it is one of the points in a problem description 
for which we are interested in variation. This is a different notion of variable than the classical logical one but is no 
less valid, and has similarities to the use of expressions such as “state variable” in process modelling. Although the 
use made of variables (of whatever kind) is precise and internally consistent within inference systems, the way we use 
natural language to refer to them differs across inference systems. 
It seems that, no matter what we do, we cannot achieve a perfect ontology. Then why does formal modelling ever 
succeed? The reason is that we try to deploy these models in situations where the inevitable ontological mismatches 
will either be checked or will have negligible impact on the task which we are interested in performing. In the ecological 
modelling work we were careful to avoid building into the model generation mechanism any heuristics which relied 
on a particular interpretation of ‘Lbiomass” other than as the name of an attribute of certain objects in our problem 
description. The price we paid for this was that our generator couldn’t provide as much automatic control over model 
construction as it might if it made more commitments to the meaning of domain-specific concepts. We gladly paid 
this price in order to avoid the project foundering on arguments about the domain theory which (via the ontology) 
we would have been forced to embed within our inference system. 
4 Fitting in with People in the Domain 
A well known problem in early design is in defining who will be expected to maintain and benefit from the inference 
system we build. For the purposes of this paper I shall ignore that problem - although it is embarrassing to  remember 
how frequently I and others have said “the user” in technical papers instead of some more enlightening description of 
the people expected to benefit from some applied system. There are other less obvious pitfalls which await the unwary. 
One of the most difficult human factors to control in a research project of more than a few months duration is when 
to acquaint collaborators in the domain of application with the formal methods we are using. It has been said (in [4] 
for example) that the delay in seeing a return for an investment in formal methods is one of the key impediments to 
their success in industry. I suspect this is true in applications where the problem is clearly identified and the task is 
to describe it as succinctly and precisely as possible. In this situation we have to wait until the end before we have 
the “complete” result which is required. However, in early design we are much more likely to be building prototype 
systems to explore what the tractable problems are. We then have to choose how soon we want to have these ready. 
Simple prototypes can occasionally be produced extremely rapidly. The fastest I have ever done this is producing 
a 16-predicate logic program to demonstrate inference of chemical pathways within two hours of meeting a group of 
plant microbiologists for the first time. The longest time to release a prototype is roughly two years for a system we 
built to relate codes of practice to a safety shutdown system built using parameterisable components (see [6] for an 
overview of this). 
Taking too long to release a prototype can cause create unpredictable problems because in that length of time the 
circumstances of industrial partners can change. For example, it would have been better (with hindsight) to have 
produced more quickly a less impressive prototype system for the safety shutdown domain because at the two year 
point our industrial collaborators happened to be under greater workload than hitherto, so they had less time to spend 
with us. Longer gestation periods give more opportunities for accidents like this to happen. 
On the other hand, very rapid prototyping can raise expectations too high. Often complicated problems contain 
a subproblem which is easy to tackle in an appropriate inference system. To those with little experience of such 
methods the initial results can seem almost magical and it can be dficult to explain that other essential tasks may 
be orders of magnitude more difficult. Without careful management, a fast return for investment can be as dama,*g 
as a slow return. 
Ironically, rapid prototyping can also have an opposing effect. Prototypes invite (constructive) criticism and domain 
experts axe normally good at spotting what they don’t l i e  or would wish extended. As we saw in Section 2, it is 
easy to feel the urge to increase the complexity of an inference system and the feedback from early prototypes may 
increase this pressure. Changes in support systems (such as visual interfaces) do not necessarily change in harmony 
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with the core inference methods so relatively small changes in the style of inference may require radical overhaul of 
the prototype implementation (and vice versa). This can tip a project into a cycle of rapid prototyping which takes a 
long time to  achieve consensus because there is always some new and exciting variant to build. 
5 Education 
As Berry points out in these Proceedings [l], one aim in early design is to explore the portions of the domain problem 
which developers don’t know and which customers don’t know. Normally some form of education is required on each 
side in order to reach a shared view of the problem which is adequate for the task in hand. There are many pitfalls in 
education but here I shall take one example of each type - first in the education of customers and then in the education 
of develop ers . 
A popular way to make inference systems accessible to non-logicians is by providing an environment which helps 
thos non-logicians understand the system by connecting it to concepts in which they may easily be trained. An 
example is techniques editing (attributable, among others, to [7] with a survey of applications in [2]) which gives an 
account of the structure of logic programs in terms of “conceptual structures” corresponding to tasks such as tern  
decomposition in various forms via recursion; term construction and so on. These structural patterns apply across all 
the clauses in predicate and follow argument position, so predicates can be defined argument by argument according to 
conceptual structure rather than building clause by clause or in some more serendipitous way. Structure editors have 
been built which give libraries of patterns and take care of many of the details of applying them. Conveniently, these 
patterns also correspond to the way predicates are described when teaching logic programming: we explain that a given 
predicate “decomposes a term in its first argument and constructs a term in its second argument” so it is tempting 
to think that tools like this help non-logicians learn how to write logic programs. A group of psychologists (then at 
the University of Loughborough) led by Tom Ormerod ran some tests comparing the performance of undergraduate 
students using one of our techniques editors within a Prolog programming course to a similar group of students taught 
using a normal text editor. Those using the techniques editor did indeed write appropriate definitions faster than 
those without. However, their innate ability to understand example problems in logic programming terms did not 
seem to be any better than those who hadn’t used the editor. One explanation for this is that they had learned to 
use the tool to build solutions quickly but hadn’t learned to think like skilled logic programmers. Sometimes such 
skills aren’t necessary - we may want the inference system to be a mystery to our customers because it would merely 
distract them. The pitfall here is in thinking that education necessarily comes with tool support. 
A more pernicious (and I suspect prevalent) pitfall occurs when we consider how the developers of inference systems 
should be educated. It is often falsely assumed that for those expert in an appropriate logic the only additional trahing 
is in the domain itself - if our domain of application is in potato crop modelling then we need only to  talk with potato 
crop modellers and read a few books on the subject. In fact, there is often need for additional training of the logic 
experts in knowledge representation. This is because much of the teaching of logic focuses on the semantics of the 
chosen logic and its proof theory. For these it suffices to use abstract descriptions such as P 4 iQ. In fact it is
often better to use these because it makes abstract notions easier to see, for example that the previous expression is 
equivalent in classical logic to 7P v 1Q. However, this sort of expertise is different from the expertise necessary to 
decide on an ontology for a domain and apply that ontology in a way which provides elegant, tractable descriptions 
of problems. Both forms of expertise are necessary to  tackle problems but not all experienced logicians are good at 
knowledge representation. An example appears in Berry’s article in these proceedings. Notice that the sort of expertise 
in which logicians are often deficient isn’t the sort which is taught simply by presenting abstract logic differently - for 
instance by instantiating the logical implication above to penguin 4 7frie.s. These are additional skills, such as the 
ability to choose good idealisations of problems, which are not guaranteed by an aptitude for abstract logic. 
6 Evaluation 
In research projects involving the construction of experimental, applied inference systems we need some form of 
evaluation to  assess what sorts of applied problems can be tackled with the system and (if we are making usability 
claims) how easily it can be used by those who work in the domain. We must then worry about the cost of the 
evaluation effort; the degree to which empirical evaluation is likely to yield meaningful results; and, in the most 
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extreme case, whether it is possible for our system to fail (that is, whether we are doing an experiment at all). In each 
if these three cases the fact that we are evaluating an inference system can raise special difficulties. 
Empirical evaluation is normally costly for any software implementation but inference systems are often particularly 
expensive to evaluate because, even if we do our best to fit them into standard work practices, they give people new 
ways of doing their jobs. Describing ecological systems in a domain-specific formal language [13, 31 was new to those 
who tested our model generation systems. Describing shutdown systems using parameterisable components in the 
way described in [S] is new to most safety engineers. This makes it difficult to relate old to new work practices. 
If the inference system has not been embedded carefully within its host organisation then it may rated poorly just 
because it was badly introduced. If it is cosseted too carefully during field trials then its rating may be artificially 
high. Attempting to get this right takes time and money. For example, in the evaluations mentioned in Section 5 we 
were interested in comparing student performance in Prolog programming with and without a techniques editor. Both 
groups of students (with or without the editor) needed to be taught Prolog. To avoid artificially boosting the editor’s 
performance because it was being introduced by those who built it, the Prolog courses and accompanying testing 
had to be done by other researchers (in another University). To avoid a misfit between the editor and the Prolog 
training course it was necessary to construct a variant of the original course into which the editor was dovetailed. To 
allow comparison between techniques editor and text editor courses some retrospective adaptatation of the original 
course was needed. All of this takes considerable effort beyond that of the evaluation experiments themselves, and our 
example concerns an inference system which was built in order to be tested this way. Frequently, the costs of carefully 
controlled evaluation can be much higher. 
Given the difficulty and cost of controlled evaluation it is little wonder that there are few (if any) extensive usability 
evaluations of larger inference systems. An alternative is to identify parts of the system and evaluate those. Here we 
meet at least another two pitfalls for those using logical inference systems. It is standard practice to develop these 
systems in a modular way so that the (internal) inference mechanisms are separable from but interacting with the 
(external) user interface. This can make it difficult to judge whether some faults turned up by evaluation could easily 
have been corrected by some adjustment to either (or both) parts of the system. Perhaps a more serious pitfall is 
in assuming that evaluation is compositional, in the sense that we can evaluate part of a system then combine that 
with evaluations of other parts to form a broader evaluation. This is seldom possible, even if our inference system 
is compositional, for two reasons. First, if the separately evaluated components have user interfaces then we must 
ensure that a good interface for one is consistent with a good interface in the other which may not be the case if 
they require modes of communication which are mutually antagonistic. For example, we might have a good usability 
evaluation for a subsystem which displays a graphical proof tree and, separately, a good etahation of a subsystem 
which displays structured terms in a similar graphical style but when these are combined we get a poor usability 
evaluation because people are confused by the uniform visual representation of different formal concepts. The second 
form of compositionality problem is created by changes in demand for the system as we consider the broader liiecycle 
of which it must be a part. For instance, we are reasonably confident from our evaluations of novice programmers that 
techniques editors fit well into Prolog training courses. However, this does not mean that eventually techniques editors 
will be part of all introductory Prolog courses because for that to happen it would be necessary for them to mesh with 
the other tools which more experienced Prolog programmers want to use. Our limited evaluation says nothing about 
that. 
Ironically, the success of logicians in producing expressive and internally consistent formal languages makes it easy 
for engineers to fall into the trap of designing “evaluation experiments” which are not experiments at all because there 
is no possibility of failure. Some examples of questions for which the answer will almost certainly be “yes”, given 
enough effort and an expressive formal language are: 
Can a problem tackled in system X be tackled by a (similar) system Y? The answer will be “yes” if we work 
hard enough with system Y. This question is rather i i e  comparing programming languages - only interesting if 
we can compare the degree of difficulty on clearly defined problems. 
Can system Y be made to work better than system X on a given problem? The answer will be “yes” if we are 
allowed unlimited adaptation of system Y. This is interesting only if the changes to Y are carefully constrained. 
Can people be trained to use system X? They almost certainly can if we choose them carefully and give them 
enough resource and incentives. The interesting question is whether the people, resources and incentives are 
available in any real domain. 
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0 Will people become better at solving task T using system X? If task T is of interest and system X is relevant 
and people use it then they are very likely to get better at the task just because they are getting practice,(see 
Berry’s comments on the “second time” phenomenon in this proceedings). The interesting question is whether 
they get better faster than they would have done by normal means. 
None of the above are necessarily the wrong thing to do. The pitfall here is in thinking of these as giving some 




Mathematical method is a prerequisite to precise experimental method. However, the former does not guarantee the 
latter. In preceding sections I have given examples of mistakes which mathematical method alone cannot help us to 
avoid. These are summarised below: 
0 The choice of inference system often changes during a project and this requires either alteration of the current 
inference machinery or its substitution by a new system. It can be dfficult to make the right choice of specialist 
inference system and, even if it is the right choice, there can be high cost in reeducation of co-researchers which 
accompanies each change. Too many such changes cause failure to a project because of the cumulative cost. 
0 The cost of producing an ontology is not just in inventing the domain-specific formal language but in maintaining 
it once the system is deployed, since perfect ontologies cannot be guaranteed. Over-commitment to perfecting 
an ontology causes failure either during development (through irreconcilable arguments over what the ontology 
should be) or after deployment (through inappropriate human interpretation of inference system inputs or 
0 Formal methods are often criticised because they take too long to yield results but this isn’t necessarily true in 
early design. Ironically, problems such as infiated expectations and perpetual prototyping can be caused by the 
ability of some inference systems to tackle isolated parts of problems rapidly. 
0 Education is required to bring logicians and domain specialists closer together. We sometimes assume that 
the tools we produce will help educate domain specialists and that training in abstract logic is enough formal 
preparation for tackling problem domains. Both assumptions can be false. 
Through force of circumstance or naivete we may under-evaluate our systems, because we can’t afford the cost; 
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Abstract 
E C  61 131-3. the world-wide standard for industrial control programming, is increasingly being used in safety-related applica- 
tions. They include safety-instrumented functions. such as burner management, emergency shutdown and gas detection, but also 
complex automation processes controlling, e.g.. a chemical production plant. Testing techniques. however, which predominate 
in todays practice, cannot demonstrate the functional correctness and safety of an application under all operating conditions, in 
general. 
In this paper we present a theorem prover-based technique supporting software verification during design as supplementary 
validation measures. It applies to individual function blocks and to networks of function blocks. The former provide re-usability 
from macro to micro level and are usually maintained in domain-specific component libraries, the latter represent complete control 
loops. Based on this distinction, the correctness and safety verification task can be separated into a single, a priori verification of 
each library component and a separate compositional proof of individual application programs. We briefly describe the semantic 
embedding of three most used languages of the IEC standard in a suitable logic and present our verification approach. We conclude 
with a sketch of design ideas for a verification tool usable by engineers in industry and safety licensing authorities. 
Keywords 
Safety-critical control systems, dependable software, PLC programming, IEC 61 13 1-3, modular verification, higher order logic 
theorem proving. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Programmable logic controllers (PLCs) are forming a growing market of special purpose hybrid systems integrating micro- 
electronic 'and software components. PLCs are particularly suited to solve application problems in machine logic, process 
automation, manufacturing, and data acquisition. They were developed to replace traditional hard-wired switching networks 
based on relay or discrete electronic logic. 
The rapid development of PLC systems in the eighties led to a wealth of incompatible vendor-specific PLC programming 
languages within the process industries impeding the design of more complex, open and distributed control applications. In 
response to this situation, the international standard IEC 61131-3 for PLC programming [14] was developed and is currently' 
under review by the IEC [S]. The standard applies to a wide range of programmable controllers and harmonizes the way 
engineers look at industrial control by standardizing the programming interface. 
The standard provides a class of five purpose-built languages that overlap conceptually and share a subset of programming 
elements [18]. Three languages of the standard, Function Block Diagram (FBD), Ladder Diagram (LD) and Sequential Function 
Chart (SFC) have a graphical appearance. FBD supports component-based application programming, while SFC is mainly used 
for depicting sequential behavior of a control system including alternative and parallel execution sequences. 
New capabilities of PLCs, the comfort of the PLC languages, and strong economical demands led to the current situation 
that we are increasingly depending on PLC-based systems for control and automation functions in safety-related applications. 
Examples include (air) traffic control, patient monitoring, process automation, e.g, in chemical industry, emergency shut down 
systems in power generation, and production line control. 
The growing awareness of our society of the need to protect the environment, a higher sensitivity to accidents caused by ill- 
designed technology or processes, and a declining trust in marketing statements of manufacturers produce an enormous pressure 
'1998 
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to increase the dependability of safety related applications. In practice, however, we observe that rigorous proof techniques and 
robust tools that can be used effectively by practitioners in industry and regulatory authorities and in the application domain 
are not available. Existing design guidelines and testing practices may help to detect design and programming errors but they 
cannot guarantee the absence of faults that may cause a disaster because exhaustive testing limited to rare cases. 
In the main body of this paper we explore function blocks - which represent the engineer’s idea of re-usable ”software ICs” - 
and sequential function charts to develop a modular, theorem prover-basedverification framework. By taking components from 
application-specific libraries of verified standard function blocks, the verification of new applications is reduced considerably 
because only the correctness of the composition has to be established for each new application. 
In the following section we introduce core concepts of FBD and SFC. In Section 3 we argue about the logic and theorem proving 
assistant used to verify functional correctness and safety of individual function blocks and complete control applications built 
from such components. This verification process can be automated by a semantic embedding of the selected PLC languages 
into that logic. This embedding is explained in Section 4, while our verification approach and the challenges of handling 
complex continuous systems are sketched in Section 5 and Section 6. We conclude with a brief summary and an outlook on 
an industrial strength verification tool that is to build on this or a similar verification framework and can ultimately be used by 
domain experts with little or no expertise in software verification. 
2 FUNCTION BLOCKS AND SEQUENTIAL F’UNCTION CHARTS 
Function blocks are program organization units with a private state that persists from one invocation to the next. A function 
block interacts with its environment primarily via input and output variables. The standard also allows global variables but 
our verification framework does not support these. Besides keeping the semantics simple, this also has the advantage that the 
execution of function blocks has no side-effects. 
From a semantic point of view, function blocks are a special case of deterministic reactive modules [l]. According to the model 
of reactive systems [9], their execution takes place in a sequence of rounds. At the start of each round, the input variables are 
read. This is followed by an update of the private and output variables. This update is functionally dependent on the current 
value of the input variables and the previous state of the private and and output variables. 
The description of a function block can be split into the declaration of its external interface and a specification of the internal 
implementation. The former is part of the function block signature that specifies the types and names of variables including 
local instances of function blocks. In the context of graphical representations, the input and output variables will also be referred 
to as ports. The interface specification is similar to the description of interfaces in other languages such as CORBA-IDL [8]. 
The internal implementation of a function block body can be carried out in any of the five IEC 61 131-3 programming languages 
or even in other languages such as C or Java. 
As an example, Figure l(a) shows a graphical representation of the external interface of the function block DEBOUNCE taken 
from the E C  61131-3. DEBOUNCE has two input variables IN and DB-TIME of type BOOL and TIME and two output 
variables OUT and ET-OFF of the same types. 
IN c 
DEBOUNCE 
BOOL 4 7 1  IN BOOL 
TON SR 
IN Q S Q- OUT 
-FT ET -R 
DB-OFF 
TON 
(a) External interface --CW Q -  
Figure 1: Function block DEBOUNCE 
DB-TIME 
An implementation of DEBOUNCE as a function block diagram is depicted in Figure l(b). The function blocks DB-ON and 
DB-OFF are two separate instances of the timer function block TON, while D B R  is an instance of the SR flip-flop included 
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F T E T  ET-OFF 
in the standard. By connecting input and output ports, a diagram is "wired together" from the components. As in the graphical 
representation of circuits, at the open circle such as at the input port IN of DB-OFF indicates the negation of a Boolean 
signal. The named instances of function blocks will usually also be referred to simply as function blocks. The function block 
DEBOUNCE is composed from standard function blocks predefined in the norm. Such a composite function block can itself be 
used in further applications just as if it was one of the standard function blocks. This feature is useful for building an in-house 
or domain specific collection of function blocks. 
The textual LEC 61 131-3 language ST is similar in appearance to a structured programming language such,as PASCAL,. Figure 2 
shows an alternative implementation of the body of DEBOUNCE in ST. 
DB-ON (IN := LN, PT := DB-TIME); 
DB-OFF (IN := NQTIN, PT := DB-TIME); 
D B I F  (S := DB-ON.Q, R := DB-0FF.Q); 
OUT := DB_FF.Q; 
ET-OFF := DB-0FF.ET; 
Figure 2: DEBOUNCE in Structured Text 
The second graphical languag of the standard, SFC, can be regarded as an application of Pe-i nets. Its language concepts 
include transitions, steps and actions. They serve to co-ordinate the execution of function blocks that are regarded as asyn- 
chronous sequential processes. 
To illustrate the role of SFC, we refer to a small laboratory plant that has been used previously as a benchmark for non-linear 
control design methods [ 131 and for the tool-aided analysis of discretely controlled continuous systems [ 151. The plant features 
two cylindric tanks that are located at different levels. The tanks are equipped with three pipes and three valves controlling the 
flow of liquid between the tanks, at the inlet and at the outlet (see Fig. 3(a)). The pipes are controlled by valves VO, V, and 
Vz. The liquid level in the second tank is measured by a sensor L. A core safety requirement for this application is to avoid 
overflow in the coupled tank system. 
(a) Laboratory plant @) SFC controller 
Figure 3: Laboratory plant with SFC controller 
The SCF depicted in Fig 3(b) controls the behavior of the system. It consists of five steps SO, .., s4. The actions connected 
with the steps control the state of the valves: the qualifiers S and R denote setting and resetting of an action, respectively. The 
transitions separating the steps are enabled by Boolean valued expressions that reflect conditions on the state of the associated 
function block. 
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The encapsulation provided by function blocks together with their openness with respect to the internal implementation furthers 
the reuse of function blocks in different applications. Hence, it makes sense to develop component libraries. Examples include 
the collection of standard function blocks of the IEC 61 131-3, the German standard norm [30], and the domain specific library 
of function blocks used by a German manufacturer of chemicals and drugs we have studied earlier. This in-house library 
consists of about 70 function blocks that are sufficient to specifylprogram chemical process automation tasks. 
3 HIGHER ORDER LOGIC FOR VERIFICATION 
The basic logic underlying our verification approach is higher order logic [3,7]. There are several good reasons for this choice: 
1. The means of abstraction and quantification over functions make this logic very expressive and thus well suited to the 
concise description of complex theories. Evidence of this fact is provided by the embedding of hardware description 
languages [4] and the verification of floating point algorithms [12]. 
2. HOL is a widely studied and well understood logical system with a remarkably small number of axioms and inference 
rules. Its expressiveness makes it possible to use definitional extension as the principal method of theory development. 
Since this method is conservative, logical inconsistencies can be practically ruled out. 
3. Automatic type inference systems for HOL make type annotations to a great extend unnecessary. This shortens formulas 
and proofs because the information contained in the typing is automatically inferred and propagated. 
In comparison to alternatives sych as Zermelo-Frankel set theory, there are also a few disadvantages: 
1. The type discipline of HOL leads to a certain loss of flexibility, cf. 1171. This statement remains true despite the expres- 
siveness of polymorphism and symbol overloading available in systems such as IsabelleEIOL. 
2. In comparison with first and second order logics, the implementation of the HOL type system is technically more de- 
manding. In particular, the existence of type and function variables complicates unification, the basic method of equation 
solving [22]. Also, most research in automated theorem proving has been performed in the area of first order theories. 
For our purpose, the advantages of HOL outweigh these drawbacks. Its extendibility makes it unnecessary to introduce special 
logics for the definition of the semantics of programs and specifications. Instead, HOL provides a logical core that can serve as 
the common semantical basis for a range of different formalisms. 
Furthermore, it is important that the logic is supported by several reliable and efficient mechanical theorem proving assistants, 
Our system of choice is the object logic HOL of the generic theorem proving assistant Isabelle [25]. Like the HOL system [7], 
Isabelle builds on the functional programming language SML [20]. Noteworthy alternatives include the HOL system and the 
LISP based PVS [27] system. 
With regard to verification, the high degree of safety and reliability of a proof assistant are of paramount importance. In the 
Isabelle system, a number of measures are taken in order to achieve this aim: 
1. Theorems are elements of a special abstract SML data type thm. New elements of this type can only be formed by a 
small number of operations representing valid logical deductions or explicit axioms. If one assumes that the Isabelle 
implementation of these basic operations is correct, then the static type checking of SML guarantees also the logical 
validity of all derivations. 
2. The prefemed method for extending theories is definitional. This minimizes the danger of logical inconsistencies. 
3. Isabelle is an open and extendible system with a freely available source code. The source code is well structured and written 
in a functional programming language with only little use of imperative features. This makes it open to be scrutinized by 
independent researchers. 
Furthermore, Isabelle has a comprehensive international user community. These combined factors have given Isabelle - like the 
HOL system - the reputation of an extremely trustworthy proof support system. 
In addition to safety, a high degree of proof automation is essential in order to cope in a reasonable time with the many proof 
obligations arising during verification. The main tools of the Isabelle systems in this respect are a term-rewriting simplifier 
and a proof search tool called the classical reasoner. External decision procedures can be invoked from Isabelle using an 
oracle mechanism. The degree of automation is sufficient for the definition of formal semantics and the verification of small to 
medium-sized function block applications. 
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4 THE EMBEDDING OF FUNCTION BLOCKS N HOL 
The main motivation behind the formulation of higher order logic as used in the HOL system was the mechanical verification 
of hardware. Remarkable achievements in this area include the verification of an ATM network component [6] and of RISC 
pipeline conflicts 1291. In comparison, success of HOL in the area of software verification has been more tedious. Research has 
concentrated up-to now on particular aspects of real programming languages such as the type safety of a Java subset [23]. 
The foundation of our verification framework is a HOL embedding of a subset of Structured Text (ST). The technical details of 
this embedding can be found in [31]. It is a relatively deep embedding, which means that the syntax of function blocks and the 
assignment of semantics are represented explicitly in HOL. Semantics are defined via evaluation functions for the four different 
syntactical categories, namely expressions, statements, functions and function blocks. As a result, every function block is 
associated with a deterministic, but not necessarily finite Mealy automaton in HOL. Time is treated as an input variable. Like 
all other input variables, its value stays constant in each round. This fits well with the paradigm of reactive systems which 
produce responses instantaneously. 
The HOL terms that describe the semantics of function blocks are initially cluttered with occurrences of the evaluation functions. 
In a term rewriting process which resembles a symbolic evaluation, these occurrences can be eliminated. This process can be 
largely automated. It yields HOL terms that resemble simulations of ST function blocks viewed as functional programs. In this 
form, the automata are suitable for verification. 
An important aspects of our semantics is compositionality. This means that the transition function of the automaton belonging 
to a composed block is a composition of the transition functions of the automata belonging to the components, Thus proven 
properties of the components can be reused. Furthermore, by abstracting over component properties, it is possible to prove 
properties of composed function blocks without reference to the concrete implementation of the components. 
In addition to ST, our verification framework also deals with subsets of the two graphical IEC 61 131-3 languages SFC and 
FBD. This is based on interpretations of these two formalisms in ST. The result is in both cases a formal semantics that is 
sequential and deterministic. We will sketch the interpretation of function block diagrams below. For SFC, we refer to [31]. 
Interpretation of Function Block Diagrams in ST 
The connection of function block inputs with outputs in a diagram induces a dependency relation on its components: a function 
block A depends on a function block B provided at least one input port of A is connected directly or indirectly to some output 
port of B. The relation is a partial order as long as the diagram does not contain feedback loops such as in Fig. 4(a). In the latter 
case, we require the user to specify feedback variables for connections. This has the effect of a unit delay on the connections 
involved, i.e., the input port always receives the output value from the previous round. In the definition of the dependency 
relation for function block diagrams with feedback variables, such delayed connections are disregarded. This eliminates cycles 
and ensures that the dependency relation is a partial ordering. 
The essential step in the interpretation of a function block diagram in ST is a sequentialization of the function block executions 
per round. The only requirement placed on this sequentialization is its compatibility with the dependency ordering. This rule 
does not specify the relative execution order of independent function blocks. For example, in the function block DEBOUNCE, 
both DB-ON and DB-OFF have to be executed before DBPF, but nothing is said about their relative execution order. Since we 
disallow global variables in our verification framework, this under-specification does not lead to non-determinism; in addition, 
the resulting semantics of a function block is not affected by the choice of execution sequence as long as it is compatible with 
the dependency ordering. 
A chosen execution order can be translated directly to a sequence of ST function block invocations. This is followed by updates 
of feedback and output variables. Figure 4(b) exemplifies this for the case of the SR flip-flop. Here, feedback variables FB1 
and FB2 have been introduced for the connections from NLOUT to N2.IN1 and N2.OUT to Nl.IN2. 
5 THE VERIFICATION APPROACH 
The deep embedding of PLC programming languages in HOL provides a formal semantics. Furthermore, the semantics given 
above are operational. Function blocks can thus be evaluated symbolically using a term rewriting tool. Requirements on the 
behavior of function blocks can be translated to HOL predicates and proven formally. Figure 5 shows the verification process 
for SFC function blocks using linear time temporal logic (LTL, [ 191) as specification language. 
One of the strong points of the HOL based approach is its openness with respect to possible extensions. An addition of further 
programming or specification language constructs is unproblematic as long as it does not affect the underlying semantical model 
of the already embedded language parts. The same remark holds for the modeling of machine or environment aspects, which 
might be necessary for the verification of more complex systems. To put it more generally: HOL serves as logical glue that 




IN1 OUT3 s Q , N1 (IN1 := S, IN2 := FB2); 
N2 (IN1 := FB1, IN2 := R); 
FB1 := N1.OUT; 
N2 FB2 := N2.OUT; 
>=I Q’ := FB1; 
Q := FB2 
S 
--IN1 OUT3 = Q R- IN2 
@) SR flip-flop in ST 
, \  
(a) SR flip-flop in FBD 




Figure 5: Function Block Verification Process 
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It might be interesting to investigate the integration of the Step system developed by Zohar Manna's group in Stanford with 
the framework used here. Especially their combination of model checking and theorem proving might be advantageous for the 
application domain considered in this contribution. 
In relatively small examples such as the verification of a liquid container controller presented in [la], the standard Isabelle/HOL 
proof tools are sufficient. Because specifications are mapped to predicates on streams, the basic proof principle is induction 
over the natural numbers. In the induction step, the validity of a statement in round (n + 1) has to be derived from its validity 
in round n. Induction is also essential for the proof of auxiliary algebraic equalities and inequhlities and the verification of 
iterated structures such as a generic adder. Other frequent proof techniques are case distinctions, algebraic simplifications and 
arithmetic estimations. Isabelle's classical reasoner has been very useful for the automation of these kinds of proofs. 
For more complex applications, a higher degree of proof automation is essential. This starts off with the automated translation of 
function blocks into Isabelle theories. Tactics specially adapted to programming or specification language constructs should be 
tried automatically or offered interactively to the user for selection and parameterization. Relevant automated proof procedures 
include the symbolic model checking of finite systems [2] and algorithms for establishing program invariants [28, lo]. 
6 THE CHALLENGE OF COMPLEX DYNAMICS 
Up-to now, the use of theorem prover based tools has been restricted to the verification of systems with relatively simple 
continuous dynamics. This is partly due to the fact that the treatment of such systems would require extensive reaVcomplex 
analysis libraries. As the pioneering work in [l 11 shows, this is a comprehensive task. Even with such libraries, a complete 
analytic verification of systems such as the two tank laboratory plant sketched in Fig. 3 seems a daunting task. 
Besides providing formal models of controllers and abstractions of plant properties, one useful role for deductive proof tools in 
this area might be the validation of interpolation and extrapolation properties. These guarantee that nothing unexpected happens 
for parameter combinations that have not been explicitly covered during simulation or model checking. This validates intuitive 
worst-case reasoning and increases the trustworthiness of verification results. 
7 TOWARDS AN INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH TOOL 
In the main body of this paper we presented a theorem prover based flexible verification technique that supports modular proofs 
of PLC programs expressed in FBD, SFC and ST. In general, the development of such proofs with the help of theorem prover 
assistants requires high skills from the quality assurance personnel because the proof assistant relies on sophisticated user 
guidance. These skills cannot be expected from engineers in the field. 
Conversely, people with skills in formal specification and verification techniques normally lack the domain expertise needed to 
understand functional and safety requirements that are often not made explicit and, if so, are usually presented in an incomplete, 
ambiguous and informal manner. In the course of our work with the IEC standard, its German counterpart, and the in-house 
standard and function block library of a manufacturer in chemical industry we spent days and weeks in reading through these 
documents and many hours talking to domain experts to fully understand the requirements. 
Hence, to make the verification approach we presented work in automation practice, we need to find effective means to solve 
the following three tasks: 
, 
1. Comprehensive elicitation of functional, safety, and - if appropriate- timing requirements. 
2. Formalization of these requirements in a suitable logic. 
3. Correctness proof. 
As the set of standard function blocks that are typically used in specific control domains ranges between 50 and a few hundreds 
and the complexity of the majority of function blocks maintained in the domain library is relatively low, the effort to have these 
tasks performed by computer theoreticians is acceptable. It needs to be summoned up only once. 
However, for handling individual control applications that are composed of networks of function blocks, we need to wrap an 
open verification environment with a front-end that is usable by domain experts. This verification environment may build on 
a theorem prover as its backbone and comprise other tools such as model checkers, simulators or computer algebra systems. 
The interface to the front-end must be capable to elicit enough facts about critical application requirements through a series of 
communication interactions with domain experts such that formal requirement statements can be derived. Such dialogs need to 
know about the terminology of the field, they may rely on a collection of known requirements typical for that domain, and they 
may exploit proven properties of function blocks connected to the application interface and the inner wiring of the application 
program to conduct that dialog. It may also exploit paraphrasing capabilities to verify the adequacy of formalized requirement 
. 
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statements acquired in earlier communications. The work on knowledge intensive software engineering tools conducted by Rich 
and Waters (cf., e.g. [26]) might provide prototype solutions for the engineering environment sketched here. In a related project 
in South Africa, we have also used Parnas’ table specification technique [24] to formalize standard function block interfaces 
[21] in a way that might be more readable to engineers. 
To facilitate the verification task, it is very important to find proof patterns and reusable proof strategies to-automate recurring 
verification steps. In this respect, the integration of.automatic model checking proceduressuch as pioneered by N. Shankar for. 
the PVS system seems particularly promising. 
To come up with usable solutions, a close co-operation with interested vendors, users and evaluators for PLC controllers in 
safety critical fields is urgently needed. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes a case study to determine whether 
computer-aided prototyping techniques provide a cost- 
effective means for re-engineering legacy software. The 
case study consists of developing a high-level modular 
architecture for the existing US Army Janus combat 
simulation system, and validating the architecture via an 
executable prototype using the Computer Aided 
Prototyping System (CAPS), a research tool developed at 
the Naval Postgraduate School. The case study showed 
that prototyping can be a valuable aid in re-engineering 
of legacy systems, particularly in cases where radical 
changes to system conceptualization and software 
structure are needed [l]. The CAPS system enabled us to 
do this with a minimal amount of coding effort. 
1. Introduction 
Re-engineering is typically needed when a system 
performing a valuable service must change, and its 
current implementation can no longer support cost- 
effective changes. Such legacy systems usually lack 
accurate documentation, modular structure, and coherent 
abstractions that correspond to current or projected 
requirements. Past optimizations and design changes have 
spread design decisions that must be changed over large 
areas of the code. The main objective of a re-engineering 
effort is thus to develop a coherent modular architecture 
that can support cost-effective change and to transform 
the legacy implementation to fit into the new architecture. 
The Janus system fits this classical situation. 
Janus(A) is a software-based war game that simulates 
ground battles between up to six adversaries. It is an 
interactive, closed, stochastic, ground combat simulation 
with color graphics. Janus is “interactive” in that 
command and control functions are entered by military 
* This research was supported in part by the US. Army Research 
Office under grant number 35037-MA and in part by a grant from 
the U. S. Army Training and Doctrine Analysis Command. 
analysts who decide what to do in crucial situations 
during simulated combat. The current version of Janus 
operates on a Hewlett Packard workstation and consists of 
a large number of FORTRAN modules, organized as a 
flat structure and interconnected with one another via 
FORTRAN COMMON blocks, resulting in a software 
structure that makes modification to Janus very costly and 
error-prone. There is a need to modernize the Janus 
software into a maintainable and evolvable system and to 
take advantage of modern Personal Computers to make 
Janus more accessible to the Army. The Software 
Engineering group at the Naval Postgraduate School was 
tasked to extract the existing functionality through reverse 
engineering and to create an object-oriented architecture 
that supports existing and required enhancements to Janus 
functionality. 
2. The Re-engineering Process 
2.1. Reverse-Engineering 
The first step in reverse-engineering is system 
understanding. Analysis of the legacy implementation is a 
daunting but inescapable part of this step. If printed out at 
60 lines per page, 350,000 lines would fill almost 6000 
pages. We recoiled from the magnitude of this effort, but 
in hindsight, this was a mistake that slipped the schedule 
of the project by several months. Understanding ‘a design 
of this complexity requires time for mental digestion, 
even with tool support and judicious sampling. We should 
have started analysis of the code right away and should 
have persistently continued this task‘ in parallel with all 
other re-engineering activities. Cross fertilization between 
all the tasks would have helped us recognize some dead- 
end directions earlier and would have enabled us to spend 
meeting time more effectively. However, we actually 
started the process with a series of brief meetings with the 
client, TRAC-Monterey, asking questions and making 
notes on the system’s operation and its current 
functionality. We paid attention to the client’s view of 
the system to gather their ideas on its strengths, 
weaknesses, and desired and undesired functionality. 
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These meeting were indispensable because they gave us 
information that was not present in the code. Additionally 
we collected copies of the Janus User’s manual, the Janus 
Programmer’s Manual, the Jams Database Management 
Program Manual, the Janus Software Design Manual, and 
the Jan-ils Algorithm Document [2,5-81. These documents 
helped us get started because they contained higher level 
information and were much shorter than the code. They 
were also older, and it was a constant struggle to 
determine which parts were still accurate, and which were 
not. 
Since we were not familiar with the domain of ground 
combat simulation, we were using these meetings to 
determine the requirements of this domain, often playing 
the role of “smart ignoramuses” [lo]. Domain analysis 
has been identified as an effective technique for software 
re-engineering [ 1 11. Our experience suggests that 
competent engineers unfamiliar with the application 
domain have an essential role in re-engineering as well as 
in requirements elicitation because lack of inessential 
information about the application domain makes it easier 
to find new, simpler design structures and architectural 
concepts to guide the re-engineering effort. 
The next step is to abstract the system’s functionality 
and produce system models that would most accurately 
represent that functionality [l]. Armed with the Janus 
source code, we proceeded to divide the code by 
directories amongst the team members. Each team 
member was assigned roughly six to seven directories to 
explore, examine and gather information. Using manual 
techniques augmented with UNIX commands and review 
procedures, we were able to get a fairly good idea of what 
each subroutine was designed to do. We also used the 
Software Programmers’ Manual [5] to aid in 
understanding each subroutine’s function. In doing so we 
were able to group the subroutines by functionality to get 
a better understanding of the major data flows between 
programs. Using that knowledge, we developed 
functional models from the data flows. 
We used the Computer-Aided Prototyping System 
(CAPS) [3,4], an automated tool developed at the Naval 
Postgraduate School, to assist in developing the abstract 
models. CAPS allowed us to rapidly graph the gathered 
data and transform it into a more readable and usable 
format. Additionally, CAPS enabled us to concurrently 
develop our diagrams, and then join them together under 
the CAPS environment, where they can be used to 
generate an executable model. 
Figure 1 shows the resultant top-level structure of the 
existing Janus system. It consists of five subsystems - 
cs-data-mgmt, scenar iob ,  janus, jaaws, and postp. The 
cs-data-mgmt subsystem manages combat system 
databases. The scenario-db subsystem manages the 
different scenarios and simulation runs in the system. The 
jams  subsystem simulates the ground battles. The jaaws 
subsystem allows analysts to perform post-simulation 
analysis and the postp subsystem allows Janus users to 
view simulation reports. 
2.2. Transformation of Functional Models to 
Object Models 
Next, we developed object models of the Janus System 
using the aforementioned materials and products, to 
create the modules and associations amongst them. 
Information modeling is needed to support effective re- 
engineering of complex systems [ 121. This was probably 
the most difficult and most important step. It required a 
great deal of analysis and focus to transform the currently 
scattered sets of data and functions into small, coherent 
and realizable objects, each with its own attributes and 
operations. In performing this step, we used our 
knowledge of object-oriented analysis and applied the 
OMT techniques and the UML notations to create the 
classes and associated attributes and operations. This was 
a crucial step because we had to ensure that the classes we 
created accurately represented the functions and 
procedures currently in the software. Restructuring 
software to identify data abstractions is a difficult part of 
the process. Transformations for meaning-preserving 
restructuring can be useful if tool support is available 
[13]. We used the HP-UNIX systems at the TRAC- 
Monterey facility to run the Janus simulation software to 
aid in verifying andor supplementing the information we 
obtained from reviewing the source code and 
documentation. This step enabled us to better analyze the 
simulation system, gaining insight into its functionality 
and further concentrate on module definition and 
refinement. 
2.3. Refinement and Validation of the Object 
Models 
During this phase of the project, the re-engineering 
team met several times each week for a period of two and 
a half months to discuss the object models for the Janus 
core elements and the object-oriented architecture for the 
Janus System. They presented the findings to the Janus 
domain experts at least once per week to get feedback on 
the models and architectures being constructed. In 
addition, the re-engineering team also presented the 
findings to members of the OneSAF project, the 
Combat21 project, and the National Simulation Center. 
We found that information from these domain experts 
was essential for understanding the system, particularly in 
cases where the legacy code did not correspond to 
stakeholder needs. This supports the hypothesis advanced 
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in [ 141 that the involvement of domain experts is critical 
for nontrivial re-engineering tasks. Based on the feedback 
from the domain experts, the re-engineering team revised 
the object models for the Janus core elements and 
developed a 3-tier object-oriented architecture for the 
Janus System (Figure 2). 
' 
3.- Software Architecture for the Janus 
Combat Simulation Subsystem 
Central to the existing Janus Combat Simulation 
Subsystem is the program RUNJAN, which is the main 
event scheduler for the Janus simulation. RUNJAN 
determines the next scheduled event and executes that 
event. If the next scheduled event is a simulation event, 
RUNJAN will advanced the game clock to the scheduled 
time of the event and perform that event. The existing 
event scheduler uses global arrays and matrices to 
maintain the attributes of the objects in the simulation. 
Hence, one of the major tasks in designing an object- 
oriented architecture for the Janus combat simulation 
subsystem was to distribute the event handling functions 
to individual objects. Moreover, it was necessary to 
redefine some event categories in order to provide a 
uniform framework to eliminate redundant coding of the 
same or similar functions and to take advantage of 
dynamic dispatching of event handling functions in the 
object-oriented architecture. 
Interactions between the simulation engine and the 
world modeler (the distributed simulation network) are 
performed implicitly within the various event handlers in 
the existing Janus. Such interactions are made explicit in 
the new architecture in order to provide a uniform 
framework to update World Model objects during the 
simulation. 
The new architecture uses an explicit priority queue of 
event objects to schedule the simulation events. Each 
event object has an associated simulation object, which is 
the target of the event. There are 14 event groups, which 
correspond to the 14 event subclasses shown in Figure 3. 
An object-oriented approach enabled us to reduce the 
number of event types needed in the simulation. 
Depending on the subclass that an event object belongs 
to, the "execute" method will invoke the corresponding 
event handler of the associated simulation object to 
handle the event (Figure 4). The simulation object 
superclass defines the interface of the event handlers for 
the event groups, and provides an empty body as the 
default implementation for the event handlers. The 
methods are overridden by the actual event handler code 
at the subclasses that have non-empty actions associated 
with the events. 
The above architecture enables a very simple 
realization of the main simulation loop: 
initialization; 
While not-empty(event-queue) loop 




Note that this same code handles all kinds of events, 
including those for future extensions that are yet to be 
designed. Event objects are created and inserted into the 
event queue by the initialization procedure at the 
beginning of the simulation, by the constructors of new 
simulation objects, and by the actions of other event 
handlers. Depending on implementation decisions 
regarding when and how events are inserted into the 
priority event queue, it may be necessary to allow events 
to change their priorities while waiting in the queue. 
World Model object subclasses were created to 
provide specialized methods for the world modeler to 
update the objects from other simulators. Information 
concerning objects local to the Janus simulator can be 
broadcast over the simulation network either periodically 
by an active world modeler object, or by individual local 
objects whenever they update their own states. 
4. Development of an Executable Prototype 
Using CAPS 
In order to validate the proposed architecture and to 
refine the interfaces of the Janus subsystems, we 
developed an executable prototype using CAPS. Figure 5 
shows the top-level structure of the prototype, which has 
four subsystems: Janus, GUI, JAAWS and the POST- 
PROCESSOR. Among these four subsystems, the Jams 
and the GUI subsystems (depicted as double circles) are 
made up of sub-modules shown in Figures 6 and 7, while 
the JAAWS and the POST-PROCESSOR subsystems 
(depicted as single circles) are mapped directly to objects 
in the target language. After we entered the prototype 
design into CAPS, we used the CAPS execution support 
system to generate the code that interconnects and 
controls these subsystems. 
Due to time and resource limitations, we only 
developed the prototype for a very small simulation run, 
which consists of a single object (a tank) moving on a 
two-dimensional plane, three event subclasses (move, 
doqlan, and end-simulation), and one kind of post- 
processing statistics (fuel consumption). In addition, a 
simple user interface was developed using CAPS/TAE [9] 
(Figure 8). The resultant prototype has over 6000 lines of 
program source code, most of which was automatically 
generated, and contains enough features to exercise all 
parts of the architecture. The code that handles the motion 
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. . . . . . 
of a generic simulation object was very simple, but it was 
designed so that it would work in both two and three 
dimensions without modification (currently the 
initialization and the movement plan of the tank object 
never call for any vertical motion). The code was also 
designed to be polymorphic, just as was the main event 
loop. This means the same code will handle the motion of 
all kinds of simulation objects without any modifications, 
including new types of simulation objects that are part of 
future enhancements to Janus and have not yet been 
designed or implemented. 
5. Lessons Learned 
Our prototyping experiment showed that the proposed 
object-oriented architecture allows design issues to be 
localized and provides easy means for fihu-e extensions. 
We started out with a prototype consisting of only two 
events subclasses (move and end-simulation) and were 
able to add a third event subclass (doqlan) to the 
prototype without modifying the event control loop of the 
Janus combat simulator. 
We also demonstrated the use of inheritance and 
polymorphism to efficiently extendspecialize the 
behavior of combat units. For example, to implement the 
move-update-object method of a tank subclass which 
uses the general-purpose method from its superclass to 
compute its distance traveled and a specialized algorithm 
to compute its fuel consumption, we simply include 1 
statement to invoke the move-update-object method of 
its superclass followed by three lines of code to update its 
fuel consumption. Moreover, other combat unit 
subclasses can be added easily to the prototype without 
the need to modify the event schedulingldispatching code 
and usually without modifying existing event handlers. 
The prototype also resulted in the following 
refinements to the proposed architecture: 
(1) Instead of a procedure with no return value, change 
the Execute-Event operation to return the time at 
which the next event is to be scheduled for the same 
simulation object, and introduce a special time value 
“NEVERf to indicate that no next event is needed. 
The proposed change turns the communication 
between the event dispatcher and the simulation 
objects from a peer-to-peer communication into a 
client-server communication. This change eliminates 
the need for the simulation objects to know the details 
of the event queue and allows the event dispatcher to 
use a single statement to schedule all recurring events 
for all event types. 
(2) Instead of recording the history of a simulation run in 
terms of sets of data files, model the simulation 
history as a sequence of events. The proposed change 
provides a simple and uniform way to handle history 
records for all events, and allows the same modular 
architecture to be used for real-time simulations as 
well as post-simulation analysis. It also eliminates the 
need for the write-status event in the legacy software. 
This approach provides the greatest possible 
resolution for the event histories, which implies that 
any quantity that could have been calculated during 
the simulation can also be calculated by a post- 
simulation analysis of the event history, without any 
loss of accuracy. The only constraint imposed by this 
design refinement is that the simulation objects in the 
events must be copied before being included in the 
simulation history, to protect them from further 
changes of state as the simulation proceeds. This 
constraint is easy to meet in a full-scale 
implementation because the process of writing the 
contents of an event object to a history file will 
implicitly make the required copy. 
The prototyping effort also exposed a design issue - 
should null events appear in the event queue? k null 
event is one that does not affect the state of the 
simulation, such as a move event for an object that is 
currently stationary. The prototype version adopted the 
position that such events should not be put in the event 
queue, since this corresponds to current scheduling 
policies in Janus, and appears at first glance to improve 
efficiency. 
Our experience with the development of the prototype 
suggests that this decision complicates the logic and may 
not in fact improve efficiency. In particular, the process 
create-new-events (see Figure 6)  could be eliminated if 
we allowed null events. This process scans all simulation 
objects once per simulation cycle to determine if any 
dormant objects have become active, and if so, schedules 
events to handle their new activity. The alternative is to 
have the constructor of each kind of simulation object 
schedule all of its initial events, and to have each event 
handler specify the time of next instance of the same 
event even if there is nothing for it to do currently. 
Handlers might still set the time of its next event to 
NEVER in the case of a catastrophic kill; however this is 
reasonable only if it is impossible to repair or restore the 
operation of the units that have suffered a catastrophic 
kill. 
The reasons why this design change may improve 
efficiency in addition to simplifying the code are that: 
(1) the check for whether a dormant object has become 
active is done less often - once per activity of that 
object, rather than once per simulation cycle, 
(2) executing a null event is very fast - a few instructions 
at most, so the “~nnecessary’~ null events will not have 
much impact on execution time, and 
(3) the computation to find and test all simulation objects 
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periodically would be eliminated. 
One recommendation is to allow null events in the 
event queue, and to explicitly schedule every kind of 
event for every object unless it is known that there cannot 
be any non-empty events of that type in any possible state 
of the object. For example, under the proposed scheduling 
policy, immobile or irrecoverably damaged objects would 
not need to schedule future move events, but those that 
are currently at their planned positions would need to do 
so, because a change of plan would cause them to move 
again in the future, even though they are not currently 
moving. 
6. Conclusion 
Our experience in this case study suggests that 
prototyping can be a valuable aid in re-engineering of 
legacy systems, particularly in cases where radical 
changes to system conceptualization and software 
structure are needed. 
In particular, we found that constructing even a very 
thin skeletal instance of the proposed new architecture 
raised many issues and enabled us to correct, complete, 
and optimize the architecture for both simplicity and 
performance. 
The computer-aided prototyping tools in the CAPS 
system enabled us to do this with a minimal amount of 
coding effort. The bulk of the code was generated 
automatically, enabling us to concentrate on system 
structuring issues, to consider and evaluate various 
alternatives, and to improve the design while doing 
detailed manual implementation for only a few pages of 
critical code. Our experience corroborates the ideas that 
re-engineering is the combination of reverse engineering 
with forward engineering [ 151 and that the most useful 
representations for the information extracted via reverse 
engineering are those that can drive tools for forward 
engineering. 
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Figure 1 .  Top-level communication structure of the existing Janus software 
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Figure 2. The proposed 3-tier object-oriented architecture. 
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Figure 4. The simulation object class hierarchy showing the distribution of the event 
operations. 
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Figure 5. Top-levef decomposition of the executable prototype 
Figure 6. The JAWS subsystem of the executable prototype 
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Figure 7. The GUI subsystem of the executable prototype 
Figure 8. The Graphical User Interface of the executable prototype 
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Abstract 
The application of multimedia transmission has as one of its predominate components network 
communications. I have endeavored to implement and analyze network communication of multimedia 
information. In this analysis Xpress Transfer Protocol and Fiber Distributed Data Interface protocol have 
been utilized. This combination has provided a high speed and high performance network solution to the 
multimedia transmission that requires high bandwidth. FDDI is an implementation of the IS0 standard for 
Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) Reference Model Data-Link and Physical layer protocols. These protocol 
implementations afford us a signaling rate of 100 Mbits/sec in addition to fault tolerance. XTP in an 
implementation of both the Transport and Network layers within the OSI Reference Model. The basis of 
this XTP implementations design is for high performance and efficiency. Employing this protocol I have 
successfully implemented both Unicast and Multicast network communication modes. The results of these 
implementations are presented in this paper. 
Introduction 
Multimedia (voice, video, data, text, and graphics) distribution over high speed networks has 
many commercial applications which has revolutionize the way computers and networks are used. 
Numerous commercial entities have formed strategic alliances to explore new opportunities in this area. I 
have been experimenting for several years with high speed networks which utilize FDDI, and a high 
performance network protocol called Xpress Transfer Protocol. I have performed many voicehideo 
transmission experiments using XTP with several machines connected via FDDI network. The results 
indicate voice and video transmission using XTP and FDDI has many advantages over traditional methods 
of transmission including fault tolerance, high bandwidth, and data integration. 
Xpress Transport Protocol 
Xpress Transport Protocol is an implementation of the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) 
Reference Model layers 3 and 4, or Network and Transport respectively. XTP allows for extensive 
application control over the network interface. Within the design of XTP full advantage is taken of the low 
Bit Error Rate (BER) offered by current network media such as fiber optics. This reduction in error 
processing allows a shift to the focus of completing other tasks. 
Control; Priorities; Out-of-band Data; No-error Mode; Policy Vs Mechanism; Multicast; Headermrailer 
Protocol; Fixed-length Fields; Efficient Connection Setup and Teardown; Address Translation Routing; 
Retransmission; Acknowledged Control; Alignment; and VLSI Implementation When compared to 
traditional protocols XTP offers various functional enhancements. XTP provides ,a pipeline design which 
can accompany megabit and gigabit networks (easily upgraded to terabit). Rate and burst control are 
accessible via parameters with the rate bits capable of being controlled at the receive side for 
synchronization purposes. Prioritization provides for user data discrimination. Policy vs mechanism being 
a primary design philosophy behind XTP allows user level control of implementation instead of fured pre- 
established policies, an example of this is the no-error mode setting. Multicast also provides a functional 
enhancement over common protocols by providing semi-reliability of the network session. Additionally 
XTP has added features which focus upon performance. The addition of a headerhailer instead of the 
traditional header in a data packet allows for checksum to be calculated and appended thus reducing one 
sequential data pass. Fixed-length fields (i.e. headerhailer and flags) provides added efficiency. 
Connection setupheardown for reliable transmission requires only two packets (vs TP4 six packets) in 
addition to providing various connection release paradigm support. XTP addressing translation provides 
for interoperability of Internet Protocol (IP) and IS0 8348 as well as many other network addressing 
designs. As XTP has implemented the Network layer protocol it supports routing also by bridging the 
XTP notability also includes improvements over other protocols[ 11: Data Pipeline Size; Rate 
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TranspodNetwork layers is has established a “ transfer layer” architecture this routing has added 
efficiency. XTP provides selective retransmission when reliable-service/error-detection mode is desired. 
Elective acknowledgment control is also provided to the user by XTP. 
the OSI Reference Model Network layer. This number 3 layer provides the necessary routing between 
network segments. The integration of XTP with IP would greatly enhance XTP’s implementation 
capabilities . Given the numerous IP based routers currently in use around the world this link-up between , 
the two protocols would provide obvious advantages. The utilization of an enhanced Transport layer 
protocol such as XTP in combination with the popularly employed IP Network layer protocol will allow 
application specific network communication over Wide Area Network (WAN). 







Fiber Distributed Data Interface 
technology. Within the OSI Reference Model FDDI implements a version of Physical and Data Link layers 
1842. A typical network consists of nodes connected by two fiber cables with a logical token circulating 
among the nodes and a signaling rate of 100 Mbitdsec. The FDDI architecture is to varying degrees fault 
tolerant. The network topology in our testbed will remain operational if a single fault, such as a cable 
break, occurs. The FDDI features that are useful in the transmission of voice and video are: High 
bandwidth (100 Mbitkec); Very low error rates ( BER); Predictable token access (low jitter); Large 
packet size (4500 bytes). Other characteristics of FDDI that serve practical purposes are: Fault tolerance; 
No electromagnetic emissionshterference; and Notion of priority. 
The Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) is an ANSI standard based on timed-token protocol 




Imperceptible (without networWoriginal sample comparison) 
Imperceptible (with networWoriginal sample comparison) 
Testbed Experiments 
components. Each network node PC is populated with Dual Attached Station FDDI cards, 10-bit resolution 
audio analog-digital converter cards using Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) audio 
compression with 16 kHz sample rate, and 2-card set of video interface boards consisting of P E G  video 
compression hardware and frame grabber engine which perform the digital video capturing and 
compression functions. All PCs are connected by a dual ring fiber optic cable. 
The experiments follow two basic sequences of operation. The primary operation occurs on the 
transmitting side of the network communication connection. First task is to obtain video or audio analog 
data and to perform analog-to-digital conversion. Once completed this digitized information is then 
compressed using the appropriate data compression algorithm with the respective VLSI chipset (ADPCM 
for audio and P E G  for video) residing on the hardware. The compressed data is then formed into XTP 
network packets, by the application and XTP software, for transmission over the Fiber Optic network via 
the FDDI hardware in the node. The second set of operations is performed at the receiving node, beginning 
with the receipt by the Fiber Optic network and FDDI hardware in the node. These FDDI frames are 
processed by XTP and the resulting compressed data is delivered to the appropriate hardware for 
decompression and the resulting data is output to either the screen in the case of video data or the speaker 
in the case of audio data. This completes the communication cycle. 
Our testbed consists of several commercially available Intel based PCs containing off-the-shelf 
Audio Transmission 
measured latency was indicative of the time required for end to end (i.e. microphone-speaker) transmission. 
The results indicated a latency of approximately 25ms, which was well within the tolerable limits of 
perception by the human ear. 
During the course of our audio experiments latency measurements were taken periodically. This 
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The latency tests were based upon XTP unicast mode communication link sending XTP network 
packets sized at 50 bytes each, and A/D converter buffered by an array of bytes 1024 long. This schema 
provided a good basis for testing and analysis. The ADPCM audio compression algorithm compresses the 
sampled audio waveform to 4 bits thereby reducing the data size by over 50% compared to 10 bit PCM 
digitization. This compression allows for very low network bandwidth utilization. When operating in 
unicast mode, the average consumption of network bandwidth given a typical compressed audio packet is 
.5035 Mbitshec. XTP unicast mode is a network communication utilizing 2 nodes, where one node acts as 
a transmitter and another node acts as a receiver. This bandwidth is increased to approximately 1.102 
Mbitshec when utilizing duplex mode communication. XTP duplex mode involves two nodes and each 
node acts as transmitter and receiver simultaneously. 
Frames per second 
4 0  fps 
12-15 fDS 
Video Transmission 
The realtime video originated from various sources such as: Cable News Network (CNN) 
broadcast acquired from satellite downlink; Video Camera; and Video Tape. These sources all followed the 
NTSC format and all were fed into the video frame grabber. Again, during our experiments, latency 
measurements were recorded periodically. This time the measured latency was representative of the time 
required for picture to picture (i.e. screen display to screen display) transmission. The outcome of these 
tests revealed a latency of approximately 50-60ms (less than 2 frames) given that our experiments were 
based upon utilizing NTSC standard input which is 30 f p s .  This small latency is very difficult to perceive, 
even with the source and destination display screens side by side. Table 2 represents some results of a 
study [3] on frame rates and their effects on human eyes. As can be seen, a jerky motion is perceived when 
successive frames are 67-83 ms apart. This is in excess of the latency in our experiment between a frame 
appearing on the source screen and the same frame appearing on the destination screen. 
Effect on human eye 
Frames appear disjoint 
Motion is ierkv. 
30 fps 
60-75 f p ~  
90 f p s  
Television quality 
High-motion discernible (HDTV) 
Limit of human eye perception 
Table 2: Effects of frame rate on human eyeperception[3] 
These latency tests were also based upon XTP unicast mode communication link with XTP 
network packets sized at 3305 bytes each, and a video buffer of 16000 bytes. The P E G  video compression 
chipset utilizing the Huffman encoding scheme provided us with 2 to 4 times data reduction thus greatly 
reducing the network bandwidth requirements for our realtime video communication experiments. A 
typical XTP unicast communication session utilized approximately 3 Mbitslsec to 6 Mbitshec bandwidth. 
The XTP multicast sessions were recorded to also within the 3 Mbits/sec to 6 Mbitshec range of network 
bandwidth consumption. 
Conclusion 
After performing the audio and video experiments in our testbed, the results have indicated the 
use of XTP and FDDI on multimedia transmission is feasible and may provide a bridge to the giga-bit 
network rates. The results of the XTP multicast bandwidth consumption is revealing in that it is within the 
range of the typical XTP unicast network utilization despite the fact that unicast is a 1 to 1 session and 
multicast is 1 to N network communication As multimedia is becoming an important industry today, more 
research in multimedia transmission is needed. 
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